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NATIONAL BANK

President Facing An Entirely Mew
Problem.

from Madrid

indicate

culty of ascertaining the exact

$100,000.00

CAPITAL,

London, August 12.—The special des-

patches

of Portland, Nlaine,

Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.00

the

diffi-

procedure

in the peace negotiations.

Washington, August 11.—Plans for the
temporary government of Cuba and the
territory which will be acquired from
Spain as a result of the war are now un-

correspondent of the Times
telegraphing at 7.15 Thursday evening,
The Madrid

Solicits the accounts of Banks,mer- says:
“The preliminary negotiations are adcantile Firms, Corporations and
furto
and
is
steadily, although perhaps
vancing
Individuals,
prepared
nish its patrons the best faciltiies not quite so quickly as could be wished.
and liberal accommodations.
“The short reply from Washington to
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Incompetency
Spanish Bullets.

Department’s
Worse Than

ritory of the United States, wili be placed
In charge of a military governor who
will exeroise a supervisory control of all
Df the functions of government under

Spanish note, which reached
Madrid today, must be regarded as merely

the direction of the President until Congress shall determine upon a permanent
Form of government for the island. The

forerunner of a more detailed com-

a

munication tnat may Do
the next

of

course

expected in tne

few

days.

It says

L

all the

points
will

as

a

UUUV1

VMW

raised in the last Spanish

embody the conditions

no

control and although it is altoprobable that in his message to

mental

gether
telegraphed to Madrid Congress on the subject he will exercise
of making
acceptance with the least delay possi- his constitutional privilege

of which will be
for
ble.

recommendations, upon

Until this latter communication is

will

once

or

Congress alone
and duty

responsibility

determining the character of the
the Cortes will be assembled at political relations which Porto Kico s hall
only at the close of the negoti- permanently bear to the United States.
if

Thera are reasons for the belief that
himself favors a colonial
the President
form of government and that this view
is shared by the cabinet. Canada is cited
as having a model colonial government
which is satisfactory alike to a majority
of its people and to the mother country.
This system, however, it is believed, can
bo put into operation only after the lapse
of a considerable period of time and after
the people have demonstrated sufficiently
their ability to govern themselves intelligently in all local matters. Upon the
evacuation of Cuba it is believed to be
the intention of the President to establish
for the whole island a temporary military
government similar to that now in operation at Santiago.
When order has been fully restored and
the people havo settled down to their
peaceful occupations, It is believed to be
the view of the President that a convenot the people
tion of representatives
should be called to vote on the question
of a form of government for the island.
The presence of the army of the United
States would be a guarantee that every
citizen who would subscribe to an oath
binding himself to support whatever form
should be agreed upon
of government
should huve the unquestioned rights to
vot e for whomsoever he pleased to represent him at this convention. The action
of this body, however, would have to he
submitted to the United States for op-

ations.”
The Madrid

correspondent of

the

Daily

Atlanta, Ga., August 11—Three enlisted
Mail says:
mendied today of typhoid fever in the
the
“The
cabinet today considered
general hospital Fort McPherson—a total
of ten deaths from this disease In sixty protocol,! which arrived this (Thursday)
hours.
Today’s dead were bn rled in the morning.
President McKinley accepts
national cemetery at Marietta. Ga., where
with slight formal
the Spanish [ reply
this disease will be interred

all dead from
modifications.
in the future.
Fifty of the 400 cases of
“The first condition of the protocol is
typhoid fever under treatment are in a
serious condition.
This will be declared iman armistice.
Extra sanitary precautions to guard
The conditions are the same
mediately.
against infection among the troops at the
as those proposed by president McKinley.
post have been ordered by Major Bubb
the commanding officer.
Senor Sagasta has cabled M. C'ambon an
The three thousand recruits remaining
the protocol to
to sign
authorization
o
Smail
removed
at McPherson will be
Eighteen which step the Queen Regent had already
possible.
camps as soon as
hundred are now at Camp Hobson, near
Lithia Springs; 2000 will be sent to Pearl given assent.
Springs; near Newman. Ga., and the de“The cabinet council tonight also disparture of several hundred to Montauk,
will o ear the cussed the Instructions to be given the
L. I., in a day or two.
eliminate the
reservation of men and
Spanish commissioners for the negotiation
danger of infection.
of peace. The
question of the Philip"
THE WEATHERfor considwill be the chief

pines

eration and on this the
of the

devolve the

American

[point
precise

intentions

government

are

not

proval

known”

or

THE

Daily
Chronicle telegraphing Thursday night

disapproval.

SANTIAGO CONTROVERSY.

The Madrid correspondent of the

minister

of war, Lieut.

deolares that it will be

a

Gen.

difficult

of the repatriated
Boston, Aug. 11.—Forecast for Boston problem to dispose
»nd vicinity for Friday—Cloudy weather, soldiers, since there is no room for them
probably with occasional showers; east- in the barracks.
erly winds.
“The Pope has authorized the Spanish
Washington, Aug. 11.—Forecast for
the
to reduce
ern

New

England and EastYork—Showers; warmer; east

For New

to southeast winds.
Local Weather

government

temporarily

salaries of the clergy in view of

Spain’s

necessities.

FLEET HEARS

Report.

LATEST.

Portland, August 11.—The local weather
bureau office records
are as fellows:

as

to

the

a.

Weather Observation.

Surgeon General Sternberg Tell* What He

Washington, August 11.—In view of
complaints against the medical branch of
the army the statement is given out that
Surgeon General Stei-nberg on April 15,
recommendation tc
made the fol lowing
the Adjutant General as to meaicai supplies to accompany the army:
Each regiment to take two ambulances,
four extra litters, a field hospital for ten

source.

ll.-The sorerRinent has recouncil rose at 9.40 p. in.
cabinet
ceived the protocol and «ae
having approved it. Tbfe government will wire M. Cambon
tonight, empowering him to sign the preliminaries of peace.

The despatch

caused the most

or

acting stewards

to have two stewards
and fifteen hospital

corps men.
A light battery to have one ambulance,
field hospital for five men (one hospital
tent), an acting steward and five privateof the hospital corps.
On April 20, 1893, the surgeon general
sent instructions to Major B. h- lope,
chief surgeon, Tampa, Fla., directing
ot
him to inspect the mecUoal department
and report
each regiment upon its arrival
medical
in
supto him the deficiencies

intense

satisfaction

the fleet.

PlTh'e Surgeon
the

Offlolal Denial of 111

Treatment

11.—The day has been diplomatically, one
There have been two cabinet councils,
of the busiest since the outbreak ot the war.
in addition to various diplomatic conferences.
the text of the protocol was not received until the evening was well adp.

August

m.,

Though

its contents through
vanced, the government had been made fully acquainted with
Paris. The matter was practically settled as already cabled at the cabinet meeting this
afternoon and the receipt of the actual document therefore only required a-meeting of
the cabinet for a formal acceptance.
Ministers adhere to the statement that the protocol contains no modification of
the

original terms,

but

only

suggestions.
Washington

new

They expect that it will be signed at
suspension of hostilities will be announced.
Duke Almodovar de Rio, minister of

tomorrow

foreign affairs,

assures

(Friday)
the

and that

a

correspondent

of the Associated Press that the negotiations for the peace treaty will take place in
Paris, but he says the commissioners have not yet been appointed.
The the terms of the protocol will not be published until the instrument has
heen signed.

GEN. SCHWAN TAKES MAYACUEZ.
D.

C., August 12.--At

1

o’clock this

morning

the

War

Depart-

Washington,
ment posted the following:
Ponce, August 11.—Secretary of War, Washington: Following from Schwan:
Immediately after repulse yesterday, Spanish troops joined by what were left in MayaHave sent scouts in that direction.
My command
<ruez moved in direction of Lasos.
this
morning.
entered Mayaguez at 9 o’clock
MILES.
(Signed)

IrovTenemy.
Engagement During

March to

Mayaguez.

from his position

flicted heavy loss.

and

lieutenant was found in field and

striking the Aibonito road,
half a mile beyond town, captured the
was beyond all praise.
I propose to con- entire garrison of Caomo, about 150 men.
Commander Ilero and Capt.
tinue my march on Mayaguez at early Spanish
killed.
Our loss reported six
Lopez
“SCHWAN.”
hour tomorrow.
wounded, only one severely. Men and
offioers
behaved
MILES.
excellently.
(Signed)
and Col. Biddle are
“Col. Hulings
in our lines. Conduct of officers and men

SCHWAN HAD A FIGHT.

Washington, August 11.—The War Delate this afternoon received the

partment

Washington,

following:

has just been

AugustV11 .—A despatoh
received at the war depart-

Ponce, via Bermuda, August 11.
ment from Gen. Sohwan, commanding a
Secretary of War, Washington:
brigade under Gen. Miles in Porto Rico,
from
The following message received
saying he has had an engagement a few
Sohwan:
Camp near Hormigueros, Aumiles from Mayaguez with a large Spangust 10th.— Advance guard, including
cavalry of

this

command while recon-

northwest of Kosairo river, near

nelterlng
Hormigueros developed strong Spanish

ish

|oree

tilled,

in

which

two

privates

were

Washington, August 11.—-War Depart-

says that
in the fonr

days since the order was issued establishing It
Four wells have been dug twelve feet
deep and one thirty feet deep, the latter
furnishing a large supply and all below
hard pan. A tank Is being erected whioh
will hold 30,000 gallons, and pipes are beAll
ing laid throughout the camp.
soldiers who have arrived have tents. The
men found sleeping on the sand arrived
find left it,

of thflir

own

The commissary generals’ department has reports from its officers at
Uontaok which state that there is plenty

was

)f food.

wounded

CAPTURE OF COAMC.
Miles Commends Two Officers Who
Were In En&aaemcnt.

Washington, August 11.—The war
partment late this afternoon gave out
following delayed telegram:

dethe

Ponoe, August 9.
To Secretary of
War, Washington:
The
following received from Gen. Wilson:

“Gen. Ernst’s brigade captured Coamo.
I 8.SO this morning. Sixteenth Pennsyl-

.....

Press bulletin from

ated

nouncing that the Spanish
approved the peace protocol

New York, August 11.—A special to the
STew York Journal from Key West, says:
The gunboat Bancroft arrived today
’rom the Isle of Pines, bringing news of
;he fight with
Spaniards in which one
sf her men were killed.
miles from the south coast of the
Ten
isle of Pines, the wreok of a schooner was
sighted. The Bancroft’s launoh, with a
one-pounder on board, was sent out and
the schooner,seeing the launoh, sailed for
Puerto Cortes. Soldiers on shore fired at
the Bancroft’s launoh, which replied with
her one-pounder, eventually compelling
the Spaniards to flee.
Stoker Emanuel Naulquers was killed
by a bullet through the left arm and
chest. The launch soon afterward towed
away the sohooner, which proved to be
the Carmlte, loaded with fire-wood.
The Spanish loss must have been heavy,
judging by the launch’s efiective fire.

Associ-

Madrlc^ an-

oabinet had

and that the

French ambasador would reoeive
tions

sign it,

to

peotsd that

the

instrnp

*

gratifying to
confidently ex*
signatures will be affixed
was

the administration.

very

It is

to this dootunent tomorrow and

immedi-

governments will
begin carrying out its pro visions. The
Brst will be cessation of hostilities folately thereafter both

immediately by

lowed

the occupation of
Merritt and the

General

Manila by

United States troops underbills command,
the oooupation of San Juan in Porto Bioo
by General Miles and the evacuation of
that island by the Spanish foroes.
It is
WV»w<v»

THE BANCROFT LOSES A MAN.

IliU

other
some

HV

UV1UJ

1U

Havana, Matanzas
Spanish strongholds in Cuba,
diffloultties are anticipated
in
of

evaouation

•

ranging for

a

tlJtT

and
as

ar.

proper form of government

of Cuba and beoause

there is no desire to

hurry American troops into the

island

beforo cooler weather.

Up

to

ceived

midnight

no

the President

official

the action of the

Spanish

but it was* stated by those

tonight

that

had

communication

as

re-

to

government,
who saw him

he was very expectant that

this was the last

day

of the war.

The French embassy has as yet received
no

communication from Madrid authoriz-

ing M. Cambon to sign the protocol, but
the secretaries of the embassy left orders
Washington, August 11.*-The following
was received at the State Department to- on retiring to be called If any message
night :
was received and it will be immediately
Consulate of the United States,
translated.
Hong Kong, August 11.
Moore, Washington:
; There is good authority for the stateInform General Corbin steamship Sydwill be at thd
Australia
left
20th; ment that Secretary Day
Nagasaki 27tb;
ney
Peking, 6th, all direct Frisco without h ead of the peace commission and that
stop.
two United States Senators will be memWILDMAN.
(Signed)
Senator Allison of Iowa and
SAILING OF TRANSPORTS.

STORES FOR GEN. MERRITT.
San Francisco, August'll.—Five thousand tons of commissary stores will bs
sent to Gen. Merritt by a special steamThe
er.
provisions will be rations for
20,000 soldiers for several months. All
the stores will be purchased from farms
an the Pacific coast.

bers of itSenator Gorman of

Maryland have been
prominently mentioned for places on the
commission and it is known that they
have

under consideration by the
It is not believed by members

been

President.

of the commission that the commission
cause
can complete its work in time to
an extra session of Congress to oonsider
;relief for Manila soldiers.
legislation which the treaty of peaoe will
npnpqsitAtfi Although there is a orosoeot
Philadelphia, August 11.—Secretary
French of the National Relief association that an extra session of the Senate may be
today cabled to United States Consul called in November to consider the treaty
General Wildman [at Hong Kong a thousand dollars with instructions to use the of peace.
money to buy food and supplies for the
JOB FOR HOBSON’S FATHER.
troops at Manila, ana to have the same
_

as

quickly

as

possible.

hundred dollars was also sent to
Major James E. Pitcher, the commissary
agent at Jacksonville, Fla., who is in
charge of the hospital supplies there.
One

TELEGRAPH LINE EXTENDED.

A .arvwcf.
11 -ftfiTl. frrflfilV
has received a despatch from Col. Allen,
Rico, stating that
especially to be commended. This Is a new at Ponce, Porto
Important capture and well exe- the telegraph lines have been extended,
very
ami
cuted. Names of wounded ns soon as re- first from Ponce, through Guayama
Arroyo to the headquarters of Gen.
ceived here.
Brooke; second, through Guayama, tJ
(Signed)
the
headquarters of Gen. Wilson; third,
“Miles.”
through Adjuntas and Utuado to the
fourt.i
headquarters of Gen. Stone; and lino?
GEN. SHAFTER’S REPORT.
along the coast to Guanica. Those
*
and
they
all extend to the cable station,
11.—General
August
Washington,
place the United States in communication
Shatter’s sanitary report for August 10, with more than half of Porto Rico.
shows: Total number of sick, 3255; total
number fever cases, 2151; total number
REGIMENT FOR SANTIAGO.
total number NEGRO
new cases of fever, 307;
fever oases returned to duty, 325; deaths,
New York. August 11.—The Eighth
10, including Private P. Vesper, Co. M, regiment of Illinois volunteers (colored)
second Massachusetts, acute diarrhoea.
arrived in Jersey City this morning over
Baltimore & Ohio railroad. The
the
numbering 1,326 in all, came in
men
EXPENSE IN CABLING FROSJ
from Camp
Tanner, at
four seotions
are going to SanPORTO RICO.
Springfield, 111. They
relieve the First Illinois volunto
Washington, August 11.—Few people tiago
and are to be transported from
are aware of the heavy expense attached teers,
on
the cruiser Yale, which
to cable
communication under existing New’ York
to sail today.
conditions between tho government here vessel is expected
and Gen. Miles and the navel commanders at Porto Rico. The reason assigned CONDITION OF SPANISH PRISONcable tolls is that it is
the heavy
for
ERS.
necessary to use a very clroultousrout and
N.
Portsmouth,
H., August 11. —In
transfer through several different cables
of orders the return of the
in order to reach New York from Ponce. anticipation
a new list of the men
Gen. Greely, chief signal officer, hopes to Spanish prisoners,
made today by
better this condition very shortly. Tho with thsir ratings was
it is now
French cable passes about 13 miles north- order of Col. Forney and
will begin
that embarkation
ward of San Juan on the north coast and rumored
of
the 25th
the mouth. There wero
It is tho expectation of Gen. Greely, with about
now cases of sickness at the camp tothe consent of tho oable officers to have no
and these who are ill are renorted to
this cable cut at that point and a landing day,
made on the north shore of Poito Rico, be raidiy recovering.
■

and Lieut. Riley

in the foot.

Gen.

mountains,

Tliousht Last
Night.

Washington, August 11.—The

ment ofllolals officials deny generally the
assertions of discomfort and ill-usage of
troops reported from Montauk Point. The
quartermasters’ department whioh had

vania, Col. Hulings commanding, lad by
Spanish Lieut. Col. Biddle of my staff, having
made a turning movement through the shipped
brought

it is believed in-

A wounded

So President

Sol-

of

rolition.

Madrid, 10.30

LAST DAY OF WflE

MONTAUK-

diers.

tv.^

General also furnishes a
more important articles
long list of
throughout
were sent to Tampa and force which lay concealed in hills north
that
of medioine
It is expected that several warships will
Santiago with the army.
In general engagement
of Mayaguez.
had each a
The regular regiments
soon be able to go North and the great
eighth
medical and surgical ohest, litters and that followed Lieut. Byron,
order: Temperature, direotion of wind fleet now lying here is in readiness to other field
supplies before the above
in
ray aide camp, was wounded
cavalry,
issued.
were
articles
state of weather:
be distributed to the various stations.
Co. D, 11th
Private
Formberger,
and
foot
Boston, 02 degrees, NE, rain; New
TO PREVENT YELLOW FEVER,
FOR SANTIAGO SOLDIERS.
York, 72 degrees, NE, cloudy; Philadelinfantry and one other private were killed
phia, 72 degrees, SE, cloudy; WashingAugust
Washington,
11.—Every pre- and fourteen enlisted men were wounded.
Boston, August 11.—In response to the
taken by both the war
ton, 72 degrees, S,p cloudy ;Albany, 72 decablegram of Dr. E. G. Braokett. who is caution is being
engrees.SE,cloudy; Buffalo, 78 degrees,SW, at Santiago superintending the distribu- and treasury departments to prevent the It Is reported that the most if not the
cloudy; Detroit, 76 degrees, S, cloudy; tion of supplier for the volunteer aid as- Introduction of yellow fever into the tire Spanish garrison of Mayaguez and
The officials of the two
Chicago, 70 degrees, W,p cloudy ;St.Paul, sociation tho association today forwarded United States.
of 100°
72 degrees, NW,
clear; Huron, Dak., to that point a large amount of prepared departments are co-operating thoroughly surrounding country consisting
The shipment was made on the in the efforts that are being made and the
72 degrees, W, clear: Bismarck, 74 de- foods.
200
and
volunteers took part in
of
those best informed is that regulars
grees, N, clear; Jacksonville, 72 degrees, 6teamer Barnstable of the Boston fruit opinion
be
will
We drove the enemy
successful.
the engagement.
company and will be transhipped at Port they
NE, rain.
The agricultural department weather
bureau for yesterday, Aug. 11, taken at
8 p.
m., meridian time, the observation for each section heing given in this

Algnst

Madrid, lO p.m.,

men, medical and surgioal chests, field
supplies for three months.
Infantry regiments to have a steward oi
of
acting steward and ten privates

hospital corps.
Cavalry regiments

weather

off Guantanamo, via
With
the fleet,
m.—Barometer, 30.000; thermometer, 61.3; dew point, 60; humidity, 96; Playa del Esta, August 11.—7 p. m.—The
wind, N; velocity, 10; weather.lt rain.
Associated
Press bulletin announcing
8 p. m.—Barometer, 30.017, thermometer, 63.5; dew point, 60; humidity, 81; the peace protocol had been agreed upon
wind, E; velocity 6; weather cloudy.
was the first definite newB received here
Mean dally thermometer 64; maximum
thermometer, 69; minimum thermometer, regarding the progress of the peace nego60; maximum velocity of wind, 15 N;
tiations. Nothing had been received from
total preolpitatlon. 0.43 inch.
the navy department or from any other
8

where a cable station will be ordered.
The
immediate result will be to afford
much moredireot communication between
Porto Bioo and the United States, and
out the cable down one half. The French
oahle officers are said to have acted with
the greatest courtesy and consideration
in accommodating
tbe United States
government throughout the West Indian
campaign, although, of course, having
strlot regard for the obligations imposed
by the neutrality laws.

charge of opening the oamp,
good progress has been made

j

“The

Friday:

I

It ecu nnn ended

w

Correa,

American Forces Capture City of
Mayaguezi Porto Rico.

WU.OV1VUV1UU

authority to go beyond this
preliminary or temporary stage in the
istabllshuient of any system of govern-

whole in a formal document,the text

whether
Far

lODJUVUV)

laws, has

the President will take into consideration

received, it will be impossible to say

DYING OF TYPHOID FEVER.
War

let serious consideration by the President
the
cabinet, Porto
snd members of
Rlio as an actual acquisition to the ter-

the last

note and

SETH L. LARRABEE,
PERLEY P. BURNHAM,
JAMES F. HAWKES,
WILLIAM M. MARKS.

Meeting

CONDITIONS AT

TBB

CHAPMAN

Action Taken at Cabinet
Last Evening.

of Protocol.

13 Preble St., onp. Preble House
Jiia u loves u leans ea

Antonio, Jamaica, on a sailing vessel to
It Is hoped that this Shipment
Cuba.
will reach Santiago before the departure
of the Snd and 9th regiments, but in case
it does not, it will be distributed among
the troops located there who are most in
need of It.

U’ooMn.rtnT,

Washington, August 11.—The President
today appointed Judge J. M. Hobson,

of Merrimao
Greensboro, Ala.
a
Democrat
and
the nomiis
Mr. Hobson
nation was made at the earnest request of
as a
his Republican fellow townsmen
mark of good feeling.
father

of -Lieut. Hobson

fame, postmaster at

Dse in place
of Cream of Tarter
and Soda

.....

Absolutely Pure
More

convenient,
lighter

Makes the food

and
ROYAL

more

healthful.

BAKING POWDER

CO.,

NEW

YORK._

The ordnance department of the army
has succeeded at last in securing a smokeless powder adapted for use in the Springall
the
Held rifle with which nearly
The powder
volunteer troops are armed.

WAR’S STATUS.
Department Awaits

used with the small bore repeating rifles
a
special powder
was too powerful and
This Is now coming
had to ho prepared.
being
in from the manufacturers and
turned into fixed ammunition in such
quantities as to warrant the belief that
even should the war continue our soldiers
would not be again exposed to the danger
encountered at the battle of El Caney

Word From

Spain.

SPAIN IS SATISFIED.
Result of Peace

Negotiations

UPTON’S

WESTBROOK.

Meets With

Approval.

New York

The
official

Madrid, August 11.—10 a.m. In
circles here the reply of the United States
of tho peace
to Spain, in
the matter
negotiations, is regarded as satisfactory.

assessors

of taxes, Mossrs. J.

polls
making a total of $5,265.
‘‘As regards conditions which might
g Washington, August 11.—The interest through the betrayal of their presence by
estate, resident, at $17 per
in government circles centered today in the
smoke of the Springfields.
create difficulties during the course of thousand, $28,678.91; on personal properblinding
“If ty, resident, $5,382.62;
the press despatches from Madrid, as the
total, *39,326,53.
negotiations,” the Premier added:
SOLDIERS WITHOUT SHELTER
lirst news of the deoision of the Spanish
Real
estate, non-resident, $1,534,640';
any changes are to be made, the governthere
ment itself will make them
government would bo made public
non-resident, $214,190;
personal estate,
More Kvidence of Criminal Incompctency
The text of the reply of the United
and there was no likelihood of anything
total, $1,748,830. Tax on real estate, nonIn War Department,being known .officially in Washington
reduring the day as to Spain’s decision
New York, August 11.—Many of the
specting signatures to the peace protocol.
at Montauk Camp are still withAfter the close of office nours Secretary soldiers
a
Day drove to the White House and had
half hour's conference with the President.
He stated that no further word had been
received from Ambassador Cambon but
that he expected a call from
admitted

that gentleman tomorrow. Certain members of the cabinet expressed the opinion
that the President would have some news

out shelter.
There was little improvement in affairs
Detachments of troops
this morning.
one after another arrived only to find no
preparation for them.
General Young and his few assistants

had been unable to provide accommodawho
arrived
tions for all the soldiers
yesterday and on the previous day.
)Ui VUliV
UU.IJ
As a result many of the men who arwhich was construed into an intimation
bo without shelter tocal! probably rived today will
tlio Ambassador’s
that
Officials night. There are nearly fifty sick soldiers
would bo made in the morning.
tents who aro
without
show no loss of conlidence in their original in the hospital
comfortable beds and proper nourishwill
the
that
Spanish government
opinion
ment.
authorize SI. Gambon to sign the protocol
Fresh milk is needed for the typhoid
±l> la boulcu nxirau
just as it was transmitted from Washing- patients.
The naval are being made to have an ainplo supply
ton to Sludrid last evening.
of milk shipped to the camp every day.
war board led by Acting Secretary Allen,
jars of fresh water from
tank
Four
noon.
It
is
about
on
called
Judge Day
Brooklyn are expected at the camp this
believed their purpose was to impress up- eveDing.
stated that the first consignment of
on
the Secretary the
importance of 8 It is
hospital supplies sent by the Red Cross
making the surrender of important society and the War Rolief association
strategic points at the entrance of harbors will be at the camp tonight.
General Young says his driven wells
such as Slorro Castle at Havana harbor,
water all right, but there are
for
the cessation of havj struck
condition
a
some couplings and pieces of machinery
hostilities.
for pumping that are wanting and they
It is questionable, however, whether it will have to be 6ent from New York, becan begin.
is not now too late to amend the protocol fore the pumping
The contractor says he will have an
in its substance as proposed by the war
from these wells in
hand
on
ample supply
board.
a day or two.
The 6th cavalrymen, who were actually
with
out of doors, are all now provided
A rumor was put afloat this afternoon
tents and are as comfortable as circumto*he effect that Secretary Alger, in an- stances will permit.
ticipation of the beginning of the formal
General ILLINOIS SOLDIERS LEFT BEHIND,
peace negotiations had cabled
General
Merritt
and
Porto
Kioo
New York, August 11.—When the Yale
in
Miles
de Cuba many
in the Philippines orders that looked to- started today for Santiago
8th Illinois colored volunteers
of the
ward a cessation of hostilities. When his were not aboard of her. It is said that
this rumor,
attention was directed to
during the five hours the regiment spent
this
Secretary Alger pronounced It to be with- at Communipaw depot, over morning,
sufficiency
many of the men, got an
out foundation and absurd and his words of
the Amerireached
liquor. When they
were practically repeated with emphasis can line
for
more
desire
tbo
liquor
pier,
by Adjutant General Corbin, through led to the running of the guard at the
must dock entrance, and in consequence many
whose hands any such messages
Besides the rank
men were left bobind.
The publication of such stories, and
pass.
file, captains and lieutenants stragto
moreover, was deprecated as tending
gled down to the pier long after the Yale
passed the battery. All that apencourage the Spanish government to had
on a
were sent
tug after l he
As a peared
further and passive resistance.
It is believed that some of the
cruiser.
matter of fact General Miles seems to bo soldiers are still in the city. After the
pressing forward with the greatest energy Yale had started six sick and wounded
of the Eighth Illinois were
and a oablegram received from him late meraDers
found
by the police on Bier 15, North
in the afternoon reported the forward
river. They wore removed to the Hudson
movement of General Schwan in oharge street hospital.
One of the wounded
of one of the divisions of the American men was hurt by falling from the train.
cleared Sandy Hook bar at
The Yale
array and the ensuing skirmish. Ernst’s
3 p. in., when she was signalled from
brigade is also advancing rapidly along Sandy Hook to wait for orders. She
Aibonito and made what stopped and the tug American brought
the road to
been left bemight be described as a very important to her the soldiers who had had been
Whan these men
hind.
put
capture at Coaom Tuesday.
Yale
aboard tin
proceeded.
Merritt undoubtedly is pursuing his
campaign in Luzon. Ii is stated positive- FURLOUGHS FOR SICK SOLDIERS.
---

ly that be is under no restraining orders
from the war department, bat that it is
left entirely to his own discretion when
and how to attack Manila. As it has been
reported from Cavito that he was 6imply
waiting the arrival there of the monitor
Monadnock, it Is presumed this attaok
made
soon follow, if it has not been
already, for, according to the calculation
will

of the navy department, the Monadnock
While no
is about Quo now at Cavite.
quite clear as to General Merritt’s purpose in deferring his attack until the vessels arrives, it Is the opinion of the mili-

tary officials that his plans to plant the
two monitors, Monterey and Monadnock,
direotiy within range of the Manila batteries and, if a demand for surrender is
refused, to batter down these defenses.
Only fully armored vessels can be safely

employed

in such work.

Secretary Alger today cabled to General
Miles to apply immediately to the Porto
Rican ports captured by him, the tariff
drawn up by the government for Santiago
This is in line
and other Cuban ports.
with the policy of the war
department
American system of
of extending the
tariffs asgrapidly as possible over captured
territory, l'ho settlement of the details of
the evacuation of Cuba and Porto Rico is
already receiving the earnest attention
of the officials.
Some provision is to be
made for the treatment of the Spanish
prisoners and for the disposition of the
artillery and war
6toreg. There is also some naval property
of value remaining in Cuban and Porto
Rican ports, and it is a question whether
small

arms

and

tho

not this should be demanded by ns or
bo allowed to remain in Spanish possession. The conclusion has been reached by

or

Secretary Alger to refer these matters to
a military commission
and
Adjutant
General Corbin
is
now
looking up
for
the
of
such a
precedents
guidance

mission.
Possibly this commissiou
would meet the question raised by the
war
board
naval
as to the propriety of
holding Morro Castle as a pledge
until
the formal signature of a treaty of peace.
com
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card!

Wo guarantee every bottle of Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy and will refund the money to

any one who is not satisfied after using
It is the most successful medicine in
it
the world for bowel complaints, both for
children and adults. For sale by D. W.
Heseltiue & Co., 387 Congress St., Edward W. Stevens, 107 Portland St., King
S. Raymond, Cumberland Mills, Win. Oxnard, 921 Congress St, H. P. S. Goold,

Congress Square Hotel.

Easy

Food

Spain,

Spanish

at $3 each,
Tax on real

answer.

States will not be definitely known until
after the coming cabinet meeting.
The Liberal, modarate Republican, expressed the belief that President McKinley “replied to Spain’s note with suspicious rapidity.” It adds:
“We acoept the sacrifice, knowing tho
responsibility falls upon the government,
useless
Tho best course is to avoid all
procedure while tho diplomats are quibbling. It is useless to make distinction in
language in order to reach a conclusion
which is inevitable and already known,
flow in
to
while our blood continues
Porto Rico and at Manila. During the
too
sacrificed
have
we
last three years
It is time to end it, and
much blood.
this is the only aspect of tho question
Any
that at present can bo considered.
its
to discuss
way the press is unable
other aspects. All delay in concluding an

POLICEMAN’S CRIME.
DRUNKEN
New York,
August 11.—Policeman
tenderloin
tho
Howard
Hawley of
toprecinct, in a drunken rage at noon
his wife,
wounded
and
shot
mortally
day,
aged 25, his two children, Muy, aged 5,
Maddie, aged 3, bis aged mother, Mrs.
Mary Hawley, and then turning the revolver upon himself, blew out his brains.
The police believe that Hawley’s wife
had taken him to task for his unsteady
habits, and becoming enraged he shot
her then killed his mother, who probably

$3,641.23; total, $29,730.13.

Total valu-

ation, real estate, $3,222,030; total'valupersonal estates, *530,410. Total
ation,
valuation of the city, $3,752,440; total
tax real estate resident and non-resident,
$54,767.81; on personal property, $9,023.85;
The
assessed, $63,071.66.
total taxes
amount raised last year was $76,661 61
This
on a tax rate of $19 per thousand.
has been reduced to
$17.
year the rate
Thorn ic n.
of 61) ttQllft. Thf» total
increase in valuation last ynar is §4,015.
Tho discount of 3 per cent on. taxes holds
good until October 1.
Dr. A. H. Burroughs has been called
to Buckfleld, to attend the funeral of his

brother, who died Wednesday in Somerville

and

brought

to

whose

remains

have been

Bucklleld, the old home, for

interment.
Mr. Charles I. Spear has retired from
the employ of W. W. Cutter of this city
and has acoepted a position in a shoe shop

at Kennebunk. Mrs. Spear and son will
leave for Kennebunk as soon as he becomes settled in his business.
interfered. All tbe victims were shot
Miss Eva Burnell, Jessie and Mabel
through the brain with the exception of
Blanche Stevens, Eva Granam
struck
Qulnby,
who
was
the murderer's mother,
the left
ear. and Mamie Bohnsen, have returned from
in the neck, just under
Hawley died about u half hour after he the Joscelyn house, Prout’s Neck.
shot himself.
Eugene Fritz, lineman for the Westmomentarily
When Hawley’s mothrr
consciousness at the hospital brook Light company, is enjoying a brief
recovered
this afternoon, she made a statement to vacation in Boston.
Coroner Hart. In subtance it was as foland Erskine, guides
Huston
Messrs.
lows:
and ap- from Aroostook county, who havo accomhad been

“My son
peared crazy.

drinking

He shot his wife first and
then shot me. Then he shot his two children and himself.”
Owen Gallagher, employed by Lock &
Smith at No. 105 West 37th street, saw a
good part of the tragedy. Gallagher was
looking out of the shop window which
runs at right
angles with the rear of
Gallagher and
Hawley’s apartments.
other workingmen had their attention attracted by hearing Hawley quarrelling
with his wife. The policeman was sitting
rear
window.
in a chair up against tho
He held a revolver in his hands and he
was looking at its barrel. Gallagher heard
Hawley curse his wife, telling her to
“get out of this.” Then the policeman's
mother came np and tried to get the revolver away from him.
The old lady pnt her arms around her
son’s neck and enaeavorod to take the
revolver out of his hands. He shoved her
the
off
then
and
shooting began.
Gallagher saw the policeman stand up
the two
and aim the pistol directly at
little children. “He shot them down like
mother
the
As
said.
Gallugher
dogs,”
arms around Hawley's
was putting her
neck ho was heard to be repeating this
sent3nce: “I’ll fix them nil.”
Mrs. Mary Hawley, the mother of the
policeman, died tonight in the New York
Her body as well as those of
hospital.
Hawley and the two children were taken
to an undertaking establishment, whero
viewed by hundreds of the
were
or- they
morbidly curious.

Washington, August 11.—A general
has been issued to the adjutant’s
der
office granting one month’s furlough to
the sick und wounded soldiers and transportations to their homes At the expiration of their furloughs, if fit for duty,
must report to the nearest
the soldiers
camp or hospital, for the
army post,
purpose of being sent to their regiments.
Those not fit for duty are required to report to the adjutant general of the army
forwarding their furlough, acoompanied
by the certificate of a physician stating
their condition and probable time of recovery. Neither the cost of transportation nor the rations while travelling will
and
the soldiers,
be charged against
sleeping ear accommodations by rail and
boat wifi be furnished
state rooms by
them. In lieu of rations the soldiers will
dollar and fifty cents per
be paid
one
day for the necessary number of dnys’
travel.

resident, at $17 per thousand, $26,088.90;
property,
on
non-resident,
personal

Fels-Naptha

Co.,

i

America’s

for

matoh

Philadelphia.

Becord Break I lie and

Sensa-

Finishes.

tional

cup;

to arrange

in the third heat

mark men look foolish

thereof and select a yuoht to repreby working together and keeping out of
sent this club in and by mutual consent the way.
Owing to the withdrawal of
with the challenging club to make any Gardiner, Bald went from soratoh alone,
as
to
numThe
dates, courses,
arrangements
his rival Cooper, having 20 yards.
ber of trials, rules and sailing regulations race was a pretty one, but thp' generosity
all other conditions. And the said of the
and
ex-amateur
the
toward
handicapper
committee shall have the power in their in giving him 250 yards enabled the limit
discretion to add to their numbsr. Said men to prevuil and to prevent the back
__k
-Hull
J-Ai_
the time they cut out.
in
men closing
of the
regatta committee, pursuant to Bald finished fiftn in 4.09, a new handiarticle 10 of the oonsitutjpn.
cap reoord by nine and four-fifths seconds.
The following cable was prepared and He broke it also in the heat, doing 4.16 2-6
sent to Hugh C. Kelley, secretary of the very handily.
Pallet-, thn New Haven amateur, fell in
Koyal Ulster yacht club:
Committee appointed with full power the live mile ohampionship through the
to act on challenge and urrange all de- foul
riding of O. S. Porter, the Detroit
tails. Challenge
is to be binding and amateur. Porter was disqualified fot the
carry precedence. Must be accompanied meet und censured
by tno ohairman.
by name of owner and certificate, name, Collet, however, took tirs auarter mile
anil
dimensions of challenging yaoht ohampionship, his third win in the ohamrig
as
specilied in deed of gift. Your com- pionship contest and with his partner he
mittee will be warmly welcomed.
made it four by cleverly winning the
Vice
Commodore Leyard sailed on tho handicap ohampionship for tandem teams
confor
Etruria
Will
Earl Peabody, the
Saturday.
gladly
at the mile distance.
with
your committee on his arrival In Chicago amateur took the five mile chamEriz
win and
Liverpool if you desiro.
olean
a
good
pionship by
across the tape.
London, August 11.—Mr. J. Y. S. and Kraener followed him of
old
that shot
It was the Eidie Bald
Oddie, on behalf of the Now York yacht
lead in the tiDal half mile chamterms

into the

club, acknowledging the receipt of Sir pionship, his first win of a championship
meet since
’95, the
Thomas Lipton’s
challenge for the race at aofnational
his career.
starting
America’s cup, forwarded through the
crowded
been
have
to
Gardiner olaimed
the pole by McFarland, who took second
Royal Ulster yacht club says:
with
Bald, with Freeman third and
“The purport of your cable is most
Cooper fourth, and protested the Culiconsidered
soon
and
will
be
as
racing
fornian to the chairman of the
agreeable
The protest was not allowed.
Your com- board.
as a meeting can be called.
In today’s racing Kimble of Louisville,
mittee will be warmly welcomed.”
did nothing and Taylor failed to quality
Charles
11.—Hon.
for
the championship. Stevens and John
London,
August
Russell, representing Sir Thomas Lipton, S. Johnson and Tom Butler again failed

Cleveland Lost

a

Game

to

Baltimore at

Philadelphia.

August 11.—Baltimore
Philadelphia,
and Cleveland played another transferred
the Orioles winning
gamo here today,
easily. Maui pitched excellent ball. AtThe score:
tendance 1200.

$10 to J.H.Hezelton of Co. M., 1st Maine
regiment, for their use.
Mr. Benjamin Strout, formerly of this
30100102 0—7
city, now a resident of Chelsea, Mass., is Baltimore.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0—1
a
guest of Mr. S. Arenovsky, Main Cleveland,
Base hits—Batlimore,
14; Cleveland,
street, Westbrook.
Cleveland, 4.
Errors—Baltimore, 2;
Private W. W. Webb of this city, mem- 4.
Batteries—Maul and Robinson; Powell
of Co. M. 1st Maine regiment, a reber
O’Connor.
and
cruiting officer, left Lewiston with the
New York, August 11.—Brooklyn and
other officers stationed there yesterday, en
wero scheduled to play two games
route for Chickamauga, where they have Chicago
conbut as the first
game was
today,
been ordered to report.
tinued for fourteen innings and as it
the West End stable
Roberts Bros.,
rained during the last four innings, the
keepers, have added a handsome buck-

Crass and sun

of

Day

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Indianapolis, Ind., August 11.—More
Nelw York', August
11.—The New
breaking and more sensational
Y ork yacht club at a special meeting to- record
finishes marked the second day of the
night unamimously voted to accept tbo national most of the L. A. W.
challenge of the Iloyal Ulster yacht club
serious accident knocked Arthur
A
A com- Gardiner out of the final of the
to race for the America’s cup,
great
mittee was appointed to soiect the yacht American 11000 handicap race, and near
which will represent the club, to ar- ly placed Billy Martin hors du combat.
and This happened at the close of the second
range tlio date, and place of the race
heat of the oontest.
Martin was at the
all the other details.
front of the bunch and apparently a winComover
by
The meeting was presided
ner, when he sllppped over the pole and
modore J. Piorpout Morgan, and though slid along the bank. Gardiner went over
a short one,
was decidedly unanimous him, Ed
Stevens followed
and then
The telegraphic oorro- Coburn went down in the heap.
and enthusiastic.
Cooper
ca.l lor the and
the
to
McFarland were in the bunch but
sjionrienco leading up
from
the
challenge
consular
to
a
not
ride
Gardiner
could
meeting
escaped spill.
the Koyal Ulster yacht club lu behidt In the great final and Martin did riue to
Hie
was
read.
of Sir Thomas LiPton,
show his pluck.
From sixty
yards he
committee of flag officers, A. X. X. C., gained fourth place, leading
the back
consisting of Commodore Morgan, vice- bunch over the tape.
Commodore Lewis Cass Ledyard, Hear
Booker
and
Cooper
Bald, Foreman,
Commodore Augnst 13olinont, Secretary followed Martin.
Martin came out as
Treasurer
P.
W.
J.
and
Oddie
V.
S.
J
badly out and jarred a man as has been
Hurst, then drew a resolution which was been on the track this year.
adopted unanimously, that the flag offiFred 0. Costello the St. Louis amateur,
treasurer bo anil they
cers, secretary and
who qualified today for the great hundicap
a committee with
are
appointed
hereby
with
took the handicap
Maya of Erie,
power on behalf of this club to accept Ibcond, and L. S. Hall of Philadelphia,
under deed of gift suoh challenge for a third.
back
The same trio made the

derson.

MORGAN OBJECTS TO ONIONS.
13 persons, to
board, accommodating
San Francisco, August 11.—The steamthe equipment of their stable.
the
Hawaiian
er
conveying
Mariposa,
A. N. Dary, formerly pastor of
Rev.
commissioners and 154 men of the First
New York volunteers to Honolulu, sailed the Baptist church of this olty. was in
4
o’clock
this
after
morning.
shortly
Westbrook yesterday calling on friends.
She was detained at her dock all night
awaiting the arrival of delayed English Mr. Dary is now located at Skowhegan
mails.
in charge of a ohnrch, and at this time
The Examiner says:
is enjoying a brief vacation which he is
When
the Hawaiian commission emof tho islands of Casco
on
the
stoamer Mariposa they spending atone
barked
found the passenger deck stacked with bay.
Senators Morgan and
boxes of onions.
Theopelus Lebrecque, a young FrenchUulloin and Representative Hitt made a
man
residing on Webb street, appeared
strong protest to Capt. Hayward against
the
ship sailing in such a condition. before Judge Tolrnan yesterday on a
They declared that it was an outrage and charge of malicious mischief. A cousin
insult to the government to convert
an
the young offender appeared before
of
the vessel which was to carry the official
last week for the same offence,
reports on such an important mission the judge
ADMIRAL KIRKLAND VERY LOW. into a freight
ship. Further than this but was discharged. Young Lebrecque
for several days, but on
they asserted that it was unsafe to proVallejo, Cal., August Jl.—Rear Ad- ceed to sea under such conditions. Every has been missing
was arrested and
return
the berth on the steamer was taken and a his
miral Kirkland was very low today,
brought
physicians having to resort to artificial number of passengers could not get sleep- before the judge wlio found the evidence
him
alive.
He
has
to
keep
respiration
A lio
UUUHUlBaiuu
ttUUUIAIf/UJUttlflUIIB.
insufficient to hold the boy. The case
He is so we3k that he Is mg
since rallied.
to remain on the vessel for
was obliged
unable to raise the blood accumulating in the reason that it oould not secure other was dismissed.
Dr. W. E. Taylor, who was
were engaged yesterday afthe throat.
Workmen
means of transportation.
summoned by wire carao
up from SnD
ternoon in
repairing the concrete sideHe doe s not hold out any
Francisco.
NEWS FROM SANTIAGO.
of the Westbrook post
in front
walk
hopes. Admiral Kirkland may pass away
Santiago de Cuba, August 11.—3.25 p. offlca
at any moment.
Everything possible is m.—
Major General Henry W. Lawton,
Rev. E.C. Strout of Saco, formerly pasbeing done to preserve quiet. Orders have
been given out not to sound the bells in U. S. V., has been appointed militaiy tor Ul buu lUDunuuiou ouuuiu uu uuninlll,
of
of
the
Santiago
department
governor
tho navy yard.
was in Westbrook and Gorham yesterday
and Brigadier General Leonard \V«od, tJ.
on old friends.
Mr. Strout is to
Vallejo, Cal., August 11.—Admiral S. volunteers, has been requested to re- calling
preach at Gorham Sunday in exchange
Kirkland is showing remarkable recupermain governor of the city of Santiago with the Key. Wm. G'ashmore, his sucHis condition tonight has
ative ability.
under General Lawton. Brigadier Gencessor.
greatly Improved.
eral Ezra P. Ewers, U. S. V., has been
governor of the city of Guanappointed
OMAHA FLYER HELD UP.
SHIPPED
WILL BE
NORTH.
The transports Mantee and
tanamo.
the 21st
north
with
sail
Bt
Berkshire
today
Joseph, Mo., August H.—The in11.—The
August
Washington,
Secretary
of War is inundated with telegrams ask- and the balance of the 71st regiments, coming Omaha flyer on the Burlington
of
the
held up at Dog Hill, two miles
embarkation
the
was
road,
ing that the Second Massachusetts be im- this completing
here at 9 o’clock tonight by
The embarkation of the north of
These first division.
mediately sent to Lung Island.
Captain five or six well armed men. After securwishes have been made known to Major second will begin tomorrow.
General Shatter who has the entire matter Jacobson of the Gorman warship Geier, ing possession of the express oar the robin charge.
Transports are now provided was taken over the San Juan battlefield bers rolled the Adams express company’s
in such
large numbers that the entire this morning escorted by Major Miley of small safe out of the car door into a
to haul It
command will be shipped North as rapid- Major General Shafter’s staff.
wagon and ondeivored
away.
loaded
and necessary
be
They abandoned their task, however, and
ly as it can
safe
out
the
on
BETTER
the
POPE
soon
dumped
highmedical attendants provided.
safe was recovered two hours
11—Midnight—Dr. way. The had not been
Rome,
August
and
opened. Though
after
and
visited
the
tonight
Pope
Lapponi
FUNERAL OF COL. BOGAN.
were lired to intimidate the
found
him much better and it is hoped several shots
train men, none of the passengers were
South
Framingham, that he will be able to resume his audi- molested.
Camp Dalton,
Mass., August 11.—Arrangement? were enoes tomorrow (Saturday.)
understood that the intentional
It is
completed tonight for tho attendance of
the Fifth regiment at the funeral of the trouble causes him much weakness, with COPPINGER’S CORPS ORDERED TO
late Col.
Bogan of the Ninth regiment, fainting iits, and despite the reassuring
MOVE.
of the official reports it is felt that
tomorrow in Boston, and tho command tone
Washington, August 11.—Major Genwill leave on two trains, the first at 7.45 tho whole truth is being concealed.
eral Coppinger’s corps has been formally
and the second at 8.10.
TYPHOID EPIDEMIC AT END.
ordered from Florida to Huntsville, AlaThe regiments will leave the train at
after
and
escorting
Huntington avenue
Washington, August 11. —The typhoid bama. Gen. Copplngor has Informed Gen
the remains, will take tho cars again at epidemic of cump Alger is now believed Corbin that the movement of tho corps
is being executed promptly.
Malden.
to be at an end, only live cases being reThe
following sergeants have^ been ported today. A speciul to the Star from
Co.
selected as tody bearers: How,
F; Thoroughfare Gap, Va., says that Judge
Howard, Co. A; Davis, Co. H; McGrath, Advocate Dudley, of the United Slates
Co. K; Donald, Co. L; Wescott, Co. G; army, arrived there last Dight to try Assistant Surgeon and Captain Duncan of
Gustafon, Co. B; Howard, Co. I.
the 22nd Kansas regiment, charged with
a confederate
TO SETTLE ALASKAN TROUBLES. desecrating the grave of
officer at Bull Run.
can’t bleach the clothes
Washington, August 11.—Gen. Merriam
the department of
the
SENATOR VEST IMPROVING.
whiter than they are
commanding
Columbia, has been given full power in
alter being: washed in
Capron Springs, W. Va., August 11.—
the matter of military affairs in Alaska.
whose
Senator G. G. Vest of Missouri,
cold water with
He telegraphed to the department stating
health has been a source of anxiety to bis
that the last boats were about to leave for
He exis improving
rapidly.
friends,
the Yukon oountiy and it might be necespects to remain hero until the first of
sary to send to some poriton of the army
and is displaying a lively into
insure
the
there
public peace. It is September
terest in the war.__
that
ho
will
send
two
or
probable
three
hundred men, including a battery of arfrom sore
soap.
“1 suffered for months
tiiilery.
me in twenFels &
Gen. Merriam will select such troop3 throat. Eclectrio Oil cured
from his command as he thinks are need- ty-four hours.” M. S. Gist, Hawesville,
Of
grocers.
ed in Alaska.
Ky.

A

lengo.

panied Mr. Fred W,. Spring on his hunting trips, are his guests at his home In
this city.
The following Cumberland Mills people have been at Old Orchard during the
past week: Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ansailed today tor Canada, whence ha wili
derson, Mr. and Mrs. Levi Wescott, Mr.
proceed to New York city in connection
and Mrs. Frank Libby, Wm. Kelley, Ar- with Sir Thomas’s challenge.
thur Harmon, James Kelley, Bay LeighLEADERS DIDN’T PLAY.
ton, Thomas Blanchard and Hairy AnMr. J. F. Witham of North Eridgton,
has been the guest of his brother, Officer
W. E. Witbam during the past week.
At the regular meeting of Naomi Eebekah lodge, No. 1, It was voted to send

NEW

WHEELMEN AT INDIANAPOLIS.

ACCEPTED.

Yacht Club Replies to His Cha>-

H.

A. Cordwoll, Frank Adams,
and A. W. Woodbury, have
of the 1898
oomplotetl the assessment
taxes, and the same have boon committed
to the collector, Clinton S. Eastman.

Hazelton, S.
P- Tilrgedn

Premier Sagasta, however, denies that 8 The following
figures show the valuhe authorized the French ambassador at ation of the city: Beal estate, resident,
Washington, M. Cambon, as the repre- $1,687,390; personal estate, resident, $316,in 220; total, $2,003,610. There are 1755
sentative of
to make changes
tho

CHALLENGE

second game was called off.

Base

The score:

0002000000000 1-3
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1)0 0-2

Chicago,
Brooklyn,

hits—Chicago, 30; Brooklyn, 10.
Brooklyn, 2.. Bat-

Errors—Chicago, 3;

teries—Woods and Damman;

Dunn

and

Ryan.
Washington, August 11.—The Senators
The
the Giants broke even today.

and

pitchers

won

The

1200.

both

Attendance

games.

score:

New York,

Washington,

0—8
2—3

20201100
00001000

Base hits—New York, 12; Washington,
7. Enor—New York, 1; Washington, 2.
Batteries—Dineen and Maguire; Seymour,
Warner and Grady.

to show in the races of the
day and
Cabanne did nothing.
As the close of the day Harry Gibson
the quarter in
did a mile in 1.45 3-4,
20 2-5, half in 52 3-5 and the three-quarters
in 1.19 3-5.
He was paced poorly by a
tamden and a quad.
raoos
afternoon
Summaries for the
were as follows:
Quarter mile national championship—
E. C.
G. H. Collet, New Haven, first;
Haussman, New Haven, second; Ed
Llewellyn, Chicago, third. Time, 31 4 5;
last eighth.
mile professional, national
One-half
championship, final—Bald, first; MoFarFreeman of
iand of Caliiornia, second;
Portland, Oregon, third; Cooper, fourth.
3-5.
1.00
Time,
One mile tandem championship amateur
New
—Haussman and Collet,
Haven,
first; Peabody und Llewellyn, Chiongo,
third.
Eriz
and
Time,
Kraemer,
seoond;
2.05.
The great American handicap, distance
two miles, for purse of $1000, divided $500
to first; $200 to second; $75 to third; $25 to
fourth and special prize for the heat to
make up the balance, final beat—F. J.
Costello, St. Louis, 225 yards, first; Otto
Maya, Eric, Pa., 250 yards, second; L. S.
third;
Hall, Philadelphia, 375 yards,
Plugger Bill Martin, Lowell, 60 yards,
H.
B.
Freefifth;
fourth; Bald, scratch,
sixth.
Time,
man, Portland, 20 yards,
4.06 1-5; time of Bald, 4.09, new handicap
record.
Five mile national ohampionship. amateur—Peabody, Chicago, first; Ertz, New
York, second; Kraemer, Newark, third
Rogers, Philadelphia, fourth. No time.
One mile amateur handicap, final—C.
V. Brown, 125 yards, first; j. W. Donnell, 100 yards, socond; Herbert Sieger,
100 yards, third.
Time, 2.05.

MICHAEL WON EASILY.
Baltimore, August 11—Jimmy Michael,

the Welch champion and Fred Titus of
New York, met tonight in the presence
of 4000 persons at Coliseum in their 1
Michael won
mile paoerl bicycle race.
(Seoond Game.)
easily by about 700 yards. Time, 28.48 1-5.
Titus was paced badly but he rode hard
Washington, 00502000 x—7
bids for the race.
10000102 0—4 and made strong
New York,
Base hits—Washington, 11: New York,
Errors—Washington, 1; New York, 2.
Batteries—Kiilen and Maguire; Doheny
and Warner.
7.

A CHALLENGE.
The Firemen challenge the Policeman
to a game of ball on the Deering ball

grounds, Saturday the 20th. W. H. Silva,
captain, F. P. Carr, manager. Answer
through the PRESS.
PEACE IN GUATEMALA.

£|

NOVEL KIRALFY SPECTACLE.
"New York, August 11. —Over 9000 peoattended the initial production of
ple
Naval
“Our
Victories,”
by Imre
Kiralfy, at Madison Square Garden to-

night.

The entire arena of Madison Square
transferred
Garden was
into a basin
bolding 1,600,000 gallons of water, in the
construction of which 68 tons of lead was
basin tonight, Dewey’s
used.
In this
the destruction of Cervera’s
victory,
and other naval events of interost
fleet
an acouracy and
with
were produced,
nuivu

uuuguuuu
iiuciiuj
D^guunuuiOi
Washington, August 11.—Senor A.Lazo Among those who witnessed the producArriago, the Guatemalan minister wired tion was Lieut. Hobson.
today the Associated Press from Long
Branch, N.
J., that he had received a
8100 Reward 8100.
cablegram from his home government
will
be
The readers of this paper
“Revolution
qulokly suppressed. pleased
saying:
to learn that there is at least one
Peace prevails in Guatemala.”

science has been
disease that
in all its stages, and that is CaHall’s Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure known to the medical fraternity.

dreaded
able to

AGENT PAGE'S HOUSE DAMAGED.
Saco, August 12.—The stable of Elmer
of the York cotton mills,
was damaged
by lire at an early hour
this morning to the extent of *2000; fully
E. Page, agent

insured.

The horses

and

carriages

were

saved,
WILL FINISH RACES TODAY.
Old Orchard, August 11.—Owing to the
wet condition of the traok no races were
The four
held here today.

cure

tarrh.

Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional treatment. Hall’s
taken internally, acting
Catarrh Cure is
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the
foundation of the disease, and giving the
patient strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much faith
in its curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails
Send for list of testimonials.

to cuye.

Address F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists. 75c.
Hall’s Family Fills are the host.

concluding

races, 2.05 pace. 2.14 trot, 2.12 pace and
The
2.25 pace will be run ofl tomorrow.
horses in the fast pace will he called at
one

o’olook.
DEATH WAS ACCIDENTAL.

Bangor, August 11.—At nn inquest
held by Coroner Hill at Brewer this afterof
Edward
noon over the dead body
near the trolley line in
Stewart, found
that city, a verdict was returned that the
man met death by accident.
TO CLEANSE THE

STSTEM

Effectually yet gently, when costive or
billious, to permanently overcome habitual constipation, to awaken the kidneys
and liver to a healthy activity, without
irritating or weakening them, to dispel
headaches, colds, or fevers, use Syrup of
Figs, made by the California Fig Syrup
Co.

and agreed on neutrality and the estabSoon after
lishment of a neutral zone.
this the Germans advertised for bids for
Class
at
Graduation of the Chautauqua
the removal of_a bridge partially wrecked
Ocean Park Assembly.
by storm. The destruction of this bridge
would give the Germans a certain strategic >1 advantage. Capt. Leary read the
ESPECIAL TO THE PRESS.)
notice, tore it down with his hands, set a
Ocean Park, August 11.—Today was guard cf marines and had the tridge
by his own carpenters.
“Recognition Day,” the Chautauqua rebuilt
A few days later the Germans paid angraduation day, and the climax of the other tribute to common humanity. The
assembly. Many Chautanqnans were here crtw of the Adler fired two riile volleys
and unarmed
lor the day to see the olass of ’98 pass the into a canoe party of Daked
natives. Tho fact that several of the shots
This
beautiful
and
im“golden gate.”
resistruck about tho houses of foreign
pressive ceremony took place at 2 p. m. dents, only atgravaed the wantomness of
characterized
the an act which Captain Leary
and was immediately followed by
his report to the secretary of the navy,
Recognition Day address, delivered by in
as “a most
dastardly disregard for tho
Miss Vandelia Varnum on the subject,
safety cf human life as well as a cowardly
At the olose breaoh of faith and
“Who Pays the Freight?”
neutrality.” He
of the address the Chautauqua alumni wrote practically tho same thing (transmore formal
lated into only slightly
Other
banquet was held in the Temple.
terms) to the German captain.
features of today’s programme werB the
The evening cf November 14, 1888, a
*
Chautauqua as a runner came from Maa'afa informing
morning lecture on
Germans had
that the
Force in Education,” by Prof. Ward of Captain Leary
threatened to attack a stronghold which
the Emerson college of oratory, and the Mata'afa had established on land under
evening concert at which the cantata American protection. The Adler was to
“The 104th Psalm” was rendered by the bombard at dawn. Captain Leary quietly
ordered all his officers aboard and, knowchorns and soloists.
get
ing that if the Germans saw him
At the beginning of the oonoert Prof. steam up, they would postpone the attack
unmusical
was
director, was] {pre- to some time when the Yankees
Abom, the
sented with music stand by the members prepared, made use of a trick worth two
of the chorus.
of theirs. He bad a little anthraoite coal
on board, and by carrying live coals from
THE
GERMAN
CALLED
BLUFF.
LEARY
bis galleys was abls to start, very slowly,
a surreptitious tire under one boiler after
another.
Naval
By midnight he had full steam
Commander
How an American
of
up without attraoilng the attention
Balked the Plans of the Germans at the German. Then he muffled his anchor
called
were
hands
A11
Ton
Years
s.
quietly
chain
Ago.
Samoa
to quarters at 4 iu the morning.
Suddenly, before daybreak, the German
came rattling
up. Up came
anchors
in
the
Hughes
Criterion.)
(Rupert
anchors silently. The Germans
Leary's
us
at
man
who
The
represented
Samoa, made a dash for the open. To their
in
1888, was Comdr. (now Captain) amazement the bewitched Yankee craft
Teuton turned
Richard P. Leary, better known among was after them. The
The Yankee
toward the threatened fork
his friends as “Scrappy Diok.” He is darted in between the German and the
men
In
the
men
the
and
on.
of
wapone
grittiest
navy,
shore and kept steaauy
fearlessness cf fain Liaarv cried: “Clear for action!”
has a decisiveness and
was straightway stripped of
his
And
ship
character that make him
potentially a
the bluff. The other followed suit and it
national hero, needing only the oppor- looked as if a war with Germany was to
tunity.
i begin then an 1 there.
its destination the German
Everyone remembers that little teapot I Opposite
ship came to a stop. Geary anchored betragedy in Samoa, when the German tween the Adler and the shore. Then be
note to the
effort at landgrabbing was foiled by its lowered a boat and sent a
There was German captain. The note said:—
own smallness and timidity.
I have the honor to inform you that,
material for a marionette epic in the
having reoeived information that Ameriabdication and exlie of old King Malietoa, can property in the Gatogo vicinity of
who sacrificed everything to preserve his Laulli, Lotoanuu and Solo Solo is liable
to be invaded this day, I am here for the
people in peace and succeeded only in purpose of protecting
the same.
bringing on a bitter war. For Germany
For hours the crews stood at their guns
and
and glowered, while the German captain
deported Malietoa on a flimsy pretext
that to
set up a toy pretender, Tamasese, a choice fumed and pondered, knowing
fire on the fort he must tire over our little
nrtion
whole
the
almost
that
rank
so
was
But fret as he would, he
Mata afa, ship.
rose against him and supported
afraid to “see” the Yankee’s “raise.”
cruise
on
a
At length he weakly started
the legitimate successor.
Leary would
The Americans tried to remain neutral, down the coast. Captain
not be shaken off.
Be followed the Gerstomach Ta masese
but they could not
man wherever he went; and, finally, he
Comdr. Leary represented us there with escorted him back to the harbor, where
both anchored. The king of France had
the obsolete vessel, the Adams. His ship
those marched up the hill and down again.
was the only foreign warship in
For his
determined stand Captain
The
a
waters, except the German Adler.
high
Leary received personal thanks,
more
was
much
a
powerful
ship,
in
the
Adler,
regard of his fellow olfloers
place
his native state;
from
watch
and
a
ca
a
over-zealous
in
gold
commanded by
ptaln
but he had no congressional acknowledgehis work and even more offensive in doing
nunt
ment and was not moved up any
it than Dewey’s neighbor Diedrich.
bers in the line. And yet the honor of
the the country had been in his lonely charge
On one occasion he steamed past
he had
quitted him
Adams with a native chief tied to his in mid-ocean; and
like a man—liko an Amerlaon.
His
salute
was not answered.
foremast.
for some
Capain Leary was aftsrward
He stopped ship aud sent off a boat to
of the ram Katahdin, a
years commander
know why. Hack came the particularly naval
had
which
he
suin
experiment
Lsaryan answor: “The United States preme confidence and in which he was
in the
does not salute vessels engaged
willing and eager to engage and sink any
slave-carrying trade.”
ship afloat. And he oould do it, too ! At
This pleased the German immensely
Franhe is captain of the San
present
and his fondness for Capt. Leary increased cisco, the flagship of Comodoro Howell's
when, after
bombarding and burning squadron. He is a very storage battery
by women and of energy. And some day his chance will
villages oooupied only
children and towing the war canoes of the come.
puppet Tamasese hither aud yon, the
WDOMING REPUBLICANS.
following epistolary vitriol was received
from the American:—
Douglass, Wyo., August II.—The ReSuch
especially after the
aotion,
state convention today adopted
Tamasese party had been represented as publican
the resolutions which re-affirm the inationai
g strong government, not needing
declarations made at St. Louis in 1896
armed support of a foreign power, appears
in- and particularly the llnanoiul plank, of
to be a violation of the principles of
of
the St. Louis platform.
violation
ternational law as well as a
W. Mondell was nominated for
F.
the genearlly recognized laws of humanCongress and Deforrest Richards for govthe
representatives met ernor.

RECOGNITION

DAY-

j

■

WM. M. MARKS,

Book, Card
AND-

PRINTER,

JOB

PRINTERS’
97 1-3

EXCHANGE,

Exchange St.,

Portland

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders
attended to.

by

mall

or

telephone promptly
sept22eodt£

DR. FILLEBROWN
has removed

to Y. M. c. A.
Building, Room
36, Tuesdays, otlier days by appointment.
Take Elevator, boston office 157 Newbury
St.
augldlw*

foreign

NOT A MOUNTAIN!
But the highest Land about Portland.
When you buy a lot at Grandview

YOU ARE UP IN THE WORLD,
Way

GREAT LAND SALE,
balloon ascensions,

up where you can see all over the
surrounding counfrv for miles.

eitv anil

ON THE

HIGH, DRY HOUSELOTS

OPENING DAY THERE WILL BE A

|»

By Prof. Charles II. Kabrfch
and Miss Kina Madison

©K

I GRANDVIEW

f

and contains over 1,400,000 square feet of the best building
Is situated in South Portland, opposite the Golf Club grounds,
street and Rigby Road, and also on Grandview
a
land in the vicinity of Portland. This tract has large frontage on both Main
It has a frontage of 2000 feet on the
and Park Avenues, the new boulevards we are constructing through the property.
Portland
the
city road will run directly pas- it on
extension
of
a
and
proposed
Portland & Cape Elizabeth'electric car line,
of
the lots immediately bordering the
number
a
the
and
land,
Main street. The Boston & Maine R. R. also crosses part of
location is the highest in the vicinity of
The
and
a
railroad
station.
for
be
reserved
manufacturing purposes
track will
for miles. On this property is one of the
Portland—overlooking the city and harbor, Rigby Park and the surrounding country
families. Although the spring itself is worth a fortinest springs in the state, with sufficient flow to supply several hundred
this valuable water supply and present it to the city for a park,retune, we shall improve the land immediately surrounding
the
The title to this property was examined by Hon. A. F.
water.
to use
serving to owners of lots at Grandview the right
No other place in the vicinity of Portland offers such inducements
and
of
perfect.
Deeering,
pronounced
Moulton, Mayor
safe investment.

SPECIAL ELECTRIC CARS TO GRANDVIEW
From
AT

:

10.00,

8.30,

Monument

11.30,

1.00,

York

Tiekets

Can

BICYCLE

A

4.00

an

or

its

FROM THE CLOUDS

5-30.

Obtained

has

IK

IMMANUEL
Laying of

tlie

CHURCH.

LUTHERAN
Corner

Stone

Next

Sun-

day.
stone of Immanuel Lutheran
ohurcb, at 14 Sherman street, will be laid
on Sunday next at 3 o’clock p. m.
The building committee are J. A. LidThe

corner

back, Oliver Anderson, G. A. Rbedin, J.
G. Olson, Rev. A. Aaron.
This will be the programme:
Hymn—A Mighty Fortress is Our
God, 271, 1, 2, Church Boob,

Stcrcopticon

MAINE MUSICAL FESTIVA.L
Director Chapman, of the Maine Music
Festivals, whioh this year will he hild In
Portland on Oct. 10, 11 and 13, announces that he proposes to make the war concert, (which will he remembered as a
brilliant feature of the Maine Symphony
Conoorts last spring) a part of one of the
this
programmes of the great festival in
city. This war conoert will, on account
of the international situation, take on

the aspect of a great peace jubilee. Every
patriotic detail will be carried out, and
Congregation the audience will be given an opportuniRev. W. H. Fenn ty to join in some of the cb o ruses.
Invocation,
Olof N. Becker
Speech, Swedish,
Mr. Chapman recently visited Boston,
Speech, English, Dr. Victor E. Lagorson
Male Choir and engaged the men who are to assist
Song,
the Maine Symphony Orchestra in formSpeech, German—Der anserwahlten
Rev. A. Aaron
Eckstein,
ing the great Festival orchestra for 1898.
Rev. R. Nielson
Speech, Danish,
Boston SymMale Choir These men will.be from the
Song,
Psalm—Christ is Our Corner Stone,
phony orohestra instead of from New
52, 1, 4,
Congregation York, as last season. The music to be
Outlines of Church History,
rendered will be brilliant and effective,a
G. H. Lidback
conspicuous part of the grand programme
Announcing Articles Placed in the
Corner Stone.
already planned and arranged by Mr.
Collection.
Chapman.
Laying of Corner Stone, Rev. A. Aaron
Hmyn—Guds ora ocli lotto ekall besta.
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTISTS.
Doxology.
Benediction.
There will soon be held at Bruns wick,

VHE MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE

JUDGE

ROBINSON.

Walter S. Atns, Fred Harvey and Daniel G. Larochelle, thiee boys, were before
the Municipal court yesterday morning
to
answer to charges of larceny.
They
owned to having been hanging around
the merry-go-round on Lincoln street tor
a
number
of evenings of late and admitted
having stolen a coal valued at SO
W.
John
from
Bunker, who is one of the
proprietors, and a clock worth $1 from
the other proprietor, Elisha B. Lamber.
The court sentenced Atns to 60 days in
jail and fined Harvey ?3 and one half
costs, and Laroohelle $5 and one half
costs.
The proprietors of the merry-go-round
gay that they have lost several other articles, but the police have not yet been
able to locate the guilty parties.
One
of the proprietors has lost a pair of shoes
which he had expressly for him and he
not rest until the
states that he will
miscreants are apprehended.
E. Gillen, for Intoxication, was
John
lined <3 and costs.

SUPREME^JUDICIAL4

COURT.

The following cases were dlspo sed of
yesterday at the Law term.
et als, asPenobscot—P. H. Gillen
signees, vs. Charles H. Sawyer. Argued

orally.

Gillen, Dunn,
Win.

Rider.
and Chaplin.
T. M. Haines.

Appleton

H. Powell

vs.

Argued orallly.
Martin.

H. T. Powers, F. A. Powers.

Malaria Cured by Pe-ru-na.
I and my three children were subject to
Malaria. We all took
Pe-ru-na, and got

through taking quinine.
It has done more for us
than anything else
could, and wo are now
free from that trouble.
Mrs. Anna

Henify, Earllngton, Ky.”

Pe-ru-na cures malaria in a manner
that is marvelous.
Druggists every-

where sell Pe-ripna,

And agents will be on the land every day to show the
before the rush on the opening day and while the present

been

never

attraction worth

in the State of

seen

going

miles to

see.

property. Go early and
prices hold good.

$9 to $19—$2 down;
5000 foot lots

the electric car line

LOTS IN CASE OF DEATH.

MO

GUARANTEED TITLES-

LOTS TO BUILD.
LOTS OPENING DAY.
FREE CONVEYANCE
FREE WATER.

N"
For
of

Lots on the

high land $19

It can’t burn up, no one can steal it, and unlike stocks and
bonds which are up one day aud down the next, land in or near ^
growing city is always increasing in value. There are thousands
of people who are rich today simply because they owned land near
held on to it until it
some one of our New England cities and
And we can safely vencame into active demand for house lots.
ture the prediction that there is not a foot of vacant land within
three miles of Portland city hall but which will be worth all tho
way from double to teu times its present value inside of five years.
A few dollars invested in one of our lots will be laying the foundation of a home or future capital for many a young man in Portland and vicinity. See that you are one of them ! Young man be
alive to your own interests ! Fathers start your sons in the world
with one of our lots for a nest egg ! It is better than putting pennies in the savings bank for them to spend as soon as they are cld
enough to draw them out. Only 50 cents a week ! And think
what it means to you in the future.

to $49.

that can’t be duplicated about Portland.

prices

are

only $19.

FflRFF T RF
rUhltllUIlL

nonpayment
sicknesst

employment

or

in
loss
any

SS
i0TRJLGAGESNO NOTES.
NO
NO
NO
NO

case

of!
other

reasonable cause.

Which are good for the first 10 days only, and if you will compare
will own one or more lots before you sleep.

TAXES

INTEREST,
EXPENSES.
FORFEITURE.

INDUCEMENTS.
our

prices and lots with others

on

the

Evenings._

the second race inset

at

the

inarkots you

NEW ENGLAND REAL ESTATE ACENCY,

SOUTH

9
Head Office Herald Building, Boston.

3F»CXFLll]E,'r .OFFICE. 473

Portland

Bicycle park, August 20:
One mile
novice—First, gold filled
watoh, value $12; second, one pair tires,
value *10; third, bioycle lamp, value $5.
Half mile open—First, diamond, value
value $15;
$25; second, sliver service,
third, seal ring, value $8.
One
mile
handicap—First, sewing
machine, value $35; second, clook, value
bicvole
suit, value $8.
*15; third,
One-half mile for boys under 16—First,
second,
gold filled watch, valued $10;
gold ring, value $6; third, sweater, value
$4.
One mile open—First, diamond, value
$25; second, opera glasses, value $15;
third, clock, value $10.
The raoes will be run under the L. A.
W. rules. Entries olose August 18.

PORTLAND.

It is reported that Thomas Stevons has
purchased the house in South Portland
owned by Mrs. Earle of Deering.
Mrs. Helen G. Nichols of Cambridge,
Her
will spend Sunday in the village.
son, Malcolm, Is expected to arrive by

The

The work on the extension of Glenwood
avenue from Rackliffe to Prospect street,
Woodford,s, has been completed under the
direction of Street Commissioner Hawke=
and is pronounced a satisfactory piece of
The work of taking the land inwork.
cluded in the bounds of the widening oi
Forest avenue on the westerly side al
A
Deering Point is now in progress.
the
cinder sidewalk is to be bnilt and
ground put in p assable condition for
the Portland Stoneware
able to remove part of ite
piles of pipe which at certain
oi
The work
places are in the way.
paving the easterly side of the avenue is
teams

as

company
immense

soon

as

are

progressing as rapidly

as

possibly.

Rev. J. R. Clifford, pastor »f the Clark
Memorial church, Woodfords, preached at
one day
the Riohmond camp meeting
during the past week.
and
Weston
Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
daughter Marion, Pleasant street, Woodfords, have returned from a two weeks’
Mr. Weston’s former
visit at Madison.
home. The Misses Ella and Edith Weston
leave tomorrow for a two weeks visit at

A dmiral

Will Be Seat

a

Few Armor

C lads.

A RIVERS IDE RECEPTION.
Enjoyable Social Occasion Given Gy Portland

August ,11.—It has been
almost settled definitely that soveral big
ships will go to Manila to reinforce Admiral Dewey and to allow the withdrawal
of some of the vessels of his command,
which are very much in need of dry
The understanding in naval
docking.
circles is that some ships will go to the
Philippines by way of the Suez Canal, no

473 C0HB8ESS ST.

St-

MORE SHIPS FOR DEWEY-

BEERING.

SUREST,

SAFEST INVESTMENT.

prices of half the lots will be
50c weekly. 10 per cent discount for cash.
Each lot will contain from 2500 to 5000 square feet.

Bed Rock

CJPThese

FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE

on

THE

IS

your lots

secure

For the first 10 days the

boat Sunday morning, and will accompany her on her return to Cambridg e.
Mrs. Isabelle Skinner, Mr. Alvah R.
Small and Miss Estelle Spear are passing
a two weeks’ vaoatlon
with relatives in
and within about a half mil6 of the cen- Limerick.
the same place.
ter of the city, the annual camp meeting
The sohooner Andrew Adams will go
Mr. H. A. Rackleff and wife. Woodof the Maine Conference of Seventh Day on to the Marine railroad for
recaulklng
fords, are enjoying a two weeks’ vacation
Adventists. The meeting begins Angnst and
remetalling.
at Phillips.
35 and continues to September 5.
Mrs. Elizabeth Webster is the guest of
On Monday of this week at StroudThrough the courtesy and kindness of Charles W. Goddard, South Portland.
water, Mr. Charles E. Libby and Miss
the Maine Central Railroad Company,
Mrs. Aggie Alllech and son Ralph of
were
Eloise Milllken, both of Scarboro,
half rate tlokets will be on sale at the Auburn are the
guests of Mrs. A. O. united in marriage by Rev. C. Everett
different stations of its lines, for this Peterson.
Bean of this city.
meeting, and may be had August 35th,
Mr. Charles Cook of C street is enjoy,
Charles F. Light, an attorney at law,
to
return
and
any
36th,
September l,good
ing a two weeks’ vacation.
in Boston, and Mr. Charles E. Bramhall
time till the olose of the meeting.
Everett G. Benner of Portland
Mrs.
an uncle of Mrs. Haskell, are
Eld. H. C.
Basney, president of the was the guest of her mother, Mrs. E. T. of Boston,
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Haskell,
Maine conference, will be in charge of
Benner, Tuesday.
Deering avenue, Deering Point.
the meeting and on the platform will be
Mr. Stephen Leighton has moved into
The old baseball and circus grounds at
from
able
other
assisted by many
speakers
the house of Mr. Charles Cook on C street.
Point, the former having been
DeeriDg
abroad, the western states and neighborCaptain Trundy and the six men com- made over for a bicycle park aro now
It is expected that this
ing conferences.
posing the life saving crew at tho Two offered for sale.
meeting will be the most important of Lights, Cape Elizabeth, resumed their
Thera is to be a drawing at the city
denoini
the
6tate
the
by
any yet held in
duty August 1, after a vacation during olerk’s office this evening at 7.30 to seleot
to
nation, and the location also promises
June and July. David Biokford of Long
a person to serve as a grand juror for the
be a pleasant one.
Island is the cook at the station.
Many September term of the
Superior court.
the
and are
station
visitors inspeot
The regular monthly meeting of the
NEW ENGLAND GROCER CO.
courteously shown about by the members Deering city government is to be held
The annual meeting of the New Engof the crew.
this evening at 7.30 o’clock. Considerable
land Retail Grocers’ Publishing Co. was
The funeral services of the late Agnes business of
importance is to be considered.
held In this city Tuesday.
Directors
and
S. Benson infant daughter of Mr.
were elected as follows:
A. C. Barker, Mrs. John J. Benson were held yesterday
PARIS EXPOSITION STAFF.
Providence, R, I. j James L. Burns, afternoon at two o'clock at the residence
Washington, Me.; A. F.
Carpenter, of its parents at Ligonia.
Chicago, August 11.—Ferdinand Peck,
Somerville, Mass.; A. C. Curtis, CamKp- commissioner general for the United
The People’s Methodist church,
bridge, Mass.; C. H. Cushing, Dover, N. worth
held a meeting last even- States to the Paris exposition of 1S00, has
League,
on
H.; A. C. Dowse, Malden, Mass.; Wiling and listened to a very interesting re- announced the following appointments
liam Finney, Brookline, Mass.; E.
no
A.
that
who
statement
athis
the
Miss
Lowell,
with
staff,
prepared by
Gould, East Greenwich, R. I.; B. F. port
untended tho state convention at Bangor as further appointments would be made
Greer, Goffstown Centre, N. H.; A. T.
Director
til he has returned from Paris:
a delegate.
I
Hall, Portland, Me.; H. J. Jones, Alof
Among the purchasers of house lots at of affairs, Paul Blackmar; director
N.
W.
K.
H.;
ton,
Spencer, Middletown, Maplewood Park the new suburb are the mining and mineralogy, F. J. V. Skiff;
Conn. | M. A. Stone, Reading, Mass.; B.
John E. Carey, Port- temporary
of
director
press bureau,
Following people:
F. Turner, Middletown, Conn.;
W. E.
J. Thompson; private secretary,
land; Isaac MoLellan, Portland; Leila C, RobertMoGlbbons;
J. H.
secretary, Francaisem
Wheelook, Quinnebaug, Conn.; W. I.
Trott, South Portland; Mary Connelly,
de Valcourt, Vermont.
Williams,
Providence,! R. 1.; & u. Portland; Margaret Johnson, Portland Count
General
Peck goes to
Commissioner
an
Woods, Boston, Mass.
Paris next month, hoping to secure
tnd James MoDonald, Portland.
the
to
of the space allotted
They subsequently elected the followMoses E. Downing of Portland has pur- Increase
Only
at
the
States
United
exposition.
ing officers:
posed a house lot on the northerly side 160,000 square feet of spaoe have been
President—A. C. Barker.
to tho United States thus faft “n
)f Pine street of George R. Barstow.
given
Treasurer—A. F. Carpenter.
Mrs. Andrews is visiting her formor illotmont totally inadequate to the appHGeneral Manager—Aaron C. Dowse.
-ntions that have been received by the
lome at Hartford, Me.
Mr. Peok wit*
,o mmissioner-general.
PRIZES FOR BICYCLE MEET.
Mrs. Lilia Jordan is at the Maine Gen- endeavor to secure at least 600,000 square
eet.
at eral hospital for treatment.
Following are the prizes to be

given
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People at Fryeburg.

Washington,

matter what Is the outcome of the peace
A large naval force will prosituation.
ceed to Spain to destroy Camara’s fleet if
the Spanish answer necessitates a severance of the present dealings with the
Madrid ministry through the medi um of
the French ambassador. It is intended t o
maintain Commodore Watson’s Eastern
His
as it is
now oomposed.
if
force will join Dewey’s at Manila,
reto
nted
commissioners
are
peace
appoi
main there pending a fettlement of the
disposition of the Philippine question.
Information that came out confirms the
understanding that Admiral Sampson
that
will unwill command the fleet
doubtedly be sent out to remove the last
of
vestige
Spanish naval strength from
the seas if active hostilities are resumed.
The perposo of the government to hold on
to the Philippines is indicated in the decision to augment Dewey’s force with
Watson’s sqnudron In any contingency.
The ships composing that formation are
being held subject to the orders of President McKinley.
Should the peace overtures be broken off Sampson will prooeed,
it is understood, with a largo force of
warships, Including those of Wutson’s
division, to carry out an offensive campaign at the very doors of Spain.
This arrangement has been In contemplation ever since the peace overtures
in fact was
were made by Spain, and
Nearly all the
practically deoided on.
real fighting ships of the American navy
are in Guantanamo bay getting ready for
The battleship
a return to active service.
Texas will soon he In good condition
again and will sail under the command
of Uaptaln Charles D. Sigsbee to join the
other vessels of Sampson’s floot. Watson’s
the
increased by
oommand will
be
armored cruiser Brooklyn, aocording to
the report In circulation among naval
officers, so that his squadron will consist
of throe armorclads, the Brooklyn, the
Oregon anu the Massachusetts, and three
auxiliary cruisers, the Yankee, the Dixie
and the Yosemite.
The last named vessel is mw at Newport
News awaiting
orders to sail as convoy to S3veral colliers
at Norfolk.
There has been no abandonment of the plans to have a big fighting
squadron rendezvous at a point not far
from the ituropran mainland, and
if
active hostilities in the Atlantio are resumed it is thore tnat Sampson and Watson will go
being joined at the rendezvous
by the Yosemite and the colliers and such
other vessels as may be added to the force
which are now in the West Indies.

squadron

ITALY SIMPLY INSISTS.

Rome, Augnst 11.—A semi-official donlal has been lssned of the version of the
Colombian affair wbioh says that Italy
informed the United States that unless
Colombia
paid a million pesetas by
August 18,
Admiral Candlana would
bombard
'Jarthagenla. Ths Italian government’s statement Is that Italy's action
is limited to a formal insistence upon
• he
exooution of the whole of President
Cleveland’s award In the Cerruti case.

[SPECIAL TO TEE PRESS.}

Fryeburg, August 11.—Last fall Mr3.
George Barrows of Boston visited Jamni
ca, and brought home many ppeciments
of fruits, nuts, flowers and ferns, which
eho was kind
enough to show those
who assembled in Normal hall to listen to

description of the trip,
the customs and the place.
her

illustrated lecture

an

Hurnlin of Columbia
lecturer.

on

“The Great

Prof.

University

Alfred
was the

$jjj

HARPER’S WEEKLY
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will be remembered for its famous “War Numbers”

mm

Its value during the war with
of the Civil War.
be
even
will
greater because of vastly improved
Spain
facilities. History is being rapidly made. The gravest
questions of ourtime are comingtothefront, and every
American should have each week an accurate, concise

S

spectacle doubly beautiful. Mr. Bay’s
courtesy was thoroughly enjoyed anil csa

|
Ju

9

HISTORY
OF THIS WAR

PICTORIAL

m

the reflection in the water made

as

w

$4.00

I
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lecture Mr. Chas. Day of
Portland, who with Mrs. Bay is a guest
at the Grove house, gave a very attractive
reception on the river banks. Mr. Bay’s
friends and their friends and every one
else on the grounds attended. He entertained in a royal manner with a very fine
The river bank
display of fireworks.
proved to be just the place for such a dis-

play,

Subscribe

£

the

After

^

the people,

Half-past seven brought a good auditogether in the auditorium to listen

Buildings of the World.

Now is the time to

One Year,

ence

to

TO

m

the

highly appreciated as was evidenced in
the hearty three cheers, repeated several
times, whioh were given him as the last
locket out its way through the air, Bitting beautiful stars in the iieavens.
the class in
Apropos of photographs,

photographing under the direction anil
instruction if Mr. Leon B. Stro-it, is
one of
the best patronized and most
Mr. Strout is a
popular of the season.
photographer and one who
professional
is capable of and always willing to assist all who came to him with wrinkles
in their foreheads. After dinner today
the guests assembled on the Grove house
piazza and

were

photographed by Mr.

Strout.
of

Some

methods,
are

going

the teachers in the school of
which o'oses its session today
to remain tor the rest of the

:

E
W

Sf),
om

E
jmr
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from now until peace is assured. A brilliant staff of
artists and correspondents are representing the
WEEKLY at the front. Rufus F.Zogbaum,Carlton
T. Chapman, Frederic Remington, T. de Thulstrup,
W. A. Rogers, Clyde, D. V. Hunt, and others, with
a large staff of photographers, are accurately portraying the movements of our army and navy and happenings at Washington and elsewhere. Among the
WEEKLY’S correspondents are Frank D. Millet,
John F.Bass, and O.K.Davis, in the Philippines, John
Fox, Jr., with General Shatter’s army, Harold Martin,
at St. Thomas, and others.
By subscribing now for
one year, you will obtain the WEEKLY during the
most

important engagements.

{

Subscription for One Year

if

s4.00

assembly.
The

Rev.

Harry

W. Kimball of Skow-

hegan, who has been spending a part of
his vacation here, leaves
Friday for
Everett, Mass., where he is to supply the
pulpit of tho First Congregational church
noxt Sunday.
Hon. W. W. Stetson, state superintendent of schools, is on the grounds. Ho
gave

an

address this afternoon

if

jf
E

HARPER & BROTHERS
Franklin Sq., N. Y. City

which

proved of interest to all present.
Six large and beautiful ^photographic

reprobations, whioh

were sent here from
the Prang company to be used by Miss
Smith in her class in drawing, were purchased and framed by generous individuals and presented by them to the assowalls
ciation for the decoration of tl
of the Grove house parlor.
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T. H. Johnson. Annie Burgess, PortRobert A. V, iiiids, Prof. Hamlin,
land;
Years of suffering relieved in a night.
in, Springfield,
Miss C.
Boston;
Itching piles yield at once to tlio curativo
Milford
it. Hudsdon,
Faucto
Muss.;
properties of Doan’s Ointment.
Never
fails. At any
___—.
Mnss.
drug store, 50 cents.

school furniture, and the
best, get the
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MAINE STATE PEEKS.

Subscription

All the reports that coma from Chickamauga are of the same tenor, and they ail
to an alarming amount of sickness

Kates.

Daily (in advance) $0 per year; S3 for six
months; $1.CO a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (not in advance), invariably at the
rate of

$7

a

before ho makes any definite deupon ripain in regard to these

point

the troops and singular inefficienUpon somebody
cy of hospital servico.
rests a good deal of blame for the state of
among

affairs, though who the responsible party

year.

iind out.

be difficult
Main k State Press, (Weekly’) published
o
Typhoid fever which is doing a large part
every Thursday, $1.00 per year; 50 cents for
of the mischief at Chickamauga Isa premonths; 25cents for 3mouths.
Persons wishing to ieavo town for long or ventable disease. Xt is communicated only
It isn’t in the
short periods may have the addresses of their through food or drink.
It has
air as some diseases seem to bo.
papers changed as often as desired.
had its origin at Chickamauga In all
Advertising Katrs.
is would

probably

to

baa water
supply, and
it is not
until that defect is remedied
likely to be checked.'.Troopson the march

IN Daily Press $1.60 per square, for an*
insertions
week; $4.00 tor one mon’-h. Three
Every other day ador less, $1.00 per square.
these rates.
vertisements, one third less than
Half square advertisements $1.00 for one
week or $2.50 for one month.
width of a col“A square" is a space of the
umn and one Inch long.
one-third addiSpecial Notices, on first page,
tional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
Three insertions or less,
square each week.
$1.50 per square.
and classed
Heading Notices m nonpareil type
line each
with other paid notices, 15 cents per

probability in

a

necessarily exposed to a great many
dangers. They have to drnk such water
as they can get, they are nocessarily exare

posed to all knds of weather, and there 1s
little opportunity for sanitary
precautions. But troops in a permanent camp
in the rniust of a populous country, with
free communication by railroud, ought to
be able to get good water and good food,
assis.
when they are well, and prompt
tauca and proper remedies when they are
sluk. There is no good excuse for such a

insertion.
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PORTSMOUTH,

soma of his sentences
those of our own Evarts.
hv some keen opponent ho grew nervous,
shifted bis seat, his pen shook between
his lingers,and very often his hand would
go menacingly to his swordhilt, for Bismarck, while he was the iirst civil otbcer
in the cmpiro, was at the same time a
general of cavalry, and used to wear his
undress uniform in the Reichstag.
When aroused his ebullltio ns of passion were frequently terrible.
His great
lrame quivored with emotion, and his
gray-blue eyes flashed tire as he turned
toward the benches of his adversaries and
demanded to know who it wustbat hissed
him. Scenes of this character however,
were of rare occurrence in later years.
He was merciless in retort,
unsparing
of persons, no matter their age, t'ieir
personal service-: to himself or to the emHe possessed a
caustic humor,
pire.
whioh he us?d with great effect. A master of invect ve, his coarseness of speech
very often defeated his own object.
Prince Bismarck was seen to best advantage in his celebr<ted informal receptions, and in his home life. He is a man
Ho
of striking personal appearance still.
is six feet two inches in height, and of
in
every
respeot..
splendid proportions
His head is very largo, of great breadth
and well shaped and rests on u great neck
which rises lirmly above his giant frame,
i he forehead is large and bold, the lower
halt seamed and furrowed, the upper porThe eyes are full,
tion bald and shiny.
steel-blue in color, and protrude far out
from the brows, which are covered with
The nose is large
great punches of hair.
and aristocratic looking, the mouth Arm
a
and covered by
heavy grizzly moustache;
the jaws, which appeared to have the
soliaity of iron, are now considerably
U1

FRIDAY,

Leaving Franklin wharf, Portland,
a. m., giving about two hours
Portsmouth. Arriving in Portland

augSd'lt

For Hepresentatire to Congress,

Thomas B. Reed,

driving out the Spaniards, but we are under just as much obligation to drive out
or suppress any other class that
puts ob-

of Portland.

stacles in
fob

Joftiah H. Drummond, Jr., Portland.
Edward C. Reynold*, South Portland,
Cyrus S. Withain, Raymond.
Joseph Y. Hodadun, Yarmouth.

ATTORNEY.

George Libby, Portland.

B

Internationiil

FOR CLERK OF

COURTS.
Stone, Portland,

Hair Orowgf and
Scalp Olsaner

F&r Over t4
Ask your

FOR COUNTY

attitude not
from that which
they have maintained toward the Spaniards. If this should prove the case we
niav
have to do some more fl"ht:ra be-

may assume toward us
substantially different

COMMISSIONER.

C. Wiggin, Freeport.

after Spain signs the protocol
commanders can be notified a cessation of hostilities will take place. With
the exception of the Philippines all the
Air soon

as our

an

fore a stable government can be set up.
But even If the insurgents
accept the
situation we have a troublesome problem
before us. The new government must be

localities where our troops [are operating
in easy reach of the telegraph,, hence
hostilities will cease iramed.-aely on the
are

created under our auspices, and yet without our interference, except so far as may

j

tnauga
any change would be a welcome one. In*
deed we are inclined to think, the troops
rather
■would prefer to go to Santiago
any

longer.

The acceptance by the Spanish ministry of cur terms ef peace must bo ratified
by the Cortes because it involves a cession
of turrit ry which the ministry is not

He Was Not

Eloquent, but His Great Per-

sonality Was Potent.

(C.

Dewey in the Yale Alumni

Weekly.)

Yet it seems as if but yesterday when
last I saw him in the heyday of his glory,
as

Germany’s idol, holding

a

Parliament

and the nation fairly
hanging
In the old Reichstag buildon his lips.
Strasse
on
I
have
ing
Leipzigt-r
often
listened to his harangues, for Bismarck
orator like Conkling or
an
novel- was
Blaine. But though he made no pre-

spellbound

authorised to make. Hut the ratification
of our Senate of our terra9 is just as
that
necessary as that of the Cortes, so
both governments are negotiating provisthere is but slight
ionally. However
tensions to being a speaker, he was such
danger of the Spanish Cortes rejecting or in
reality, as is shown by the tact that
modifying any treaty which the governoccasions he held the floor for
important
jii 11 i may negotiate.
The danger is less
several hours at a time. I recall that on
ewn ihan that oar own Senate may mako
one occasion, some years ago, he held the
seme ahanges.
Hut both nations are so
floor for 1 3-4 hours.
anxious for peace that
reasonable
any
It was most interesting to observe Bissettlement is practically sure to be sus
marck when making one of his great
talced in the Senate and in the Cortes.
speeches than to listen to him. His words
were far stronger and made much more
With the signing of the porotcol
by of an impression in cold type than when
Spain will come a suspension ot hostiliThis shows their
they fell from his lips.
ties, and peace commissioners will meet Inherent force and weight.
Ills delivery
os soon as possible and negotiate a formal
was slow; he always used the oxact word,
submitted to the
treaty of peace to be
and his facts were marshaled in clear
benate for ratification. The only importWhen he first rose to
and lucid order.
ant quMtlon the commission will have
speak a great silence used to fall upon
to consider is the future of the Philipthe Reichstag; not even a whisper was
pines, for rtll.tha rest are settled by the
protocol. Though there are five commissioners on each side, they by no means
wii! stand on an
equal footing. The
American commissioners will state their
opinion (or more likely their instructions,
regarding the Philippines and the Spanish
not
will accept them, though, jjerhaps,
without some protesting and some efforts
to modify ihem. The outcome of a refusal
wo a hi pe
the renewal of the war and of
think of.
coops* this Spam
could not

The^PnUipplnee question was held in
abeyance, pronabiy, In order that public
sentiment in regard to the future of these
Island*

might

make itself manifest.
enongh the President is anx-

Naturally
ious, if possible,
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to learn the wishes of the
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board.
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CHEAP

Sunday Excursions
FROM

Will Be the Week of the

PORTLAND
--TO-

Gorham anti Berlin, ft.

H.,

anil Intermediate Stations.

Prices

Correspon-

application.

on

dence Soiicited.

a.

Also From

POND

ISLAND

Stations

-TO-

SWAN & BARRETT,
Me,
186 Middle
St.. Portland,

a. m.

Portland 6.00 p. m.
Round Trip Fare to Portland *1.50 and to
Old OrcliardBeach #1.80.
Rates to and from intermediate points at corReturn from

Bowery Boy Mixes Ship Bingo and
Slang.

respondingly

(Collier’s Weekly.)

Trust

low rates.

for Lewiston and Auburn, 7.00. 8.10 a. m.,
1.30, 4.00, 5.20 and 8.30 p. m. For Gorham.
Berlin and Island Pond 8.10 a. m., 1.30 and 8.30
p. m. For Montreal and Chicago 8.10 a. in. and
8.30 p. m. For Quebec 8.10 a. m. and 8.30 p. m

board men-o’-war all offenders
against the rigid discipline of the navy
There, in
are “brought to the mast.*5
the presence of the oifioer of the dock, the
oaptain hears complaints and awards pun
The following ; amusing inciishments.

run

“Which is equivalent to saying,” said
the oifioer of the deck, “that the cook
would have him believe that the bucket
was his own, but the seaman refusing to
be hoodwinked, started to recover his

previous

Heat
caused

by

safe and

in a way that will remind you of a Hindoo skate on the Midway; and in the
meantime I’ll give you a boobie watch,
with bracelets in the refrigerator for seven

transportation

lines.

“Which means,” observed;the officer
of the deck to the seaman, “that any
more mutilation of the English language
by you will cause the captain to kick the
stuffing out of you, and meanwhile you
get a week in the brig with handcuffs
and shaokle.
A

REMARKABLE

WAR.

While the war has been one of the shortwill be classed as the
on record, it
most remarkable in history. The Americans did not lose a single battle on sea or
was seriland; not one A merican ship
est

ously damaged; the American forces captured strongholds where
superior force
inflicted greater
and
were entrenched,
naval
loss than they
sustained; the
power of Spain was annihilated, whereas
not one American city or fort was bommostly
barded; the Spanish forces were
veterans, while those of the United States
and finally, the
were largely volunteer,
Spaniards were better armed and equipped
Those are only a
than the Americans.
few of the interesting features of the war
which will be talked of and written about
for many a day.—Montreal Star.

excessive heat in
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always

recommend it for all kinds of skin irrita-

tion.”— Elizabeth Kirk,Trained Nurse, Waterbury,
35 and 50c.

Sample box

free.
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COMFORT POWDER CO., Hartford, Ct.

SEMINARY,
Me.

For
65th year begins September 6, 1898.
catalogue with full information send to the
EEV. II. S. WHITMAN,
President,
Deering. Me.
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Cape Cottage Park,

BAltTCET HcCCLI.UH. J!nn»:cr.

SWEPT BY OCEAN BltEFZKS.

Coolest, Beil Ventilated a d Equp ej
Summer Theatre in Am ric;.

McCollum’s Theatre 2.30 p. in. anti S.15 p.
»n.
Free Musicai Concerts daily, rain or
shin®, at 6.>5 p. ui. in Casino.
Sundays at 3 p. m. In Theatre and 4.45 p. m.
In Casino, free band concert bv Chandler’s
Band.
Meals served a ia carte or table de hole by
the famous caterers, Robinson and Hodgson.
Banquets, Clambakes, Shore Dinners, parties of
300 or less a specialty.
Menu cards and prices
at office of B. & C. E. Ry. Co., 12 Monument
Square. Telephone 501-3
Sail water bathing.
Fishing off the rocks,
(tackle and bait furnished free by A. P. Morrill in charge of the grounds.)
Rare Tropical Bird Collection and other
Park attracdons.
A Massive Scenic Production.
“Cape Cottage'* is noted as one oi the most
Produced under the Personal Stase Direc- picturesque sea shore Parks on the Maine
Coast, distant from Portland about seven miles
tions ol Mr. McCullum.
by a delightful trolley rule across the harbor
ami along the shores of Casco Bay. Unrivalled
at marine
views, including historic Fort Preble
and Portland Headlight, and their lortifleatlons
Each
by the sea. Cars run to entrances Theatre and
Casino, hence no exposure of patron? to
SECURE SEATS AT ONCE.
stormy weather.
Reserved Seats on sale at Steinert & Sons,
at
See timetables of the P. and C. E. Ry. 0
517 Congress street.
12 Monument Square, Portland, Me.
Round Trip Tickets with Coupon Aduril ttlngto Theatre only 20 ct<,
aug8dC

Crowded
Houses
Performance.

X U

AlU/lAL,

OLD ORCHARD PIER.
much

This company suppl

brook, Gorham
above bonds

and

es Deering, WestStaudish, and the

are

GUARANTEED
—FOR SALE BY—

H. M. PAYSON

&C0.,

Bankers.
Portland, Me.

32 Exchange St..

feb28dti

trip

:s

South Portland, Itle.

4s

Municipal Security Co.
City of Duluth, Minn., Gold

The Steamer Pilgrim will leave Custom Hoim
Wharf at 0.50 a. m. aud 2 p. m. for Old Orchar \
Pier.
lieturning Will leave end of the Pier at IP,
a. in. and 5 50 p. m.
Fare for round, trip from Portland or Old
Orchard including admission to Pier,

4Ks

Pier, Sunday, An?.

Standish Water and

4y2's

Orchaid
14th.

50 CENTS.

Band Concerts will be given on the Pier
during the day.
A
sailing trip will be made In the afternoon
5s
I leaving end of pier at 4.00 and returning at 5.50.
Fare 25 cents.
This excursion will be one of the most detrips that the sight seer can find o t the
5s lightful
New England coast, lhe new pier is the longest
steel structure m the worui, and the best view

Con-

struction First Mortgage
United Gas and Electric Co.
First Mortgage Gold

5s

Maine Water Company

of it

be obtained from the

can

ocean.

C. W. T. CODING, Gen. Man. C. B. S. B.Co.
d2G
aug!2

City of Tacoma, Washington, Gold

5s

Opens

Jeffersonville Ind. Water

In this

city next October

Boston STAR Course:

Gs

by

only the cheapest

but the best

A BRILLIANT * STAR

|

IW

ENTERTAINMENTS

|

<

/**

1W
C

01.00 for admission to all ten.
Bcscrved seats, 10,13 and 20 cents extra each evening.

WOODBURY & MOULTON, {Only
Send

your address and you will receive a
beautifully illustrated prospectus with full particulars. Boston Star Course Entertainon.
36

1

1

BANKERS,

«

J
\

us

I^_inentCo., BromfjeId.^Bost
The Boston Star Course is

^

*

^

represented in

with headquarCor. Middle and Exchange Sts., Portland bv Mrs. L. &A. Palmer,
Sous’ Music Store. 517
ters at M. Steinert
Portland, Me.
jyldtf
jlyTdtf
Congress street.

AUCTION SALKS.

BAILEY & CO.

F. O.

Anctioncers and Commission Merchant*
Salesroom 46 Lxciiang-e Street.
F. o. BAILEV.
njarh,

$10,000

GOMBERLANO_COUNTY

C. W.

ALJ.EN

__If

"photographic

supplies,

Cameras, Plates and Films, Self
Toning, Rex and Blue Paper.

4’S,

TP

$10,000

wnnt

vaii

print by

Men’s
Portland Young
Christian Association.

Rnnifl

gas or

thlncr whioh

ran

enn

daylight try

CARBON VELOX.
This paper is being used
Amateur and Professional.

20 YEAR 4 PER CENT FIRST MORTG AG E BONDS-

by Portland Water Co.

the

INVESTMENTS.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

DUE 1928.

*»,

WILL MAKE

—

STANDISH WATER &
CONSTRUCTION CO.,

inra

eijovable.

Two Excursions to Oid

U, S. New 3 Per Cent. Bonds.

BONDS

mure

THE CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.

$50,000

OF THE

by water by all

Go

THIRTY YEAR 4 PER CENT

largely by

are
We
Window
This issue is secured by a first mortgage on making special prices on
the laud and building, oa Congress and High Screens and Doors, JLawu Mow1 he instreets, Portland, wlileli cost s-loO.OOO. rental
ers and Hardware.
of
the present
surance is $(>5,000, and
annum.
OYrER
$6,000
per
is
stores and offices
The TOTAL interest charge is $2,000, so that
the income is OVER THREE TIMES THE
INTEREST charges. Legal opinion and furthAll of the
er informal ion on application.
above three issues lire in 5?Got> pieces.
above
the
securities
as
of
ell
Werecouuu-mi
ABSOLUTELY SAFE, and offer in addilion
iu
limited
mom
bonds,
grade
the following high

M. PERKINS & CG„

N.

8 Free St.

amouuts:

IJ. S, liimas, 1925,

For catalogue send to

W. E. SAB GENT,
Principal, Hebron, Maine.
jlySOeod-’in

the latest.

PRODUCTIONS

MUSICAL
OF

are

EVERY DESCRIPTION

at ail times to be found In

our

stock,

Notice to Contractors.
All orders by mall or telephone will receive
attention.
,,_.
seabed I-EOPOSALS for building a Pipe prompt
Our discounts to the profession are the most
be
will
received
street
at
in
Payson
sewer
favorable to be obtained and everything will
tlm office of the Commissioner of Public Works,
August, 17th. be done to make it an advantage and a pleasure
j-tv Hall, until Wednesday, will
be publicly to deal with us.
iKis at 12 o’clock in., when they
We
Assortment of
opened and read. The successful bidder will
sum ana vvitn
he required to give a bona In a
sureties satisfactory to the Commissioners ot
public Works.
Blanks ou which proposals must he made,
unpcilicatlons and further information can
at the office of the said Commishe obtained
sioner, who reserves the right to reject any
should
he deem it for tile Interest of
or all bids,
Bids should be marked
the city so to do.
for
Sewer”
and addressed to
!.Proposal
P
GEO. N. FEKNALD,
Commissioner of Public Works.
auglodtd
Aug- I0> 1838-

8.30.

Entertainments at 3.15 and

NEW LOANS.

13.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Music.

Classical

and

4.30 and 7.30.

McCullunTs Theatre,

For sale

HEBRON ACADEMY,
will open Tuesday,

varied and artistic

musicians in three daily concerts rendering excel-

$90,000
—

“KINDERGARTEN MUSIC BUILDING.”
The Science of Music for Children,
YARMOUTH, MAINE.
This new and interesting method ot teaching
85th
The
year opens Sept. 2 3,
of
to
Music
rudiments
the
beginners, either individually or In classes, is both true and scien1898. Board and Tuition
and
in
tific
highly endorsed by
construction,
leading musicians.
$150 Per Year.
During August MRS. N. K. DARLINGTON,
First class preparation for best Colleges and
author and proprietor of the method, will teach
For lull Information, address
Business.
for
In
Portland
of
teachers
and
classes
Boston.
Address in Portland. Me., care Cressey, Jones the Principal,
EEV. B. P. SNOW, A. M.
Music
where
the
& Allen,
Building Games
aug8eod5w&w5w
(used In the method) Is for sale. Price of
to
Those
wishing
game S1.50,
join classes
should send applications early.
Course consists of 4 weeks, 3 lessons a week.
Special
ates for summer classes.
jyS0d2w«4p

“

A superior organization of women
lent programmes of

Not

PRICE ON APPLICATION.

INSTRUCTION.

WESTBROOK

tractions.

come

have

all

a

*I?3E3:E3 ^•^2L133EST,1CbJESSs

Co.

auglldst

50 cts.

AI.U1KCE.

selected company of European and American celebrities presen’ing
programme of entertaining and novel specialties.
A

offer the

STEA3IEB FEKCI V

Peering,

Wb frequency

summer

over

Watch the papers for list of at-

Eruptions

for it has worked

All Druggists.

Excursion

rates

spots.”

SPECIAI.Tr

First National

FLAGG,

seaman and gave him a blow which
caused me nose to oieeu.
Well,now my man,” said the captain,
‘if I hear any more Choctaw spiel like
this I’ll caress the stomach of your jeans

of

AUC. 8th.

year.

Will leave Portland Pier at 9.30 a. m., Sunday
Aug. 14, for Orr'3 Island. Quoliog Bay, New
Meadows Elver and Cundy’s Harbor. Ample
time will be given to enjoy one of Captain
Percy’s famous Sea Shore Dinners at Cliff
House, Cundy’s Harbor. Steamer will arrive
in Portland about s p. m.
Hound Trip, 50 cts. Dinner- at Cliff House

NIGHTS.

yh#eek

JULY

augo dtf
fare will be FIVE CENTS to
and from Forest City Landing,
The “Midway” will furnish Peaks’ Island.
Steamers leave Custom House
Savings Banks and Trust Funds,
lots of fun for the money.
Wharf.
property.’’
Yielding from 4 per cent to 5 per cent.
“X digs him in de stoop wid me stilt,
table
in
another
See time
For Sale by
and plants me squeezers in his ticklers,
column.
hut de guy starts de ki-yi, when I jolts
F.
W.
T.
CHARLES
C.
CODING,
him in the mask.”
Portland City hall will contain
ju £Auuaugc
oi.j luruauui
“That is to say,” said the officer of the
Gen. Manager
mylldtf
eodtf
jlyl8
deck, “that he gave the cook a kick, and a magninceui exniun. xnrougucommenced to pull his whiskers.when the
seathe
latter started to yell, whereupon
out the week Portland’s chief SUNDAY EXCURSION.

any

ARABIAN

GORMAN’S

Co.,

following bonds:
U. S. Govt. New 3’s.
Macltias Water Co. gold 5’s.
EXCURSION, Newport, Maine, Water Co. gold 5’s.
Bangor & Aroostook R. R. 1st
Mortg. gold 5’s.
City of Ellsworth 4’s.
Boston Terminal Co. bonds.
We also offer $25,000 WashingBAY STEAMBOAT CO, ton County 4 s, that are exempt
from taxation in this State.

exceed those of

stock entries

DOUGLAS

BYRON

Riverton
PARK.

MERCANTILE

Regular Trains

On

«t

jivu

Portland and Old Orchard Baaoh.
Leave Island Pond 4.30

of the

The production will be given with entirely New Scenery and Magnificent Costumes.
Evening Performance at 8 o’clock. Matinees at 2.45 o’clock. Casco Bay Steamers leave CusBound Trip Tickets,
tom House Wharf at 2.15 for Matinees and 7.30 for Evening Performance^.
with coupon admitting to Theatre. 25 cents. Beserved Seats, 10 and 20 cents. Boxes, six chairs
Admission without Casco Bay Coupon, 20 cents.
Sale of Hain each box. 30 cents each chair.
served Seats at Casco Bay Steamboat Office, Custom House Wharf.

The

Return 4 p. m.
m.,
Round Trip Fare Sl.OO.

Leave 8.30

M.JF1..

balance

1902-1912
of Portland 4s due
1907
of Portland 6s “
1915
of Peering 4s “
SECOND WEEK.
1917 Matinee at 2.30 Daily.
of Biddeford 4s “
Eveuing3 at 8.15
Town of Yarmouth, GOLD 4s due 1926
THE BIGGEST HIT IN TEARS.
“
1914
The Five Act Naval Drama,
Merrimac Co., ?i. H. 4s
“
1915
City of Zauzcsvilio, 0. 4s
“
1909
Cleveland City By., Gold 5s
“
1945
Union Paciiie B. R. Gold 4s

City
City
City
Aug. 14 and each Sunday thereafter City
until further notice.

theatre, peaks island.

Under the Personal Management of MIt. BYBOX DOUGLAS.
Commencing MONDAY kvitning, AUGUST 8M>, ami every evening for the
week, with Matinees Every Afternoon except 'J iul.iy.

iirant

druggist ubout it.

signing of the protocol. Several days be necessary to give the people a fair
must elapse before Dewey and Merritt can
chance to express their wishes,
and a man hit him in the faco.”
Ita rinti
I
“I breaks a brace of tombstones, and business thoroughfares will be
great many perplexing questions are sure lets the geezer free—when he plants a
arise
in
this
connection
to
which
will
tax stall agin me wind and starts the fizz at
The troops at Chickamauga which had
brightly illuminated with colme sniffer, and—”
been selected to go with Gen. Wade to our best statesmanship to settle wisely.
said the captain.
Stop!”
“StopI
ored
lights and decorated with
Porto Iiioo are greatly disappointed at the
“I take it,” said the officer of the deck,
is
WAY
This
AS
BISMARCK’S
knocked
cook’s
teeth
two of^the
abandonment of the expedition.
ORATOR.
“that he
bunting.
out,and then let him go; but the cook not
The
situation at Chickanot strange.
commenced to choke the
satisfied,
being
has become almost intolerable and

than remain where they are

for BOSTON,

Drafts drawn on National Provincial
Bank
of England, London, in largo or
small amounts, for sale at current rates.
Current Accounts received on favorable
terms.
Correspondence solicited from IndividBanks and
others
uals, Corporations,
desiring to open accounts, as well as from
to
transact
those wishing
Banking busithis
of any
ness
description through

Special

FOR COUNTY TREASURER.
James M. Thompson, New Gloucester.

Charles

Until Sept 19tli, 1S9S, Steamer will
It. Wharf on 'Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at 7 a. m.,

CASCO

REGISTER OF DEEDS.
True, PownaL

FOR
Norman

S. S. Co.

the'gem

AMPSEMEirrs.

The Handsomest Summer Theatre in America.

THE

SURPLUS

Interest S*saI«I ©n
TIHIE : DEPOSITS.

leave It.

AUG. 22-27.

FOR SHERIFF.

Oran T. Despeaox, Brunswick.

Ban jamln C.

peaceful

_Eiesideut.

government as the Spaniards. We are not
Sunday Trains Leave
the
the agents of Garcia and Gomez or
For Montreal, Quebec, Toronto and Chicago
alle ged Cuban republic, we are under no
8.30 p. m., Lewiston anil Auburn, Gorham and
aug2dtf
Berlin, 8.30 a. m. and 8.30 p. m.
obligation to assist them in setting up a dent is related by a naval officer as havcruisof
the
on
one
government. We are the agents of the ing actually occurred
majority of the people of Cuba and it is ers now off Havana:
DAILY
their wishes and not the wishes of any
"Jes’ like dls, cap’n,” said the Bowery
To South Harpswell.
to consult. recruit who had been brought to the mast
faction that we are bound
Round Trip Ticket including first-class
There is'a strong probability that our for fighting, “as I trows me divan m de
Shore Dinner nt the Merryconeag only
second ditch I pipes de spud peeler plantin’ his
first trouble in discharging the
—
$1.00.
and—”
assumed
which
we
of
the
on
me
swash
can,
feelers
obligation
part
Talio Steamers oi Harpswell Steamboat Co.
in
this paper.
time
table
will arise
from the
See
Pier.
on behalf of Cuba
“Hold on!—what’s that?”,said the oapPortland
from
Casco Hotel Co.
Ask for Dinner Tickets.
I
failure, of the insurgents to get from us tain.
Proprietors.
jly7dtf
The attractions at Rigby Park
the recognition they want. It is greatly to
“He means to say, captain,said the offiof
the cer of the deck, “that, as he was stowing
that
in
bo
feared
spite
and
unmorous
will be more
refusal of our
government to give his hammock in thejnettings he saw the
bucket.”
them official recognition, the insurgents,
cook trying to steal his water
greater than ever before. All
“He hangs de bluff again me dat It is
have expected that Spanish sovereignty
the best horses in the country
Notice.
would give place to theirs, and that when his’n” continued the seaman, “butjl digs
to
and
into
o’
that
are
not
to
out
find
The
cattle
and
de packin’
goes
my peepers
they
step
they
will be there.
the places vacated by the Spaniards they squeeze de bone.”
On and after May 11th the

senators.

FOR COUNTY

thejway„of

good and

Treasurer.

M

HAD TO BE TRANSLATED,
The

AND

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS,

C. OLIVErt,

O.

CHAS. It. LEWIS,

Republican

conand pillage at our doors, to cure a
dition^that had become intolerable. We
must stop them and cure this condition
or else confess to a false pretence or impotence. One step we have taken, in

CAPITAL

^MPSEMENTB.__ j

_______

and Ills excellent Stock Company will present the great comedy in three acts, entitled

Incsrpsraisd 1824,

at
on

Fare Round Trip 75 Cents.
Weather permitting.

Monday sept. 12.

Powers
Llewellyn
Of Sloulton.

MAINE,

return about 6 p. m.

the“peess.

Flection

PORTLAND,

at

8

v“"

*11

-OF-

ISOS.

ItJSSi

AUG.

__

TS2!-

Casco National Bank

By Steamer Salacia,

long as
When attacked

uuu

N. H.,

as

Wore

Heading Notices in roading matter type,
said to
exist at
state of things as is
15 cents per line each Insertion.
Wants, To Let, Nor Sale and similar adver- Chickamauga.
tisements, 23 cent3 per week in advance, for
Thn w.nr with Snftin is iwor.
lint the*
40 words or less, no display. Displayed adverlo’.meats under these headlines, and all alver- whipping of Spain is a small matter,
__14 (.,
mill Tin rtVtorrrnH
l:;.'.
we imagine,
alongside of some of the
at regular rates.
problems that are the legacies of the war.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square We have liberated Cuba from Spanish
to: ;5r*f 'o.'taon, und 00 cents per square tor
rule, and have thus completed a part of
er.
«r:bo.queat Insertion.
our undertaking, but the most perplexing
to
subalt
communications
relating
Adtfress
the establishment of a stable gov- bUV'-U 11*1
“HW1J
gu
gc-io’i.ns And advertisements to Portland part,
The expression of the face is solExchanqe Street, ernment—for to save the country from chin.
Pror-sm.vo To., »7
earnest,
inexorablo,
implacable.
emn,
Portland, Ml
anarchy was quite as muoh our purpose, Ko charity, no leniency, nothing but
as to rescue it from the Spaniards—is yet
the iron will.
In the studio of Prof. Sohapei 1 saw
shall be
to be performed. We hope we
Bismarck, Moltke, and
without bloodshed. the Dusts of
able to perform it
To my inquiry Prof
Kichard Wagner.
But it will cause no great surprise if we Schaper said:
three heads
“Of the
force
before
the
has much
have to use some physical
largest; Moltke s
Wagner
FBIUAY, AUGUST 12.
undertak- is remarkable for its beautiful symmetry
we succeed in tbis part of our
and perfect poise, while Bismarck s is
ing. We can leave the Philippines, con- remarkable for Its rugged bulk and
cerning which we have promised nothing strength, and for its abnormal breadth
to
the ears, which, according
and to whose inhabitants we are under above
phrenologists, would indicate combativeno obligations, to take care of themselves
tells
hatter
Berliu
At any rate, a
ness.
Nominations. if we
will, but Cuba we cannot treat in me, as the result of his craniological exthat way without violating our promises aminations, that of all German tribes tbe
have the broadest heads,
to the world, and consigning ourselves to Mecklenburgers
FOB ClOVEBKOK :
but that no Mecklenburger wears so large
the category of hypocrites. We told the a hat as the landlord of Frledrlchsruhe."
world that we went to war to stop murder
i,ure

TO-

rhetorical

=

EXCURSION

NEW

said. Jlismarck had little
action. His motions were not graceful,
his voice was husky and unmusical, and
or no

FINANCIAL.

EXCURSIONS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

hoard, and the deputies of ail shades of
political opinion crowded as closely as
lest they
possible around him, fearful^
of what he
might lose a single syllable

also

carry

a

,4’S

Portland Water, Oold,
Portland Railroad, Hold,
[tlaine Central, 1st Jltge,
Pori. & Kutnford l alls,
Union Pacific, 1st Ullgv,
New York & New Eng.
West Chicago !*t. IS. 11,
Joliet Railroad, Oold,

CROWN and BRIDGE WORK
and Irregularities a Specialty.

4’s
4 4-2’s
4's
4’s
6’§

Open Evening..

Belfast 6’s taken in exchange.

Jtootn

T. C.

McGOULORIC, Manager.

rel. 818-3.
aplB

23-26-27. V. M. C. A., Congress ?q.

03in

augl

PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY.

dr.

517 Congress St.
M.W&FU

W.~ R. EVANS,

dtf

auge

DENTIST,
_will

remove

to

—

Itoflin 23, Y. HI. C. A. Building,
Congress Sq.. July ISih.
dtf
jlyl6

tlon.

Go.

BLANCHARD,

dentist.

Foil

Steiner) & Sons

EXPERIENCE.

Prices Moderate.

DR, ELLERY P.

5’s
5’s

STH1NGKD INSTRUMENTS and MUSICAL MERCHANDISE of every descrip-

M.

YEARS’

EIGHT

4's

8TEPHEN BERRY,
and (oa'ul ffiundefy
Met,

37 Plum Street.

DR.

F.

AUSTIN

TENNEY,

OCULIST,
j 453 1-2 Congress St.,
Opp. Solil 'er-’ Moon men*,
Jiyidtf
Eyes examined free every Saturday.

j

-:-
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MUSIC AND DRAMA.
THE GEM.
Have you seen the “Arabian Nights,”
tho beautiful comedy now being played
It
ot the Gein? If not, don’t miss it.
ia tho jolliest play that has been played
it.
hero for a long time; everybody likas
‘There i3 the husband who in a lit of loneliwhile
ness takes a walk in the park, and
of a young
makes the

acquaintance
loans her his handkerchief

(thero

to

Aady and
The
keep the night air from her throat.
address
handkerchief has his name and
on it.
The mother-in-law finds the handk orchid missing and then the young lady
calls at his house to see him and he in-

The Welcome to Our Soldiers and

Sailors in the

A LETTER FROM AN OFFICER OF
THE AMERICAN FLEET.

The

troduces her to his mother-in-law as a
neice that was expected to arrive to make
e
visit. The real neice arrives on the
Bpct and then.the fun commences.
There will be only a few more chances
amusing play. Next week
cee this
to
pastoral production of
■comas tho great
’Shakespeare’s “As You Like It.” Don’t
fail to get tickets for these plays as soon
as possible as there is a great rush for
thorn. They can be secured at the Casco
Telephone Cl—2. Strangers
Uay cilice.
should not think of going away without
seeing the Gem and its great company of
Frohman people that are playing there.

MoCULLUM’S THEATRE.
There was a large andjnotablo audience
cS MeCullum s theatre last evening,garnered to witness the speudid performance
drama “The Enthe great
naval
cf

cign.
officers and some members of St.

The

Albans commandery,
boxes
occupied the

Knight Templar,
the right of the

on

while tho.-e on the left contained
private theatre parties, Mr. K. J. Morthe distinguished actor, being a
gan,
gnest of one of tbe parties. The lire and
theatre

committees of the city govern
ment, including the Mayor, entertained
number of visitors from Boston by a
o
electrical

visit to this theatre, occupying several
'cf the front rows in the orchestra. Every
e ember of the company were given an
'ovation and so enthusiastic did the audibecome over the stirring, patriotic
and dramatic climaxes that fourteen curwere
demanded during the
tain calls

ence

evening.
MeCullum will
Next week Manager
present the successful comedy in three
..acts by Harry and Edward Paulton enThis play was one of
titled “Niobe.
'the last season’s greatest successes and is
pieiented next week by request of many
Miss Lisle Leigh will assume
patrons.
role and Mr. MeCullum will
the title
be seen in his great comedy characterization of Peter Amos Dunn. Several new
the MeCullum
members of
company
will appear in the production, dnd a featbe the electrical stage setting
ure will
Genovieve Beynolds,
of the play. Mis3
last season’s favbrites, will join
one of
next week and play the
the company

part sho appeared in last

sumo

seuson.

members will be Mr. L. A.
Beynolds, one of the best young actors
in the country, Mies
in juvenile roles
Dorothy Kent, a handsome and talented

Other

new

young ingenue actress, and Miss Mary
a young sooiety lady,
Drummond Hay,
who professional debut
was made as a
member of Richards & Canileld’s company last season. Seats are now on sale
for this engagement and can be secured
at Steinert & Son’s music store.
RIVERTON PARK.
The

weather

of last evethreatening
ning was not enough to keep the people
from Riverton, where the music by the
was
Fadettes
to he illustrated by the
Mr. E.
C
stereopticon, operated by
The seats were all tilled and the
Swett.
concert
by the orchestra was highly
enjoyed, before the novel feature of the

eveniug’s

was
entertainment
begun.
This consisted of a medley, which had
been arranged for the occasion by Mrs.
Nichols, comprising a large number of
patriotic airs. Before the musio began

Mr.

Swett

T»nrtr«ifcs

of

treated the audience
Hnn.

to

line

Thomas R. Reed, of

Captured City.

Capture Unique

in

History, the Invad-

Welcomed

Being

ers

With

Cheers

City Took a Holiday in Their
Had
Honor—The Firemen Straightway

"While the

a

Muster and Called

on

General Miles

Speech—Street Scenes in the Porto
Town—The Appearance of the
IJico
AmerJcau Troops—Good Soldiers With
for

a

Antiquated

Arms.

A letter has been received in this city
from one of the officers of the fleet which
convoyed the American army on its voyage to Porto Kico. The letter tells an
interesting story of the scenes in Ponce

capture of that place and gives
the impressions of an eye witness of the
Porto Rican city and its inhabitants who
after the

welcomed their conquerors with open
The writer says:
Ponce, P. R. July 23.
We left Guanica early this morning and
here at 7 ’clock, finding the
arrived
American flag flying and learning that
the town had surrendered to the Annapolis on her appearance yesterday without a
chnt iminr. tired.
The British oonsul who
came on board told me the Spaniards bad
300 men ready to resist but he had prevailed upon the Alcalde to turn over the
city without resorting to a useless sheading of blood, which was done, the troops
retreating towards San Juan and in a
arms.

1

burry,

too.

This afternoon three of us went ashore
and found everything In confusion as
troops and stores were being landed and
the water-fronts crowded with boats and
lighters. The first man I met was my
old La (juayra friend, Hanna, who until
thejwar was consul at San Juan. He
looked as natural as when I saw him In
As the city of Ponce lies baok from
1892
the sea some three miles, we took a carriage and after a ride over an excellent
macadamized road through several cane
Is a
The country
fields arrived there.
vast garden, sugar and coffee estates on
every side and as far as the eye can reach,
cocoanut trees are everywhere.
while
Back of the city lies a range of mountains
and the climate Is like spring. Ponce is
the largest city on the island, the population being 38,000, and that of the entire
district about 50,000. It is regularly laid
out, lighted by electricity, has an opera
though
bouse, and is particularly clean,
towns in
of course is like all Spanish
and
the
characteristics
sallow,
general
muchly powdered female Is always In
evidence, sans hat or bonnet. We hadn’t
been thore five minutes before several of
the inhabitants (men) Introduced themselves to ns, some of whom spoke English.
Everybody bowed to us and the way that
at was embarrassing.
we were stared
The streets were jammed and I saw prefor a parade of firein
progress
parations
A very nice looking young man in
men.
the uniform of an officer of the fire brigade and who spoke English introduced
himself to us as the adjutant and showthe
id us all over the building where
iiigines and hosecarts are kept.
There was a band practising the Washington Post Maroh, and I learned that
the music had only been received at 2
o’clock. He showed us a large gilded
wooden orown that had been torn down
off the building in the {(morning and a
frame from which Alphonso’s
pi.oture
had been cut. He said, “That is for Mcwhat
asking
Kinley’s ploture.”
Upon
was going on to bring all the people out,
and why there was to be the parade, they
informed us, that it was a holiday, in
honor of our taking the city. Everybody
was cheering for “Los Americanos” and
“Los Estados Unidos,” and Miles had tn
review the parade and make a speech to
calm them down.
As I remarked to D. “this
beats the
Hutch, a captured city celebrating in
honor of being captured.” The people
were simply wild over the fall of the city
and oouldn’t do enough lor us. They
have
said they didn’t know what would
beoome of them had we not
arrived as
already the Spaniards were beginning to
arrest everybody who was suspected of
having any sympathy for the Americans.
As one gentleman said to me, “You have
from
arrived just in
save us
time to
Africa or the Isle of Pines.
Our troops
and
were stationed ail round
the city

Sampson and Dewey and other
distinguished people. The audienoe was
well pleased with the introduction and
anuugii pnysicany a lane-iooKing set Ui
gave evidence o£ it by hearty applause. men, their general appearance and manThen the Fadettes began Mrs. Nichols’s ner of handling their pieces indicated the
raw recruit. The only
regulars here are
medley, and as the familiar strains of the
artillery. Our men were behaving
“Hail Columbia,”
“Tramp,
Tramp, particularly well but how I did hate to
Tramp the Boys are Marching,” “Just see that suioidal Springfield rifle in their
The Va- possession. We took the town just in
Before the Battle. Mother,”
time to prevent the Spaniards from shoot
cant
Chair,” “Our Flag is There,” ing five men who were
caught cutting
were
and
“Yankee
Doodle,”
“America,”
the telegraph wires between here and San
rendered by the orchestra, scenes illus- Juan. They had a olose call, as they were
to have been shot this morning.
trative of the lives of the soldier boys
Gen. Miles is a hustler and the right
were thrown upon
the screen.
The ex- man in the
right place. The whole athibition
was one of the most novel and
mosphere has changed since he arrived.
interesting that has been seen for many Sow things are done in a systematic
To hear him talk convinces one
manner.
a
The music was inspiring, the
day.
;hpt he knows what he is about and
scenes were good and the
applause of the neans business. You can get very good
audience was continuous. The idea was :igars here for $3.00 per hundred and as
;hey are mild 1 am going to lay in a
met with great suocess, and it will te re>tock.
peated tonight.
July 29. A cooler day than usual and
After the concert was concluded the
rain. X heard that
1 k regular American
an
entertainment of first
people enjoyed
a Confederate
class specialty
performers as given by 1 me of our soldiers pcssed
man
on
the
bill
BO
today, getting
cigar
Gorman’s Specialty Alliance.
Admirals

THIEVING BOYS.
There has been

a gang of
thieving boys
in the vicinity of India street
On Monday night last
near Congress.
the doors of
they were trying keys In

operating

different houses, and visited one or more
of the stores in that neighborhood. Their
rendezvous was discovered by the police,
and the ring leaders took fright and departed for Boston, so it is reported, with
what cold cash the orowd had managed to

feloniously gather i

j
•

1
2

6
7

I

n.

LK/CI

j

You may be told by 2
that I
some
grocers
corned beef is "the same 2
/.
thing;” but it isn't.
"
Eat Luncheon Beef.
SOLD BY FIRST-CLASS
GROCERS.

“Luncheon Beef” booklet mailed
on request.

I

I
?

I

HO in Spanish silver for it. Wasn’t that
Gen. Miles came on
k Jow down trick?
, >oard this afternoon and told us Spain
for peace through
overtutres
1 lad made
he Frenoh minister. How I do hope it
! vill
he successful and bring us North
iut of this.
Today wo had eggs—the
irst in sixty days and how good they did
;aste!
The jolliHcation over our arrival here
still continues and there isn’t anything
‘bastante bueno
los Americanos
por
tqnl.” The march of tho troops from
Juunica here was a triumphal procession.
The Alcaldes of the different towns onroute tearing down tho Spanish
flag,
hoisting American colors and declaring
[or annexation. You would never think
it was the enemy’s territory though we
have not interfered in any way with the
civil government.
Today we have been
rouuding tip all who were Spanish volunteers, making them turn in their
arms
after which we turned them loose.
The
people have been giving the whole gang
and
as
each
one is brought
away
to the
Frefectura under escort of
our men, a
crowd of people have
jeering
followed,
and yelling at a great rate and poking all
manm r of fun
at them. The volunteers
seem to regard it
as a joke, too,
though
at first they were
terriblv frightened
linking they were to he shot.
With tho
letter came a copy of tho ship’s news
aaper printod on the Massachusetts:
PORTO RICO BULLETIN.
U.

S. S. Massachusetts.
Port Ponce, Porto Rico.

Friday, July 29, 1S98.
At 2.00 p. m.,

/uly

27th,

Commander

SAVE MAIJ\E BOIS!
Davis with the Dixie, "Annapo.is,
and Ulouoestjr iett Guanica to blocKaae
-n
used
be
to
Ponce and capture lighters
Time Some One Interfered in Their
landing the Army.
,
On the 28th, at 12.50 a. m., the city ot
Behalf.
ComPonca and Playa surrendered to
mander Davis without resistance and the
Amorican flag was hoisted at 6.00 a. m.
The Spanish garrison, a foroe of
nearly Will Remain at Fever Stricken Cliicka400, evacuated according to Provisional
Park While More Favorrd Regiments
Articles of Surrender. The Massachu-etts
are Ordered Away.
with the Cincinnati, General Miles, General Wilson, and throe transports arrived
The Lewiston Journal prints the followfrom Guanica at 6.40 a. m. on the 26th.
the
despatoh from Chlckamauga:
the
ing
Immediately
transports anchored,
captured lighters were put alongside by
Chickamauga Park, Ga., August 11.—
the Gloucester, and the
landing of the This morning news was very disappointtroops coinmencod with the assistance of
A Washington
Maine.
steam launches and boats of the fleet. The ing to the First
wo are to stay here as a
inhabitants welcomed our forces
with despatoh says
great enthusiasm. Captaiu Chester wa s part of Gen. Breckinridge’s army while
appointed Captain of the Port to super
go to Knoxville
vise the operation of landing. A quaran- more favored regiments
This regiment needs a
tine was established, and
and Lexington.
measures inaugurated towards relighting the light- change to northern air and all that I
houses on Cardona Island and
Cajn de wired
Rican orders can
you prior to Porto
Muertos.
fresh emphasis.
Two
additional transports
arrived. now be repeated with
men ashore
There are now about 3500
The Porto Rican prospects cheered the
here, the force consisting of the 3d and boys up for a time, but now that they
and !6th
4th Wisconsin
Pennsylvania fall back and face an indefinite stay in
Volunteers.
blue inwell
The Army is gettingl
established, this fever ridden park, they are
the town being already surrounded by deed.
I have interviewed every company
rifle pits. General Wilson has bis head- commander and without exception they
quarters in the City.
feel that change is imperative and that
Lieut. Hoogeweiff of the Cincinnati is
Beach master and the landing of the pro- six more weeks in ChicKamauga means
visions and stores is progressing well.
death and disease for many.
harbor
The shinTonc eantnred in the
Recent dispatches in tho Journal may
6
sailconsists of 60 sugar-lighters, about,
seemed unduly tinged with the
ing vesstls, (3 of them being Spanish have
brigantines) and about 70 tons of coal. indigo, but fi rmer Chaplain Cummings,
in
nTTnall
+ hn ocinflifinne flf
f!
A Board consisting of Lt. Comd’r Schroeder, Lt. Conid’r. Vvninwright, Lieut. A.
that the Journal told
"acknowledges
men,
has
and
Waltemeyer
Ward,
Carpenter
Maine
“The
First
been appointed to make a report of the the exact truth.
character of these vessels and determine physically, is not fifty per cent of what it
their legal status for dedication. J
the
says
was when it left Augusta,”
The Army is in possession of the cable
office of the English cable, unt, as the chaplain.
instruments were all destroyed
by the
Thursday morning’s sick report shows
enemy before leaving, cable cannot be 49 in the hospital, 47 in quarters. People
of now instruusen until the arrival
to
at home should use every infiuenoe
ments.
some
to
sent
The Annapolis left in the afternoon for have the First Maine
Guanica and the Dixie for St. Thomas northern point to recuperate.
with dispatohes.
ou
Reports from the sick this morning
The landing at Guanica took place
the forenoon of July 26th. The plaoe was show no change for the worse.
the
by
taken without any resistance
HARBOR NOTES.
Gloucester. Altogether up to date there
3400
has been landed at Guanica about
6th
Massachusetts. 6th
men, namely;
Items Of Interest Picked Up Along the
Illinois, 300 recruits, 6 batteries Light
XV ater Front,
Artillerv and'one battallionof Engineers.
General'Henry has arrived at Guanloa
and taken command.
Steamer;Cumberland arrived from St.
The Army has advanced as far as Yanoo
which is almost four miles rom Guanica John at 6.59 yesterday and proceeded to
railroad from
and the terminus of the
Boston at 7.45.
Ponce. Slight resistance was met with,
Morning arrivals were. Eastern Light,
four
wounded.
was
slightly
and our loss
Fannie Hayden,
has wood; Emma, light;
The railroad from Ponce to Yauco
been captured and Is now in
working fish. Steam yacht Ariel sailed.
order.
Schooner John B. Coyle finished loadThis afternoon, July 29th, three transat Dudley’s for Pemarara, and sailed
Guanica.
ing
from
ports arrived
with a cargo of ice, lumber, vegetables,
CARL W. LIBBY.
etc.
«

r* rw

fruit, beer,
Lobster arrivals yesterday were Carrie
Another Portland Boy Dead at ChickaRogers, 1900 for the Portland Lobster
manga.
oompany; Katie C. Lampson 3000 for N.
F. Trefethen; Novelty 1700 for McDonald;
A telegram received in the city yester- Carrie and Mildred 20C0 for Boothbay.
has
Ardancarroeh
day noon stated that Carl W. Libby had i| Tramp steamer
died from fever Wednesday night in the hauled alongside Grand Trunk shed No.
hospital at Chickamauga, and the news 4 to finish loading her cargo of spoolwood
of his sudden death, as he had been ill for Scotland.
but a few days, will be a great shook to
The splendid yacht Intrepid, owned by
Mr. Libby, who was Mr. Lloyd Phoenix of New York, arrived
his any friends.
only 21 years of age, was a young man of at noon yesterday.
The barkentine’Ethel V. Boynton arexemplary habits and will be greatly
missed by all his friends. He lived with rived from Philadelphia with coal to the
his mother, who is a widow, at No. 313 Grand Trunk.
Cumberland street, and the afflicted
The yachts Ariel and Carlotta sailed for
mother, and his brothers and sisters, have Bar Harbor.
the sincere sympathy of all.
OBITUARY.
For a number of years young Libby has
clerk at L. A. Mercier’s market
on Congress street, until he left with the
First Maine regiment for the south.
Previously he was with the Union Mutual
been

a

a

Insurance company.
He was a corporal in Company A, Portland Light Infantry, and was greatly respected by his comrades. His retains
will bo forwarded at once to Portland for
interment.
GETTING A BASE BALL TEAMTlie Latest News From the First Maine.

Kendall of the 1st Maine, is a
Col.
of baseball,and has encouraged
lover
great
the game so that the monotony of camp
life will be greatly relieved and the boys
Teams
needed recreation.
will obtain

NADEAU
Ordered

Xiecoguize

to

One

The funeral of Edwin S. Burroughs, 53
years old, a well-known insurance agent,
was held yesterday afternoon,at 3 o’clock,
at his residence, 403 Highland avenue,
Mass.
The Rev. EdWest Somerville,
ward A. Rand, reotor of the Watertown
Episcopal church, officiated, assisted by
Rev. A. II. Ross, minister in charge of
St. James’s Episcopal church of ClarenThe remains were f orwarded
don Bill.
to Buokfleld, Me., for interment.
Mr. Burroughs was born in Portland,
Me., and during the Civil war served in

Sum

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS..

of

Tliousund Dollars.

'lbe Uni toe] States

Circuit court

j).%£ibbi( $&

came

yestorday morning at 11.20 o’clock.
George Nadeau, the Aroostook man whose
case was detailed in yesterday’s PRESS,
in

Clerk Davis read the
indictment charging him with resisting
and wounding a United States officer in
the discharge of his duty, on Maroh 20th,
in the dock.

reus

PRICE IS MO OBJECT.
The following goods will be sold at FROM ONE THIRD TO ONE-HALF THEIR
REGULAR VALUE.

to attend the hearing.

Spring Jackets.
Spring Suits,

THE FIREMEN’S MUSTER.
Noted

Companies

That

Will

from Bunker Hill
formerly the E. R. Walker of Vinal
Haven, and played here in 1876. The
crack engine in the list is “Baw Beese,"
which won
of South Gardiner, Mass.,

Leather
;;

„

Pr,,l
1

Belts,

lege zeal.

Col. Kendall is making an effort to obtain permission to march his regiment to
Lookout Mountain for a week’s encampment.

Adjutant Davis has again reported for
duty after an absenoo on siok leave.
Lieut. Akeily of Co. G, has left for Bidleave of absence.
Sergt. Leroy S. Syphers and Private
Mnrriner of Co.
B, have each obtained
furloughs for 30 days. Syphers goes to
Portland and
Marrlner.to HalSouth

deford

on a

lowell.

Sergt.

Chas/Chadbourne, who is ill in

the division hospital, will bo removed to
Chattanooga in a few days, and as soon
as be is sufficiently improved will be sent
home.
Joe Cote will be sent to his
Private
homo in Biddsford.
Private Lobarie of Co. I, who has been
in the hospital for several days, is reported as improving.
Private Levett of Co. H, has received a
discharge on account of physical disabilities.
_

CHANGED.

Only

Silk Ties.

our

spring and

summer

goods

are

R. M. LEWSEN & CO.,
538 Congress St., Portland, Me.

1gam——mimii—th

CUT
For

pipe platform. About 100 feet
beyond the pipe platform will ibe the
measuring platform, which [will be 150
feet long. There is ample room for hun-

augl2d4t

Friday and Saturday Sales.

so t

was

quite

25c

5cqt., 3ocpk.

Bares

very low,
by tho advertisement.
in.

are

as

a

sweeping

between Officers

25

Quinn and Syl-

ACCIDENT TO A

PORTLAND MAN.

Kay of Portland, employed in
making the changes in the digester room
of the pulp mill, South Brewer, met with
John H.

tery.

4 qt, 35c j 5 qt, 39c

|

29c

10c
12 l-2e
25e
10c
6c
25o
12 1-2C
15c

Double Boilers, like cut, best
enamel waio.
4 qt, 29o
Wash

Boilers.
ilte cut,
copper

bottom.
Size 8,

>

JOHNSON & LAMBERT,
augl2d2t

I- ■iibiiii

59c.

Size 9,

49o.

For IOc.
Rockingham Eairhen Tea Pots,
lOe
quart,
Coat
Galvanized
and
Japanned
Hods.
IOc
10 qt. Tin and Galvanized Pail,
IOc

3 and 4

10 pieoe Toilet Sets, decorated,
$1.89, $2.39 and above.

Decorated Dinner Sets, 112
pieces, English ware, semi-porcelain, full gold tracings,
$12.89
Dinner Sets, 112

Decorated

pieces, English ware,
$5.98 and $8.89

“Factory-Shorts”

The

tinuos until

Saiecon-

Suturday evening.

We desire to thank the WhitGrocery Co. for sending to
us the Demonstration of
“Minute Tapioca” and “Minute
man

Gelatine.”
It catches
a

Try it
Countor,

PEAKS ISLAND.

season.

Major T. C. Howard, well known here
the island Is meeting with great suc-

on

In the west in his
theatrical
new
venture,
Mrs. B. B. Durgin of Bath is stopping
with Mrs. Charles B.
Phinney for a
few weeks.
The steamer Island Bello is to carry the

cess

DIRECTOR FOR Y. M. C. A.
NASIUM.

GYM-

No

minute.
at

the

public
Jolly in
soaking required.

on

to

Makes Tapioca

taste.

will be seen

workmen to Diamond
and
Cushings
a
serious accident on Monday. He had
islands all winter, but will not touch at
was
been
and
at
work but a short time
PORTLAND HIGH SCHOOL CADETS.
this island.
engaged inmoveing sora rigging at the top
Misses
Maud Cleaves of
Alice and
Members of the Portland High School of
one ot the now digesters, when he Dorchester,
Mass., were visitors on the
Cadets of ’03, and ex-members are reslipped and fell to the floor, 50 feet. 1° island yesterday guests of Mrs. Charles
quested to report at the High school, in his descent he struck the staging built Wish at Pearl cottage.
The Gem theatre will
the
close for
full uniform with white gloves, Sunday
He was picked up season September 3rd. this will be bad
about the digester.
morning, August 14th, at nine o’clock,
by a fellow workman and Dr. Wheeler nows for our theatre-goers, who have enfor the purposo of acting as escort to the
this line place of amusement.
was summoned.
An examination by tb e joyed
Miss Mabel Wiggin and Miss Cole of
funeral of their former adjutant, Charles
had
ribs
several
that
South Portland were guests of Mrs. Wish
physician showed
H. Lovell.
been broken and that the man had re- Wednesday.
By order,
Mr. I. is. Strom js rushing his oottage
ceived a severe shook.
CHARI.ES D. BOVD,
right al ong.
It is being erected on lhnd
he recently bought of J. M. Brackett.
Major Commanding.
FUNERAL OF JOSEPH C. MOXCEX.
Air. Ed. J. Morgan, a former member
OLD ORCHARD PIER.
The funeral of Joseph C. Moxcev took of the Pavilion company, is stopping on
the island for a few days.
The steamer Pilgrim will make two place yesterday ufternoon at 2.30 o’clock
from his late residence No. 7 Tolinan
trips to tbo groat pier on Sunday next.
PINA L MARK DOWN.
Thore was a goodly gathering of
place.
The entire stock of
Little children suffer moro from tlio
spring and summer
and
old friends, neighbors
represoDtativos
heat in summer than others.
Not so. from Portland lodge, No. 1 of Masons. goods of R. M. Lewsen & Co., must be
however, in families" where Williams’ The chosen pall bearers wore from this sold before September 1st and goods will
be sold from one-third to one-half their
Root Beer is provided. It is strengthen- lodge and Rev. Mr. Bellows officiated.
regular
value.
Sale begins this morning
cemeThe
interment
was
at Evergreen
ing, cooling, healthful and enjoyable,
at 8.30 o’dock.

All should have it.

qt.,

qt size,

and 33c cal

auu

one

vester.

size.

6c
26c
Be

train will also aocomodate those who wish
to attend the West Baldwin campmeeting
as it will arrive at West Baldwin at 11.17
a.

qt

This

ban

But two changes were ordered in the
day force and they included an exchange
of beats

iTea

SUNDAY EXCURSION TO FABYANS

timu,

3 quart,
quart, 29c.
and

d

8

Agent Perry of the S. P. G. A., received complaint last week that Ira A.
Cole, who carries the mails from Wells to
Ogunquit, had cruelly treated his horse.

auuvc

5

2

CRUETLY TO ANIMALS.

uuumvui ui tuo

quart, 23c;

4

\y, qt. size,

PRICES
lbs. Rolled Oats,
Best Rea Beans,
Fine New Dates,
8 lbs. California Frunes,
Large Cooking Raisins.
Best Cooking Molasses,
Best Kngltsh Walnuts,
Best fill cream Cheese.
Best 10c Salmon In city.
3 cans Condensed Milk,
3 lb. tin Grated Pineapple,
Quart Bottle Blueing,
10 bars Best Laundry Soap,
Pure Rio, fine flavor.
Fine Java and Mocha,
Try our 25 and 35c Teas.

3lc
39C
49c
C9c

Enamel Tea Kettles.

19c;

1

as

through tho Songo to Naples.

quart,

6
10
12
16

We can save you money on all of our goods. Lowest
cash prices. Good# delivered to any part of the city,
and any steamboat landing or railroad station.
:
24 WILMOT STREET.
TELEPHONE 228-5.

dreds of spectators In the enclosure.
The New Bedford Veteran Fireman’s
association, which is to attend the coming
muster in this city, will bring the follow-

run

15c
180
230
29C

Coffee Pot

i"IT

12 to 15a
Round Steak,
18 to 22c
Rump Steak,
8,10 to 12c
Roast of Beef,
Oc
Whole Skinned Back Hams,
6c
Lean Smoked Shoulders,
7c
Salt Fork by the 3trlp,
70c
10 lb. Tub Best Pure Lard,
7 to 8c
liest Forequarter Lamb,
7 to 8c
Best Forequarter Veal,
18c pk„ 65c bush
Best new Potatoes.
18c
Western Creamery Butter,
230
Best Tub Creamery Butter,
30c
Watermelons,
Large Ripe
20c pk
Best Cooking Apples,
25c pk
Best pole Cranberry Beans,
2, 4 and oe
Nice Corned Beef,

for one machine to get. ready
other is contesting. The disthe platform to the end of the
he 250 feet, and here will be

of
Mrs. C. A. Goodnow and family
have taken one-half of J.
Natick,
Mass.,
any that has taken place
B. Tolford’s cottage for the balance of the
before for the past year and a half.

change

more

of
Kottle
best enamel
ware.
Has
a cover, and
handle—see
2Vi quart,

Next Sunday tho Maine Centrul railno luuuwing ciienges iu wie ueuts ui iuo
road will run a special excursion to
night police foroe. These changes went Fabyans, train leaving Portland at 10.10
into effect last night:
leave Fabyans at 2.80
a. m. ; returning,
Officer Phillips, from No. 0 to No. 6 and arrive back in Portland at 6.45
p. m.
beat.
Louise will ! leave Sebago Lake
Officer Williams from No. 5 to No. 3 Steamer

the

Preserve

3
4
5

contest.
The grounds at Deerings Oaks, whore
the contest is to take place is being preThe platform where the engines
pared.
are to be stationed, is to be 60 by 40 feet,
for two engines, the purroom enough

tkb iu,u,

19c

costs

a. m.

sold.

City Marshal Sylvester has announced

beat.
Officer Webb from No. 14 to No. 7.
Officer Foss from No. 2 to No. 8.
Officer White, from No.8 to No. 10 beat.
Officer Madden from No. 15 to No. 49
beat.
Officer Lamont, from No. 7 to No. 15
beat.
Officer Stewart, from No. 10 to No. 14
beat.
So far as the night force is concerned

self basting Roaster

ly leave it to do its own roasting.
and basting, and browning.

the 23d Muine regiment of infantry and It was said that Cole, whilo intoxicated,
5th Maine
battery. He was a member became angry with his horse and took out
of Willard
C. Kinsley Post, 139, G. A. a knife and stabbed tbe animal
viciously
R., and Provident lodge, No. 122, A. O. in the neok.
Mr. Perry upon investigahave been organized in several companies, U. W. He leaves a
widow,son and broth- tion found the reports true and;arrested
to be played
a series -of games are
and
Dr. A. H. Burroughs of Westbrook, Colo and
er,
placed him before Trial Justice
of
the
the
to determine
championship
The deceased had made his home in Alonzo A.
Me.
Cripp. Cole was fined $10 and
offered
a
has
Col. Kendall
regiment.
Somerville for nearly 30 years.
He paid
oosts, whioh amounted to $18.
cash prize for the company which wins
was discharged.
POLICE
OFFICERS
BEAT’S® and
the championship, and this has enthused
contest. A practice
much life into the
game was played Tuesday, and Chaplain
E6tabrook played with his old-time col-

a

put the roasting
piece and go away and confident-

w

Sale commences Friday, August 13, at 8.30
And will continue until all

engine

guests on
Hon. Charles S. Ashley,
that occasion;
postmayor; Hon. David L. Parker,
master; John J. Howland, license com
raissioner; James Delano, cemetery comG.
Kirsohbaum,
missioner; William
Frederick Mary,
health commissioner;
lire
chief engineer of the
department
William A. Gibbs, assistant engineer.

nf
“

Think of

into which you

There are too many articles to quota prices on, but by calling you will convince yourselves that tills Is the place for you to do your trading. SUMMER V ISITORS are cordially
Invited to attend this sale and if purchasing anything at OUR STORE they will remember
.LEWSKN’S whenever they come to Portland again.
Enough said, WE HAVE DONE ALL THERE IS IN OUR POWER, and hope you
will call early to AVOID THE RUSH.

in
1895, especially for muster purposes,
but hereafter the laws of thejassociation
machines entering the
forbid any now

pose being
while tho
tance from
hose will
located the

12

Shirt Waists,

was

the tournament at Springfield, Mass.,
last year. Another fast machine is tho
one from Somerville, which has a record
of some 222 feet.
Nearly all the engines
were built before 1860, with the exception of one from Lowell, which was built

j0

Dress Skirts,
Flounce Skirts.
Fur Collarettes,

Among the companies that are booked
for the Firemen’s Muster next week, are
the Charlestown, Mass., veterans, who
will bring a hand of 40 pieces. Woonsooket is coming with 60 men, Manchester with 75, Fall River with 55, Roxbury
with 80, Somerville with 75, Marblehead
with Hu. Root,on with 75. Dowell with 250,
Lynn with 100, Pittsfield with 100, WalSalem with 126, Newton
tham with 60,
with 75, South
Gardiner, Mass., with
70, Brunswick with 50, and many others.
The Salem Vets will bring along with
them the Cadet Band of that olty which
has such a reputation all over New EngThere will be seven or eight bands
land.
and not far from 15
in the procession

ra

Spring Capes,
Bicycle Suits,
Duck Suits,
Underskirts,
®on8e Wrappers,
Waists,

13

Crash Suits,

He Here.

drum corps.
The band

Sept. 1st.

Don’t ask for any reasons for its being sold so cheap, when you ilnd out the class of
will quote; most of our patrons are
goods we are offering and the prices our salesladies
by this time that we never advertise what wo cannot back up with goods and
prices, in fact

Tnere were
nish bonds he wont to jail.
only a few people present in the oourt

of the

helps

aware

September term of the court on September
23 In this city. As Nadeau could not fur-

Some

Labor

DOUBLE ROASTER.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Iff list Be Sold Before

things.

room

all of them.

SPRING AND SUMMER GOODS

Nadeau asked to be allowed to consult
counsel, Hon. A. F. Moulton of Deer
lng, who had just arrived, and permission
was given
In a few
by the judge.
moments they reentered the court room
The
and Nadeau pleaded not guilty.
court ordered him to recognize in the
sum of $100 from day to day, until the

rcora

Windows No. I and 2 are
full of Cooking and Dinin

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

1832,;

ing distinguished people

EDWIN a BURROUGHS.

the

io

ADVERTISEMENTS,

NEW

OVER-

BOUND

our

or

Demonstration

it’s free.

MARRIAGES.

J. R. LIBBY GO.

Mr. Maurice Ross, who has served the
In Lewiston, August 10, Fred W. Hilton and
Lewiston.
Fitchburg, Mass., Y. M. C. A. for the Miss Ivy L. Howell, both ofWendail
P. Finkliam
In Jonesboro, August G.
arpast four years as physical director,
of Harrington and Miss Cora L. Calor of CeutreHe
is
a
viilo.
rived in the city last evening.
In 'Whitefield, August G. Harry S. Colby and
[ine athlete as well as a good instructor, Miss Nina I. Sinnnons.
its
with
In Brewer. August 8, Capt. James A. Winslow
complete
ind our new building
and Miss Josephine H. Pendleton.
and
opportunities, was
and

;

__

jquipment

greater

sll that enabled the Portland association
people
to secure him, as the Fitchburg
to
were loth to lose him and were ready
meet the increased salary whioh Portland
offered.
He will spend the few weeks before the
opening of the gymnasium in arranging
tlie apparatus and planning the winter’s
work.
Mr. Ross brings a wife and baby
boy, and will reside on High street.
OLD TIMERS MEET.

Captain E. P. Fickett

was

delighted to

In Burnham, August 2. Samuel Z. Nash
Mrs. Ida A. Cardmer of Pittsfield.
in Home, August 2, Edwin Austin and Miss

Georgia

Watson.

in Weld, July 30. Verne Brown aud Miss
Ethel Abbott, both of Weld.

OEA1

KS.

In this city. August 10. Michael, infant son of
Thomas and Ilauuah McCabe, aged 4 mouths,
lo days.
[Funeral from parents’ residence. G3 Pleasant
street Friday afternoon at 3.30 o’clock.
In Scarboro, August 10, Amos L. Skillm, aged
78 years.

[Funeral services Saturday at 2
late residence. Scarboro.

o’clock at his

old friend and acquaintance at
meet
In Bath, August 3. Mrs. Addle Fredrickson,
Bertha Snow, aged 29 years.
the U. S. barge office yesterday in the aged so years;
Ill Buxton, August 4, Mrs. l’liebe j. Allen,
person of Mr. Henry G. Gould. Wuy back aged 55 years.
Ill Starks, August 2, Mrs. Nellie Fletcher
in the ilftios both
Captain Fickett and
Wills, aged 23 years.
Mr. Gould were fellow workers on the
Iu Wluterport, July 27. Miss Julia Sawyer,
70 years; 31 st, Charles F. Bobinson. aged
great sugar estates of Senor Miguel De aged
50 years.
was
Aldama
Senor
Aldama in Cuba.
In Harmony, July 28, Thomas W. Downs,
75 years.
considered worth thirty million of dollars, aged
In Skowliegan, July 29,Mrs. JaneP.Spofford.
in favor of
but owing to his sentiments
aged GO years.
be has lost most of his property.
Cuba
a
a
was
great linguist and
He
No matter how long you have had the
but he was commost delightful man,
cough; if it hasn't already developed into
his property consumption.
Dr. Wood’s Norway l’ine
pelled to leave the island and
Syrup will cure it,
confiscated*
an

was

COAL.
A Fail Assortment ot Lehigh and FreeBurning Coals for Domestic Use.
Focahontas

(Semi-Bituminous)

end

Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam and
forge

use.

l.ykens t alley Franklin,
English and American CanneL
Genuine

Above Coals Constant"

3y On Hand.

TELEPHONE

...

900-2

OFFICE:

Commercial & 70 Exchange Sts.
7b apr?

|

MISCELLANEOUS.

TOWNS.

MAINE

by Con**

Items of Interest Gathered

pendents of the Frets.

YARMOUTH.

ed

at N. S. Shurt leff’s.
Mrs. Mitchell of North Easton,

visiting

AND^SATURDAY
SALE

FRIDAY

Yarmouth, Aug.lO.—The sohools
throughout the town will commence the
fall term Ang, 29tl), with the same corps
of teachers that
taught the spring term.
Wesoustogo Grange has recently receiv-

FIFTEEN DOZEN

Mass.,

For

is visiting relatives in town.

DAMARISCOTTA.

Boys

2 1-2 to 8 years.
I..

/n ■

■

and costs of prosecution, from which sentence Miller appealed to tho October term
of oourt, giving securities in the sum of
$400. Miller was defended by Howjrtl
Rawson, Esq., of Waldoboro.

YARMOUTH.
Yarmouth, August 11.—Mrs. Emerson
and daughter of Cbeisea, Mass., who have
Mrs. Lucy
Raker for
been guests of
several days, left town for Bucksport, on
Saturday.
Mr. William
Sweetsir,
formerly of
Cumberland Centre, now of
Hernden,

Va., called on Prof. E. A. Blanchard
and other friends in town one day this
week.
Mr. Sweetsir is at present postHe removed from
master at Rerndon.
Cumberland twenty-eight years ngo at
•
the
whtoh time he
was chorister of
Yarmouth.
He is the
Central ohuroh,
last of the Benjamin Sweetsir family and
the
late Willium
married a sister of
Boring, the veteran band leader of Cum-

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.,
Middle

255

|

|

August 11.—Tbe

woman

war

j

011-1

Insurance,

No 13 Exchange St,

Inserted under Mil* head
week for 25 cent*, cash la advance.

Forty words

I

12-1

EOR

FOR

and gas; desirable for lawyer, dentphysiciaau. -N. S. GARDNER, 17BVa

(

Portland, Me. H
■
augio eodtf

^ffERICK^^’A0!^.’

ft?’

go water

ist

or

Middle St.6-1

ritO LET—At 153 Cumberland street, a first
A class upper rent of eight rooms, with bath
tub and hot water connections, also hot water
heat.
Everything in fine condition and up to
date.
Apply to TRUE BROS., 391 Fore street,
foot of Exchange street._aug2dtf

OFFICE TO LET-The Dental
Parlors now occupied by Dr. D. W. Fellows. 211-2 Free street, comprising 2 operating
rooms, reception room and work room; possession August l. Also offices over 88 and 90 Exchange street. CHARLES MCCARTHY, JR.
or BENJAMIN SHAW.
Jly26dtf

The property on the corner of India and
Commercial Sts., known as the “International
House”. That part of the building to be leased
contains thirty-five rooms, islu good repair and
is heated by steam. It is in close proximity to
the Grand Trunk Railway passenger station,
the Foreign, New York and Boston Steamers,
and has been successfully run for years as a
small hotel and boarding uouse. Will be leased
for a terra of years to the right parties. Apply
AUG. P. FULLER,
to
432 Fore St., Portland, Me.
jly26dlm
■

...

.......a..

.in

BATTLESHIP MAINE SOUVENIR SPOONS
This is the prettiest Spoon ever put on the
market.
Call and see it. MoKENNEY, the
Monument Sq uare.
marlodtf

Jeweler.

pOR
1

SALE OR

LEASE—Brick

Congress street,

hot water

honse

776
room,

12 rooms and bath

furnace heat, nice condition, location

uuoui^asacu,

guuu

piciuo

lur

or

puysii'iau

pr*-

vate family, or for letting rooms. If taken on
lease steam heat will be furnished If desired.
Inquire of JOHN F. PROCTOR, 93 Exchange
street, or E, HASTY, 12 Groen street.
9-1

TTOUSE—At Woodfords, new ten roomed
11
house with every modern convenience!

large lot; excellent location; one of the most
showy houses ever built; price *4,200, $500

IjEiYSB.

TO

I

E. C. JONES,
Fire

Exchange

street._
ritO LET—At Long Island. West End fully
I
SALE-Fine gentleman’s road wagon.
furnished cottages last week in
August and
light, late style whalebone, piano box,body
September at reduced rates, pine wood lino
trimmed spring cushion,
bathing and fishing.
Inquire of MILLlifEN 24x60 Inches, whipcord
carmine gear, good as new, no use for it, sell
West End, L. 1.
9_y
11 Noyes street, OakH.
FISHER.
low. (J.
roo LET—One of the most comfortable dwell- dale.
12-1
5
lugs in city, brick bouse, «l North street
SALE—A self inking Gordon printing
II rooms, all modern conveniences.
IL. it' POR
A
Price very
press in first Class condition.
SHAW, 92 North street.
9-1
12-1
I jw. Address Box 1600, Portland, Me.
ritO LET—An upper tenement consisting of 9
SALE—Two brick houses, three storied,
»rooms and hath, has gas,
Sebago water, POR
a
water
closets
and Se3 flats in each, with
good cemented cellar and modern improvelull rental §624
ments; finely located on New Gray street. In- bago water, central location, will
pay 16 per
annum aud all occupied,
quire of A. C. LIllBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange St. per
cent above all outlays: a choice investment;
__9-l_ price S3.500. IV, H, WALDRON Si GO., 180
l.ET—Tne suite of three rooms, second Middle
St._11-1
floor, now occupied by Little. Woodbury &
Co.. 92 Exchange street, just the place for a pop. SALE—Elegant mansion on the highlands of Deering; was built for homo of
broker or law offices, steam heat. Apply to A
COLESWORTIIY BOOK STORE, 92 Exchange merchant at cost of §20.000, and perfect now as
when completed; about 25,000 feet of laud; elec9-1
street.
trics pass the premises eight times hourly; a
RENT—House No. 43 Carleton street. Nine forced sale; price $6,000, W. H, WALDRON
rooms and bath; steam heat; modern im- & CO., 180 Middle St,
10-1
provements ; flue location. C. B. DALTON,
4T8 1-2 Congress street.8-1
SALE—One 15 horse power boiler and 10
horse power engine. For {further particuLET—Entire third floor building 553 W lars address
P. O. Box 634, Freeport. Me. 10-1
Congress St., corner of Oak; tour rooms;
extremelyruble location; price reasonable;
SALE
OR EXCHANGE—A nearby farm
room
on
4tb floor. Upper rent at 110
also rear
located within live minutes walk of depot,
PI no St„ will be let about Aug. 25. Lower
office
aud
electric cars, suitable for a genpost
Oxford
rent at 181
St., eight rooms. F. L.
tleman’s suburban residence; would exchange,
JERRI3, 396 Congress St.6-1
foi city property; also other properties for exmo LET—Office; 3 connecting rooms, up oue
Flr9t *atl°nal

I DENTIST'S

May Be Pardoned

if you exhibit satisfaction even
when your house is burning if
it has been insured in E. C.
Jones’ Insurance Agency, for
then you know your investment is safe and you will have
enough to start in business
again. Suppose you hadn’t in.
Better take no risks.
sured ?

WANIED-FEUALE HELP.

•DO

Street._auglld3t

You

:

washed
ashore at Salisbury Beach late tbis afternoon and tbe town officers are aotlvely at
work in an attempt to have it identified.
The woman was apparently about 20
years of age, wore a black dress, tan shoes
It is thought the body
and black hose.
is that of one of the victims of the cyclone
at Hampton Beach, July 4th. There was
nothing abont ths elotbing which enables
the officers to identify the body without
the assistance of outside parties.
a

9-1

SALK—Two story frame house situated
pO)l
A
In Deering on electric line. 8 rooms and
bath, admirably arranged, lower floor finished
in cypress wuh hardwood floors; designed tor
use of builder (who now occupies it) one year
ago. Lot a out 60x100. BENJAMIN SHAW,

TO

are

HEADLESS BODY'WASHED ASHORE
hpnrilARfl hrtHv of

SELL—The beautiful, new modresidence. 89 Nortli street, fine location,
lot, everything up to date, just the
place tor thrifty business man to get line home
II. II, silAW, 92 Nortli street.
on easy terms.
corner

white muslin trimmed with organdie. Very handsome, very stylish and very cheap.
TO
Also a lot of white muslin lace trimmed Blouses.
Regular $ 1.00 qualtiy at same price, 49c.
Our Mid-Summer Sale of nice Clothing for TO
Men and Boys is attracting an unusually iarge
number of buyers. No wonder.
These

Rev. Arthur Craig of Berlin, N. H.,
ill occupy the Baptist pulpit on Sunday.

Mass.,

all

40 CBMTS EACH.

berland.

Amesbury,

T° ei n

large

Inserted rsnder this bead
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Forty words
one

_

BLOUSES

Regular price

Inserted tinder this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

SAU,

IjtOR

irie season oji.wm)

Damariscotta, Aug. 10.—Prank Miller
was arrested and tried last Monday afterbefore
noon August 8th, at Waldoboro,
Trial Justice H. E. Webster for having
lobsters.
short
in his possession fifty-two
The judge found him guilty and imposed
a lino of two hundred and
sixty dollars

a

FANCY

Forty words
one

_

-

.

FOll

1-

STANDARD CLOTHING 00.

North

a now member.
Cumberland County
Pomona Grange will meet here Aug. IT.
Miss Martha Marshall of Portland, is

TO LET.

MISCELLANEOUS.

«

1.1

down.

MARKS & EARLE CO.9-1

TTOUSE—At Fessenden Park, new six rcome4
AT house, entirely modern in
every respeett
$2,500, only $300 down, balance easy. MARKS
& EARLE

CO.__9-i

TTOUSE—At Fessenden Park a new ten
AT roomed
house; everything first class and
up to date: $4,000, $500 down, balance as rent.
MARKS & EARLE CO.

_9-1

two flat house at Deering,
NEW
from electrics; cemented cellar;
and heated;
rent taken;

TO LET.

KAljLK CO.
RENT—An exceptionally well
FORmodern
house, No. 217 and No. 219

located
Brackett street, containing 10 and 11 rooms, with
baths, and all other modern improvements;
special inducements to desirable families. Real
Estate office. First National Bank, FREDER/
ICK S. VAILL.
10-1

one minute
papered
6,000 square feet of land: upper
$3,000, $500 down. MARKS &

9-1

HOUSE—At Deering a nice,

cozy, six roomed
house and stable: lot containing 5.000
square feet; on sunny side of the street; price
$2,000, only$300 down. MARKS & EARLE CO.

_9-1
YEW three flat house on Park street; hot
and cold water in pantry and bath; electric bells, speaking tubes; everything desirable ; will pay 13 per cent on price asked.
MARKS & EARLE CO.91
L’

WANTED.
1

/

srs'svrsys..

/

/

r
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COLUMBIA TO UNCLE SAM: “YOU MUST FIX THE RESPONSIBILITY, OR THE COUNTRY WILL.”j
War Cartoon

Reproduced

from Harper’s Weekly.

from

By

HARPER’S WEEKLY.

Permission.

Copyright, 1898, by Harper & Brothers.

BLAME?
sufficient medical supplies for the army
Who is responsible for the medical and were taken or not, not nearly enough
We ore told that
sanilary conditions prevailing at Santiago reached the front.
de Cuba? The stories that como to us a sufficient supply was forwarded, and
from the field of tattle and from the that a sufficient supply of good and nour
transports coming North with the sick isliing food, including canned soups and
We fresh meat, was actually shipped on the
men of the array are
heart-rending.
know that the lack of medical appli- transports to Santiago, but we know that
In the war
ances, of medicines, of ordinary comfort, the soldiers never had them.
of doctors and nurses, was criminal. We cartoon taken from Harper’s Weekly,
know that if it had not l>een for the Red Columbia cries to Uncle Sam, “You will
WHO IS

TO

conditions would have
Cross Society,
been more murderous than they actually
have been. But who is responsible? At
the very outset of the expedition from
Whether
Tampa the wrong began,

BUSY CARRANZA.
*

He Has Been

Fitting

Yankee

Out

Prises for tbe

Warships.

Lieut. Ranson de Carranza, whom Sir
Wilfrid Laurier expelled from Canada at
the request of the Imperial Government
some weeks ago is in the city.;iThe genial
Spaniard bobbed up this ^morning at the
Windsor Hotel, where he registered and
Later in the
was assigned to room 347.
day he visited the residence of the Spanish
Consul, Senor Bonillay Martel, 248 Dorchester street, where he was seen by a
Star reporter. Ho evidently was greatly
surprised at meeting the reporter, and
absolutely refused to give any information with regard to his movements during
the past few weeks. It was learned, howQ. C., his
ever, from Mr. St. Pierre,
lawyer,that Lieut. Carranza had kept

shipping

of provisions

by

some

crowded

into noi-

holes, drinking foul water, with-

Waitresses, and other help for
Hotel.
Ft'-iuoutli
Only those
with references and experience
need apply. Call daily at 3 p. ni.,
at hotel office.angi2d3t«
general house-

girl
WANTED—Capable
work. 88 Beckett street.
for

9-1

out necessary medicines. And these sick
WANTED—AGENTS.
men are the soldiers who have fought our
and
battles, the soldiers of the richest
most resourceful nation of the world.
that of
There 4s another story too,
wounded soldiers on the field of battle
To sell our newt one dollar outfit, consisting
baggage registry, and special
without surgical aid, and that of other of identification,
dollar policy Issued by the United
thousand
wounded men walking miles and miles to States Casualty (x>. Liberal terms. UNIVERthe rear for doctors and hospital, some of SAL IDENTIFICATION AND RECOVERY
them surviving, and all of them display- CO.,1142 Church St., New Haven, Conn.
aglldlw*
fix the responsibility, or the country ing the heroism of martyrs. The camwill”—and this will surely come about. paign of Santiago illustrated the magnificent virtues of the American soldier, but
There is nothing more siokening than the it
LOST AND FOUND.
gave an opportunity to some careless
story of the Concho, except it be that of criminal, to whom justice should be
ladles’ pocketbook
containing
the other transports. It is the story of done. Who is he?.
money was lost from Congress street car
or at Fort Allen park, Thursday afternoon. The
finder will confer a favor and obtain reward by
their leaving word where same can be found at 48
around the ; oable, as they swing
as if the breezes of
ranza certainly |looks
lTnlon"street.12-1
and
of
the
with
arms
the
On
him.
body
upper part
the gulf had agreed with
reporter complimeting him on his healthy violent exertion.
FOUND-Found loose on Congress
When the cable is forged into its plaoe,
remarked:
street at 3 o’clock a. m. Sunday, July 31,
appearance, he laughingly
moments' of 1898, dark brown mare, black mane and tail,
‘‘You haveajiine climate, and I have been the workmen take a few
hind legs spavined, white spots on back
enjoying it.” He retains his whiskers, rest, and then slide down to the next both
and sides, weight about 950 pounds. GEO.
concerning which so much was written joint, where the same operation is repeat- W.
SYLVESTER,
City Marshal. Portland, Me.,
Cable after cable is attached in this
ed.
a few, weeks since.
Aug. 8. 1998.191
Questioned as to the whereabouts of way, until there is a regular tangle of
cables looking
S enor Duboso, he said that he did not steel work and dangling
WAMEU-sllUS no."! V
know where that gentleman was at pres- for ail the world like a spider’s web. But
ent, hue presumed that he was in Eng- there is order in this collossal spider web,
Forty words inserted under this head
land. Ho had not heard from him since snob as never existed in the home of the ene week tor 25 cents, cash in advance.
homes
in
our
insect
that
weaves
the
web
weeks
his departure from Montreal some
and woods. Gradually lone
part of the IITANTED—A young lady would like typeago.
official bridge after another is finished, and when 11 writing to do at home evenings. Would
Asked if he had received .’any
removed take dictations and attend to correspondence
"false
work”
of
scaffolds
the
lis
news from Spain relative to the peace nethe beauty of office whero It would not be advisable to
gotiations, the Senor replied in the nega- the structure stands out in all
hire stenographer by tbe day. Owns typewriter.
tive. He had simply read the newspaper of its finished state.
Address DICTATION, Press
The bridge builders must not only be City references.
reports. He bad no opinion to express in
Office.12-1
in their work, but they must have
regard to the terms aocepted by bis Gov- skilled
the hardihood and daring of the sailor, ■WANTED—By a lady stenographer and
ernment.
»*
typewriter of experience a permanent poThe lieutenant p-cferred not to discuss for most of thir work Is performed at an
sition would also like a few more customers to
the recent action "of Sir “Wilfrid Laurier altitude higher than the topmast of any do
typewriting at home for. Backing envelopes
In all kinds of
expelling him from Canada He will sailing vessel They labor
and writing postal cards a specialty.
Address
remain in Montreal a few days, and will weather—when the sun is pouring down S. M., care Portland Daily Press Office.
12-1
when
torrid rays in midsummer, or
its
visit
Toronto
before
bis
return
probably
as
housekeeper and
It is not known the meroury registers zero in winter.
to his native country.
companion by a middle aged womaq.
To them their dizzy height is no more
whether he will form a member of the
are to
the Apply at or address 1239 Congress street, City.
Spanish Legation that will he appointed than fifteen or twenty feet
ordinary carpenter orhousa painter. They
to Washington at the close of the war.
Bailey and family of Cushings
It is said that several of
the vessels seldom use ladders. They would be oo n- WANTED—J.
"
Island want to work by the year on some
seized by the American warships
while stantly in the way. If they want to reach
or work on shares.
lease
Will
Can
climb nimbly Island.
trying to run the Cuban blockade were u higher framework they
All business must be
across give bonds or references.
or jump lightly
equipped and sent to Cuba by Senor Car- up the steel works
9-1
agreement.
signed
A
of
to
another.
truss
ono
jump
ranza, the Island of St. Pierre Miauelon from
is a combeing utilized as the centre from which three feet from girder to girder
WANTED.
such supplies were for wurded.—Montreal ir*r»r» rtlnpmirrpnnfl to them.
Situation by a young man who understands
Star.
bookkeeping and Is willing to work. Two
WIT AND WISDOM.
Graduate of Gray’s Portyears experience.
TOILERS OF THE AIR.
land Business College. Good references furnished. Address CHA8. F. ALLEN. Skownow the Work on Suspension Bridge Is
IXis Opinion Unchanged.
hegan, Maine.
aug8d2w*

Agents Wanted.

LOST—A

HORSE

WANTED—Situation

his promise to leave Canada and that as
Domina matter of fact ho did leave the
ion, going from Halifax to the French
islands of St. Pierre, Miquelon, off Newfoundland, where.lt is said, he supervised
the

sick with fever,

man

blockade

Mr. St. Pierre added
to Cuba.
that as Senor Carranza’s mission was now
at an end owing to the close of the war,
his client hitd returned to Montreal for the

runners

purpose of bidding adieu to the Spanish
Consul, and his many friends preparatory
to his departure for Spain.
Senor
Car-

Done*

About one month ago my child, which
is fifteen months old. had 'an attack of
(Godey’s Magazine.)
diarrhoea accompanied by vomiting. 1
on the cables follow
The workmen
it
such
remedies
as
are
gave
usually givafter the builders of the
iron
closely
en in such cases, but as
renothing gave
lief, we sent fur a physician and it was roadway. These men are engaged in more
under his care for a week.
At this time perilous employment, if anything than
ibo child had beeD sick for about ten the
former. They climb nimbly up to
days, and was having about twenty-five the very summit of the huge towers, and
operations of Ibe bowels every twelve then without
flinching, proceed to descend
hours, and we were convinced that unless
it soon obtained relief it would not live, the inclined cables. It makes tho specChamberlain’s Colic,
Cholera
and j tators below tremble for them so dangerDiarrhoea Remedy was recommended, j ous is the descent, but the workmen have
I soon noticed a j no
and I decided to try it.
fear, else they would he unfitted for
change for the better; by its continued i the duty required of them. After
sliding
use a complete cure was brought about
down the;cuble a dozen feet they stop and
aud it is now perfectly healthy.—C. L.
Boggs, Stumptown, Gilmer Co., W. Ya. turn around and face tho towers. The
For sale by D. \V. Maseltine <fc Co., 387 men working the derrick slowly
swing
Congress street; Edward \V. Stevens, 107 out to them the end ofja cable about three
Portland street; King P. Raymond, Cum- inches in diameter. Another man carberland Mills: Wm. Oxnard, 021 Con- ri s out to them
moans of a small
by
gress street; II. P. S. Goold, Congress hand
and rope a Jred-hot
hand of
pulley
Hotel.
Square
steel, which the cable workers seize with
The Heat Remedy for Flax.
their pinchers and clasp around the
large
Mr. John Mathias, a well known stock cable on which they are resting. Then
“After while tho steel is still hot and malleable
dealer of Pulaski, Ky., says:
cable, with its end secured in
suffering for over a week with flux, and the small
a thiok bolt of steel, is
brought into posiray physician having failed to relieve me,
1 was advised to try Chamberlain's Col^c, tion and Che end welded into the red hot
bund encircling the main cable. 'The
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, and steel
workmen pound and forge jjawuy,
hamhave See pleasure of stating that the half
mering, twisting and bending the metal
of one bottle cured me.”
For sale by before it cools off. Tho
must be
welding
D. IV. ilaseltiue & Co., 3S7 Congress st., done rapidly, and the workmen have no
Edward W. Stevens, 107 Portland street; time to stop and Chink of the dangerous
King ?. Raymond, Cumberland Mills; position in which they aro placed. ProbaWm. Oxnard, 921 Congress street; II. P. bly the only support they have comes
from their legs, which they wind tightly
S. Goold, Congress Square Hotel.

j

Two citizens of Nebraska were caught
in one of those violent funnel shaped
clouds, and as they scooted along in the
midst of ruins of buildings and flying
trees one of them remarked:
“This is the worst cyclone I ever saw.”
“Ignorant man!” cried tho other in
tones of scorn that were almost drowned
by the rush of the storm. “Can’t you distinguish a cyclone from a tornado? Are
tho teachings of science altogether lost
This is a tornado, and, as doupon you?
scri bed by Professor Loveland and Meteorologist Gere, it is”—
Just then a church steeple transfixed the
speaker, and ht^ perished in great agony,
while the other man drifted along for ten
miles or so and was dumped softly into a
sand bank. As ho brushed the sand out of
his tocth and ears he remarked:
“Well, that was the worst cyclone I ever
saw.”—Nebraska State Journal.
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Forty words Inserted

under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

first class hotel
help
WANTED—Hotel
in Portland: 10 table girls, 2 men. assistfor

aud

Always Bought,

a

and vegetabls cooks, 25 kitchen and pantry

girls, dishwashers, scrub

and

washwomen.

Also housekeeper for widower's family. Apply
Immediately at MKS. PALMER’S Employment Office, 3so 1-2 Congress street.
12-1

WANTED—To

buy

in a

small

manufacturing

town a good paying business with a fair
stock of goods. Terms cash. Address M.,I,ock
Box 97. Woodfords. Me.12-1
50 to 75 acres, suitably diWANTED—Farm,
1*
vlded, good buildings, near schools, Bwithin 10 to 20 nules of Portland. Would pay S200
down or exchange equity in good rented properAddress, with particulars,
ty near Boston.
LOTON W. BRYANT, Reading, Mass.
10-1
Of

WANTED-Set
it
condition.
good

WANTED—A
I*
register.

CASTORIA
Bears the

WANTED.

one

light

doubleiharnesses
Box
459, City.

in

10-1

high grade,

Must be
Give description and spot
p. o. Box

second hand cash
111 good condition.
cash price. Address

1609.__

9-1

with capital in dveine
WANTED—Partner
IV
and cleansing business. For father
formation apply to J. N. J. LONH01 r> 11
Temple St- city._
s.i
1VAS TED—Case of bad health that lirnv«
will not benefit. Send 6 cents to Ricans
CO..SQW York,for 10samples and l,ogo teMlmo”l£a

mg

A THOUSAND

RINGS

TO LiET.
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At

A LOOK AHEAD
some

of the

ift

I

striking

features of the

/hS

next issue of the

I

PORTLAND SUNDAY TIMES,
The Sunday Times

|
^

On Prospect street. No. 17 and 15 1-2, two
good rents. No. 17 has 6 rooms at §20 per
month. No 15 Ir2 has 4 rooms at 810. Inquire on premises or to A. S. KENDALL, E.
No. Yarmouth, Me.aug6dlw

WATCHES ON INSTALLMENTS.
Waltham and Elgin Watches. A large stock
of new model Watches will be sold on easy payments at reasonable prices.
All Styles.
All
Prices. McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument
mar!9dtf
Square.

Resorts.

summer

Forty words Inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, in advance.

one

its attention to local happenings, its
one wishing board in the councommeiits on local topics, its extensive telegraph service, and its W BOARD—Any
try for a few weeks can find it at the
House.
Pequawket
Plenty of fresh vegetW unrivalled miscellaneous department has won for itself the reputa" T ables,
eggs, etc. Terms reasonable. Address,
MRS. C. MURCH, West Baldwin. Me.
9-i
^P tion of being the best Sunday paper in the world for Portland peo
summer
and
for
women
winter,
BOARD,
men,
JO and children; quiet place, fishing and sailP'e- Here are some of the features which will please the reading ; good chance to keep horse and carriage;
ers of its next issue:
wholesome flood; near Sebago Lake, White’s
w

by

^P

5|?

5!?

^P

JP

$/is
/IS
/IS

j/k
;!c

jP
Ai

JP

WOMEN AS'GAMBLERS.
Women who spell the word with a capital W, the women
of the Hebrew race, the old fashioned women who love
home the best, in fact all sorts of women as seen by Bab are
described in the letter she has written the Times from Long
Branch. «
------—

Ito A LESSON

(US

A
yli

y.t
W

(fS

A

|A
A
A
A
itv
/|\

$k
JP
ili

IN GEOGRAPHY.

What do you know about the Canary islands? Can you tell
anything about the Balearic group? Do you know where
and what Ceuta Is? The stars and stripes might have flown
over all these
places had not Spain sued for peace when
she did.
A description of them written for the Times is as
interesting as fiction and as valuable as a lesson in geog-

A
A
Ay

W

/lj
A\

|yji

y.;
(.IS

All

inserted under thin head
week for 25 cento, cash in advance.
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if OETGAGES NEGOTIATED—81.000. $1,500.

MAINSPRINGS,

to

IJACTS—I

ton Court.

MONEY

5 per cent

as

she takes her

dip

*?.*'.**-y....

>*.

to

WANTED—All persons In want of trunks
IV and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
5G3 Congress street, one door above Sb.aw’3
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
and can therefore
give bottom prices.
We frame
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.

augo-4
SALE—Second-hand, three spring express wagon, body 8 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in., has
three removable seats with hacks a d cushions.
BRADLEY & SMALL, 35 Preble St
8-1

FOR

musical
FORjustSALE—Elegant
received, pianos, music

instruments

boxes, regiviolins, mandolins, banjos, guitars, harviolin
monicas, cornets, cases,
bows, superior
nas,

violin and banjo strings, popular music books,
etc.
Please call.
HAWES, 414 Congress
augG-4

SALE—Examine the fine editions of 10c
sheet music for sale by HAWES, 414 Congress street; also music books, popular songs,
superior strings and musical instruments of all
kinds.
aug6-4

FOR

has pole and
used; taken in
carriage; will sell at big
quality and style: belter
BRADLEY & SMALL, 35 Preble

exchange for
discount;

double
away up in

SALE—Our “Made
Trousers,
FORthat will not rip in seamStrong”
or buttons
come
off, for $1.00, $1.25, $1.50,, S2.00 and $2.50 per
drill
blue
drill
white
overalls,
overAlso
pair.
alls, grocers’ frocks and outchers’ frocks at
HASKELL & JONES’, Monument Square.
jy28-4

T70R SALE— New house

Pitt street, OakJdale; contains 7 rooms and bath, hot and
cold water, wired for electric lights, connects
with sewer, lias large lot. and will ho sold on
easy terms. Apply to CHARLES C. ADAMS,
No. 31 Exchange street. Portland.
jly27-4

AN IDEAL

AUGUST

SALE—Farm m Bethel, Maine, 120 acres
land, 2 1-2 story house, shed and two
barns, all in good condition, good orchard, and
well supplied with wood and water; also about
200.000 feet of pine timber. About two miles
from Bethel village, and known as the Edward
A. Capen farm; will be sold on favorable terms
or may be exchanged for Portland property.
MISS SARAH BIDEN,
No.
304 Tore SL
Portland. Me.mar9-tf
SALE OR LEASE—A lot of laml at the
West End, corner Forest and Congress
streets, containing about 4,224 feet Apply to
E. HARLOW, 919 Congress street.
Jan25dtf

FOR

FOR SALE.
A Beautiful residence, situated in the village
of Bowdoinliam, consisting of house and stable,
all modern conveniences,
including furnace
heat, open fire and filtered cistern, etc., located
au>4 -»a. v. aw.
uu nigll gruuuu, UveriOUKUiK iiyci
R. depot, with a heautiful view of surrounding
country, within three minutes walk of high
school and three churches, just the place for
any one about to retire on limited income. Mr
W. P. Carr Esq., who lias occupied premises for
past five years at a rental of Slid per year, and
residence now
being about to move to his new
building, is tiie reason why I offer property for
will
rent to right
1st.
Oct.
sate, if not sold by
party, Address the

™“f‘DHUMM0ND.

YJOTICE—We will pay the highest casli prices

TOOTHAKEE, South Harpswell, Maine,

eod2w*

augl
L’

lor household

any
ion

description
rooms

or

fixtures of
at our auctGOSS &
commission.
19-t
18 Free

goods

or

receive the

for sale

on

WILSON, Auctioneers.

store

FOB SALE.
To a desirable purchaser only,
that valuuble tract of laud,

about ‘JO acres, known as the
Base Ball and Circus grounds,
City of Deeriug, about one mile
from Portland City Hall; electric cars pass every few minBare opportunity
for a
utes.
Syndicate; but few pieces good
unimproved property remaining unsold near the city.

BENJAMIN SIIAW,

same

St._

MALE HELP WANTED.

augfdlw

Bangor, Me.

VACATION

on

on

FORgood

pictures.11-3

^

jjj
(jt

FOR PORTLAND PEOPLE
THE
SUNDAY
TIMES.

upwards, according

(jS

(IS----—--— /is
(IS
(\\ BUY THE
BEST SUNDAY PAPER

and

the well known Yacht Sliechinah, of
Portland Yacht Club.
Yacht Sliechinah, one of the fastest and most
beautiful yachts in eastern waters, 60 feet over
all, is open to charter for periods of one week
She lias
or more during the month of August.
a commodious cabin, lavatory, bath room and
ample accomodations for a party of elvht perCAPT. J. P.
sons.
For particulars address

the celebrated
newspaper artist, whose work is
feature of the Times, has taken as
topics for the next
issue a scene in the trenches at
Santiago, showing how the W
Yankee troops faced the Dons. From the Cuban coast to (IS
shore of the Atlantic, the artist
goes for his second suba

a vear

seourtiy. IV.' P. CARR, room 5, second iloor,
jlyt6-4
Oxford building, 185 Middle street,

yjv

Trowbridge

Telephone 750.aug2dtf

LOANED on first and second
mortgages, real estate, life insurance
collateral
policies, notes, bonds and good
Notes discounted; rate of interest
security.

I
girl

75c.

best American Mainsprings, made by the
Warranted
Elgin and Waltham companies.
for one year.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler
marltfdtf
Monument Square.
The

the
want to call your attention
following: I do landscape gardening, fall
do
scrubpruning and grading, clean windows,
bing. clean and lay carpets. All my work 13
done in a satisfactory manner; it will pay you
to give me a call; refer by permission to Career Bros.
LOUIS KLTNEBICK, No. 9 Boyn-

PICTURES BY TROWBRIDGE.

has furnance heat, cemented cellar, Sebago
water, gas, water closets, flited for two families : lot 60x100; for further particulars inquire
of A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange St.

FOR

$5,000., or more at 5 per cent interest. We
have funds of clients to invest in first mortgages on real estate security. Parties desiring
loans ran obtain same by applying at the real
estate office. First National Bank Building,
FREDERICK S. VA1LL.3 0-1

There is a little chap in New York who is attracting the
attention of the athletes for he has shown record breaking
propensities on the skates, the bicycle and his own activ6
little feet.
He may be the Jimmy Michael of the future.
However that may be he is of interest to all lovers cf
athletic sports who will want to see what a Times writer
says about him.

picture.

from.

JI

___

summer

select

(Room 1.)11-1

island.

pretty

A

One hundred of them to

an open field, first come, first
served; now is the opportunity for live man.
01IAS. WARREN DAVIS, 176 1-2 Middle St.,

parents who arrange their marriages and

9-1

IJOR SALE—21-2 story house No, 35 St. LawA
rence street, containing 13 rooms and bath;

styles, all weights, all prices in 10, 14 and 18 look at it
Kt. Gold. Largest and best stock of rings street.0-1
in the city. A thousand of them. McKENNEY,
SALE OR LEASE—Brick bouse 105
the Jeweler, Monument Square.
juneidtf
Winter street thoroughly built. 12 rooms,
BOR good country board In a fine locality for beside bath and linen room, fourteen closets,
X fishing, gunning, rowing, fine views, pleas- cellar plastered and cemented, containing launBroad dry, storage rooms and water closet, furnace
ant drives and plenty of shade trees.
piazza. A quiet place tor rest and comfort. heat, two open fires, lot 50x100 very pleasant,
P.
Address, J. B. and F. W. PLUMMER, Ray- overlooking fine gardens and State street.
C. MANNING, 234 Middle street
jly29,tf
mond, Me.
jeltt-12

paying business;

do not regard the higher education as at all necessary.
See
the article on the women of Porto Rico and the life of the

Congressistreer.

SALE—London
Cart,
FORshafts,
cost $175.00; never

WEDDING RINCS.

I1IJ

In the wonderful land which has become an American pos'
session, as the result of the war, there dwell many beautiful
Theirs is the life of the middle ages, for they are
women.

(IS
(the an<^ ^'S 8^e*;c^1
ject
illS
in the 6ea is a

ih
®

Me.
ence1-3

BUSINESS OPENING—An investigation at

IA BOY WONDER.
to

wishing board
box 4, Gorham,
No applications answered without refer-

Forty words

FAIR WOMEN OF PORTO RIGO.

stern

_91
BOARD—Parties

SUMMER
address BURNELL FARM,

one

__

guarded by

ham, Maine.

MISCELLANEOUS.

rapbv.

new

room house on Forest Avenue, $5,200; 9 room
house on Glenwood Avenue, $3,800; 12 room
house on Glenwood Avenue, $4,200 ; 9 room
house corner of Deering Avenue and William
street, $4,600. These houses are up to date and
have eleltrio lights and bells, laundry, fire
places, steam heat, etc. We make terms to
suit our customers, DALTON & CO., 478 1-2

Bride; terms reasonable. Particulars given, street
addressing ELLEN FREEMAN, North Wind-

/IS
dy
i!v

the beautiful, growing suburb
FORof SALE—In
houses; 11
Deering, the following

51 1-i!

augio

Exchange

Sf.
diw*

MARRY ME, NELLIE,

retail JuratBUSINESS, And I will buy you such a pretty King at
McKenney's. A thousand solid gold Kings,
Press Office.12-1
Diamonds, Opal-Pearls, Rubies, Emeralds and
shoe- all other precious stones.
class
Engagement and
journeyman
WANTED—First
maker. None but skilled workmen need Wedding Rings a specialty. Largest stock in
apply. MITCHELL BEOS., 7 Temple street, city. McKENNEY. The Jeweler, Monument
121
Square.
manadtf
City.

WANTED—Young
ture

business.

to learn
Address

man

Mid weight... .t:5®26| Ginger.14@15
starch
Heavy....26®2Bj
Good d’ing._243251 Laundry.
Union hacks.. .3Ti<233lGU>sa.6Mi«7M)
Tobacco.
4m. call.... COgl.OO
Best brands... .60@80
Lead

RE PUB LI CANINO Ml NATIONS-
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Complete List of the Republican Nominees sor the Next Legislature

_

Medium.30i*40
Common.25*30

Sheet.m
"ifipe.

®6
.BOktVU
7 fttSV* Waturaiai
T. TT.F.1601 Lead—
25
75@6
Hay.
I Pure ground.6

Zinc.

The following is
complete and correot
list of the Republican nominees for the
a

next

Quotations

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

John R. Weed, Jr., Monticello.
Howard Pierce, Bluine,
George H. Smith, Presque Isle.
Berlert T. Powers, Fort I airfield.
Carl C. King, Caribou.
Bowdoin K. Blacketone, Ferham.
William C. Farrell, Van Bureu.
Beui A. Daigle, Madawaska.
Joseph A. Laliberte, Fort Kent.
Israel S. Vail, Hodgdon.
Edward L. Cleveland, Houlton.
AlpheHS Craig, Island Fulls.

CUMBERLAND

COUNTY.

Harry R. Virgin, Portland.
Richard Webb, Portland.
Frederick.V. Chase, Portland.
Samuel D. Plummer. Portland.
Holman S. Meloher, Portland.
Edgar E. Rounds, Portland.
Melville B. Fuller, Sruth Portland.
Thurston S. Burns, W'e3tbrook.
George C. Hopkins, Deering.
Elbri'lgo M. Wilson, Gorham.
Wiubnrn M. Staples, liridgton.
Alroy Noyes, Pownal.
Wiuthrcp C. Eogg,, Freeport.
Samuel G. Spurr, Otisiield.
John E. Cartiet, Baldwin.
Frank W. Winter, New Glouce ster.
Johu Marshall Brown, Falmouth.
Henry L. Forhan, Kaymond.
Harlan P. Prince, Yarmouth.
John F. Church, Harpswell.

FRANKLIN COUNTY.
William A. Spofford, New Sharon.
Joel Wilbur, Avon.
Justus Webster, Chesterville.
George M. Esty, Rangeley.

COUNTY.

HANCOCK

Charles H. Urummey, Ellsworth.
Isaac Briton, Bucksport.
Albert R. Buck, Orland.
Frank T. Jellison, Surry.
John W. Somes, Stonington.
Bedford E. Tracy, Winter Harbor.
Charles E. Briinmr, MariaviUe.
Arthur Henry Sargent, Sedgwick.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

George K. Maeomber, Augusta.
Joseph H. Alanley, Augusta.
H. T. Dunning, Winslow.
George Alosher. Jr., Rome.

Nelson D.
Warren C.
Francisco
Asbury C.
Josiah S.
George W.

Gordon. Reacltield.
Philbrook, Waterville.
Colburn, Windsor.

Stilphen, Farmingdale.
Maxcey, Gardiner.
Field, Oakland.
Llewellyn Libby, Albion.
Howard Stetson, Monmouth.
Joseph F. Bodwell, Hallowell.
*KNOX COUNTY.
Marcellus F. Taylor, Hope.
S. Bird, Rockland.
H. Irvin Hix, Rockland.
H.
Kalloch. So. Thomaston.
Joseph
G. Dudley Gould, Warren.
Charles C. Wood, Camden.
James M. Smith, St. George.

Maynard

LINCOLN

COUNTY.

Clarence A. Peaslee, Wiscasset
Orrin McFadden, Dresden.
R. A. Woodbridge, Newcastle.
William H. Miller, Waldoboro.
John Al. Turner, Somerville.
OXFORD COUNTY.

Edgar F. Gentleman, Porter.
Isaac H. Berry, Denmark.
Kben S. Kilborn, Bethel.
John Keed, Roxbury.
Josiah C. Donham, Hebr n.
Virgil P. DeCoster, Bueklleld.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
Isaiah K. Stetson, Bangor.
Frederick H. Parkhurst, Bangor.
Flavius O. Beal, Bangor.
Charles J. Hutchings, Brewer.
Du»id Carr, Old Town.
Herbert P. Gardiner, Patten.
Alfred E. Go well, Lakeville PI.
James D. Murphy, Lee.
W’m. W. Freese, Argyle.
Moses F. Chick, Clifton.
SI iriou F. Tyler, Bradley.
>. A. Nickerson, Orrington.
James F. Beath, Kenduskeag.
Hiram N. Parker, Hiennurn.
Stillman J. Ridlon, Stetson.
Janies M. Sanborn, Newport.
Wm. H. Abbott, Dexter.

PISCATAQUIS

COUNTY.

Victor Wells Macfarlftne, Greenville.
Frank E. Guernsey, Dover.
Charles S. Hassell, Sebec.
Joseph W. Davis, Brownville.

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.
James C. Ledyard, Bath.
John S. Hyde. Hath.
Noble Maxwell, Kiclmior.il.
John A. Purinton, Woolwich.
SOMERSET COUNTY.
Edward N. Merrill. Skowhegan.
Charles H. Girdler, Mercer.
Wm. L. Walker, Starks.
David Rowell, Solon.
Herman G. Johonett, Palmyra.
C. H. Smith, Hartland.
Benjamin W. Adams, Mayfield, PI.
WALDO COUNTY.
Melville C. Hill, Belfast.
Alfred E. Nickerson, Swanvllle.
Henry R. Dawson, Monroe.
E. Bryant, Knox,
George
2
g Emery N. Bunker, Islesboro.
E.
Fred
Spratt, Palermo.

•WASHINGTON COUNTY.
Emerson K. Wilson, Cherryfleld.
Charles A. Coffin, Harrington.
Alexander D. McFaul, Machias.
Winfield isaae Crane, Whiting.
Ezra Pattangall, Pembroke.
Charles H. Cummings, Jonesport.
John H. McFaul, Eastport.
Gasrge A Murchie, Caiais.
Steph#a I* Peabody, Princeton.

VORK COUNTY.
Kenneth W. Sutherland, Biddeford.

Anthony Dwyer, Biddeford.
Joseph H. Shaw, Saco.
William Kernon, Sanford.
Walter P. Perkins, Cornish.
Edwin Cobb, Limerick.
Wm. H. Sawyer, Limington.
John R. Chamberlain, Lebanon.
Frank M. Bennett, Hollis.
Sidney T. Fuller, Kennebunk.
Henry B. Bennett, Old Orchard.
Freeman E. Rankin, Wells.
Frank M. Irving, Kennebunkport.
Francis

Keefe,

Eliot.

•In
Washington county the papers
from the
Perry-Lubec class were not
sent to the secretary of state in season
and the same is true of Thomaston, Knox

county.

Staple

Leading
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Pressed.»13@14|Ked.....

Markets.
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Hay
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^notations.
BOAItD OF TRA
Wednesday’s quotations.

CHICAGO

»

1

WSSAT
New York Stock and Money Market.

Closing..,.

opening.

:3y Xelegrapn.

''3 V*.

c.u.

Flour*
Oral*
Corn car
dui erllne &
42®*3
do bag lote ..
44
i;w grades.4 00@4 26
Meal Dag lots
(£42
dpi lag Wneat batets.ciana 81416414 35 Oats, ear lots
84®35
Oats, tag lota
Patent Spring
@36
yrcea'.... 6 1086 26 Cotton Beoo.
ear lota.00 00®2300
<iicn. sir’gi.'
bag lot* 0000824 00
roller.... 4 26@4 60
clear do.. .4 20a4 35 Sacked BPe
car lou. 14 1)0®IE 00
tlamis at’g
4 26£4 60
bae lotal5 oO®17 00
roller...
clear do..420|£4;36 Middling *0000817 00
* nt’r wbeai
bag ots. .*00® 17 00
patent*. 4 Coal 86 Mixed feed.... 1700
Flan.
Coflee.
..

(Buying* selling pnce) Rlo.roastea
*

email do.. 2
Pollock ... .2
Haddock.. .1

Hake.2

11816
Java&Mocha do26@2B
508 476
af elassea.
0(J@3 26 Porto R100..... 28830
25@3 25 Barbadoes.
..98888
75@2 00 Fancy.82@36
Tea.
00@2 25
..

Herring, DOX
Scalott....
8014c
Mackerel, w
Score 1*822 008(26
BUore 28 816 000(18
Large 8* $11814 uO

Amoys.23030
Cougous.. aa--2518150
Japan.30036
Formoao...... .36866
Sugar.

6465
StandardGran
rroauce
Ex cllr,e aualitr 6 465
Cane tranocrne3
6 90
ittxtrao....
1’ crate.. 8 60*3 60 Yellow Extra C....|4“a
0 00
Maine.
Seed
Pea Beana.l 65® 1 GO Timothy.
3 6603 76
YeilowjEyes.l 76*1 80 Glover West. 8Vi@11
do
Cal Pea.... 1 6501 76
N. Y. 8V401O
Potat’s. Dus
00000 Alslke,
10010V*
NewPotatoesl 60® 66 lied lop.
15*17
Provisions.
Kd sweeis 2 76@3 00
ao Yellow 4 7o«v6 OO PerkIS 26
do Vineland.
heavy
00$
mediuml2 00012 26
Onions. Bel 0 00@u 00
short out ana
.ao Egypn 2 0002 26
clear
Chickens....
lo@18
Turkeva. Wes. 13®t5 Beef—UghttO 2501075
Northern ao... .15017
heavy... 11 50012 «o
BnlestsViD* 6 76®
IO40I2
Fowls...
Lara, tea ana
ayy»a
50
i/3 bbl.mira oyaS6%
oO@3
Eatingappl’s3
do eom’nG. 4v. @0
do common $2@3 00
Balls.compa 6Vi®6
Baldwins 0 0000 00
pails, pure 7V407V4
LvaplOlb
lUgU'AO
8Vi@8Va
Lenaiia.
purallf
Messina
E 0006 00 Bams....',
9
@Ul/a
aeeer'ra
California
OIL
uranges.
o 00@0 00 Kerosenel20ts
8W
Florida
Calltorma, 3 76fgj4 00 Ligoma. 8 Vi
Centennial. 8vi
do Seedlngs 3 26@3 60
Pratt’s Asuai ,.10Vs
jtgga.
Eastern extra.. 17K18 In hall bbla le extra
..

FresnWeatern..@l7
Geld.
isnttei.

Creamery.tncy..l8®19
QlliEuge vr’int.
@18
Choice.
Cheese.
N..Y, lot’rv 8S4 gOVa
Vermont... 8s/« ft 9W
Sage.....
lOVi

8g8y*i Whitewood—
Nol&2.14n(82@*85
(260*28
Crackers_ 6Vi4#7 I Bans. 1-in.
«
Com’n, 1-in (230(28
Cooperage.
flhhd shooks&hds— 1 lVi, lVi*2in, Uol&2*33@(35
Mol.clty. 1 60@1 76,1
Bug.count’y 86 @1 OOj
l
8280(30
Baps,
Country Mol.
Squares,
(360838
hhd8nooks
hlid hdg ml
Cypress—
1-inNo 1*2 $30@$33
32 n. 24®26
1V4.1V4&2Bug hd86m 21023
in.Nol&2 (320(34
Hoops 14ft. 26&30
2va, 3&4-in|3««f38
12ft. 25@28
11
S’th pine.... $26@$35
8 t. 8 @9
Clear pine—
Cordage.
amer’inpiuio @11
Upper*.*55@e>>
Manilla... 11 y, @ 12 Vi Select.$46@65
Manilla bon
Flee common. .342046
ropo. 0001244 Spruce. S13
@14 00
Russia do. 18
Hemlock.311012
@18V*j
9* @: uv.
Biaai......
Clapboards—
llrugs and Urea.
Spruce. X.852035
Acid Oxalic_12014!Clear.(28030
Acid tart.3.,® 4012d clear.$25027
Uq

a.

AUllJiUUia.

7@7vs|

e*J *AUz*V

A..

...

Opening........
Closing..,, ........
..

Sept
8)92

•.

3 17

Dec.
32%
32/i

Closing..'..32%
Opening..

..••■••••

3«Va

..

OATS.

Opening.

Closing.
I fob*.

Sept

»
9 17

Onentng.
Plnalno

Daily Press Stock Qoutatlonr.
Corrected by Swan Ss Barrett,' Bankers, ISO

STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
3 OS
110
Canal National Bank....100
±02
100
Casco National Bank.loo
32
.40
30
Bank..
Cumberland National
3 00
Chapman National Bank.
98
10(»
National
Bank.100
First
109
ill
Merchants’National Bank— 75
97
99
National Traders’Bank.100
102
104
Portland National Bank.100
130
135
Portland Trust Co.100
80
85
Portland Gas Company. 50
10 J
104
Portland Water Co.100
130
135
Portland St. Railroad Co..100
328
130
Maine Centfal R’y.100
48
60
Portland & Ogdensburg It.K. LOO
BONDS.
120
Portland 63. 1907.118
103
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding.. 3 02
108
Portland 4s. 1913, Funding.106
102
Bangor 6s. 1899. R. R. aid.101
116
6s.
1905.1Water.114
Bangor
103
Bath 4%s, 1907. Municipal.101
102
Bath 4s. 1921, Refunding.100

Belfast 4s. Municipal.102
Calais 4s. 1901—1911 Ref unding.... luO

Lewiston6s,‘ 1901. Municipal.106
Lewi8tou4e, 1913, Municipal .*...103
Saco 4s. 1901. Municipal.100
Maine Central liR 7s. 1912,cons.mtgi33
*
••
106
4% s
••
49 cons. mtg... .103
••

••

•*

gos,1900,eatten’sn.103

Iodine... .3 60® 8 8b. rollsneacopper.

23

OojChar.

■

RfK^4 lo
ot^?.,

OU.

Yanliia.nean..»i:i«isivmseea.34@39
1 Boiled.. .86*41
slack.
No 1.32 Sperm.
70*80
No 3.28 Whale.60@«0
No 10.2u Bank.40®47>
100Z.13
Shore.35*40
8 oz.11
t’orgie...30*36
Gunpowder—Shot.
65*65
Lard.
Blastings- 3 26®8 50 Castor.x 10®1 20
.4 60*6126 Neatsloot
Sporting.
450*66
Drop sttet.26 &s. .1 251 Klame.m
■
Buck. b. SB. :
Faints.
Straw, car iots*10@12; Am Zinc... .6 00*7 00
Iron.
.2
Rochelle...
I
Common.... 1% @2
Klee
...

1%®2V4 I Domestic. 5Xi®7
8ya®4 1
Salt.
8*10 I Tks ls.lbhd 200®2 60
German steel—. .*3Vi I Liverpool
2 O0®2 25
Hhoesteel.@2 I Dla’md Orys, bbl 2 25
1
Saleratut.
Snec* Iron—
Refined....
Norway....
Cast steel..

Saleratus_6®6V4
Spioes.

Amerl’cnKussial l@12 Caseu, pure... .21®22
Mace....v 9oc®l 00
Galv.6Vi®7
Leather
Nutmegs..... .68*65
New York—
Pepper.17*18
Light ......... 25*261 Cloves.16®17

106
102

107
105
102
135
107
305
104
105

Portland & Ogd’g g6s,i900, 1st mtgl04
Portland Water Co’s 4s. 1927..... 103 104%
Boston

Stoci

Marieoc.

the
The following were
closing quotations of stocks atBoston:
Mexican |Central 4s. 63%
Atchison..Top. & Santa.Fe. R. new. i4%
Boston & Marne........3 66
.168
do pfd
Maine Centra/.131

Union:Pacific.: 25%

Union Pacific pfd. 63%
American Bell.
280%
common.±39 Va
amencan
-bugar.
Sugar, bid.
Cen Mass, pld.
do common
.... ..
Flint & Pere Marq.
36%

45*46*0:

^ysaljed

—

of Bonas

Aug. 11
a 27Vi
3 27%

NOW 4s. reg
do coup,
News 4»s «reg.........111%
111%
New 4’s coup ..
‘enver & R. G. 1st.1110%
Brio geu:4-«... 75
Mo.Kan. & Texas 2ds....... • G5Va
Kansas Pacific consols.
Oregon Nav. lets.....132
Closing quotations of stock*!:
Autr. 11.
Atchison.- 3 4 Vs

Delaware & Hudson CanalCo. *08
Doiaware.Lackawana & v»esilf>2
Denver & k Rio Grande. 13%
c .... 13 Va
36%
co 1st ureter
:

.108%
Illinois Central.
Lake r.rie& West.. 14
Lake Shore.19*
Louis & .
.. 66%
Manhattan Elevated ....106

6
Mexican Cautral.
Michigan ’Central.108%
28%
St
Louis.
Minnifit
Minn & St Louis of. St'%
Missouri Pacific...-. 37%
New Jersev Central..< 9-’
New|YorkCentrai. a 11 Vs
New l'ork. Chicago* 8t o ils 13Va
ao pf
,t»u

Northern Pacific

com

pfd.

do

.10

33 *4
73%

Northwestern.133*4
pfd.«....176%

do
Out &

Western.M5%

..“

127 V*

127%
111%
111%
111
75

65%
112

Aug 10.
14 A/*
36i/s
24%
150xd

314%
10S
150

12%
13 Va

nn.Ha

anal,

>7 01/1....

A

....

71

Qnnt flufl.

a

Cotton Markets.

marKet

MEMPHIS—Tlie Cotton

uili.iuu; ticsse nuuft)

to-day

was

qiuet; middlings 6c/ic.
NEW ORLEA ns—The Cotton marKet to-aay
quiet; middling 5 11-16C.
MOBILE—The Cotton market to-day was
l
nominal; middling 6t'ac. ;i
SAVANNAH—The Cotton marKet tc-day was
steady; miauling 6%r.

108%
28

89%
38%
92 A

120%
13
ou

3184
73%
3 34%
176
lGVa
lo^s/4
105%
153 83

£•}%

3oo
1G2
13 4
63

7*4
20%

1o«J/8
9«
1U3

124

102%

12

Mail. .7.* .77..

&S".:Sfg
Western| Union.

03

l4/a

Southern Ry pfd.
Union Pacific...»..
Boston

BOSTON. Aug 10. i 898—The following are
to-day's quotations of Provisions, etc.:
FLOURSoring patents, 4 6026 25.
3 25^4 75
Spring,J hear ana 4straight.
00 24 60
Winter patents.
and
clear
syaight, 3 40 a),4 60
Winter,
Extra and Seconds uu.
Fine and Supers
—.

Chicago rive Stock Market.
(By Telegraph.)
CHICAGO. Aug. 11, 1898.—Cattle—receipts
choice steers 5 25:2,6 bo;memsteady,
i0.6 0;
4 no® » 6i>: Stockuni at 4 80«+"96; beef steers
at3
25®*5; cows and heifers
feeders
ers and
at 3u0®4 76;
at 3 B0®4 26; Western rangers
^

ifous5—receunts192,000;

active ; fair to choice
87%.'&4 05; packers 3 60«)3 «5; butchers at
60.23
97% » pigs 2 8o,qj
3 70@4 00; light at 3
3

brisk, ranging from
Sneep—receipts 11.000;
»<5 9o.

3 75®4 66; lambs 4 00
Domestio
(By

illaraots.

Telegrapm

Aug 11, 1898.

NEW YORK—Xh« Flour market-receipts
14.690 bbls; exports lo,088|bbis: sales 6.000
packages; opened weak and 6®loc lowar, but
rallied a little near the cl se.
r lour quotations—city tniiis patents —j winter
patents 4 oo.u4 40; city mills clears —; winter
straits 3 85 ®4 20; Minn, patents at 4 50«4 85;
winter extras 3 JO®;-; CO; Minn bakers at 3 40
®3 60; winter low grades 2 75®3 00.
Kvo steady; No 2 Western 44o.44%o.
Wneat—receipts 40,700 bush; exports 93,
902 bush: sales 905,000 bnsb futures anu 72,000 bush spot; spot film; No 2 Red at 79c fob
atloat to arr ve.

**

...

worth (or Newark.
Sid. sells Gen Sheridan. Marla L Davis. F H
Baird, Annie & Reuben. Marion Draper, Omaha
and Woodhury M Snow.
Passed—Tun Ice King, towing sch O H Erown,
Kennebec for Philadelphia.
WASH INGTON-Cld ldth, sells Charles Noble
Simmons, Babbitt, Norfolk; Agues E Manson,
..

_

SAILING DAYS OF

Jouesport.

STEAMSHIPS.

FOR
FBOM
Bretagne. New York.. Havre.Augl3
York.
Etruria.New
.Liverpool...Aug 13
Palatia.New York. .Hamburg. .Aug 13
.Rotterdam.. Aug 13
York.
Sparndam.New
Adirondack.. .New York. .Kingston.&cAug 13
York..
Jeremie.&c. Aug 13
Holstein.New
Laughton.New yorK. .Curacoa ..Aug 13
.Montevideo
York.
Aug 16
Merida.New
Majestic..New York..Liverpool... Aug 17
York..
Antwerp—Aug 17
Kensington_New
Scotsman.Montreal.. .Liverpool ..Aug 13
Laurentian ....Montreal_Liverpool...Aug 18
.Montreal.. .Liverpool.. Aug 20
Yorkshire
Pretoria.New York.. Hamburg. .Aug 20
K.Wilhelm II..New York. .Bremen.Aug 20
Campania_New York. .Liverpool...Aug 20
Normandie_New York. .Havre.Aug 20
Irrawaddy _New York. .Trinidad.. .Aug 20
Button.New York. .Pern’buco.. Aug 20
Eurnesia.New York. .Glasgowh.. Aug 20

Cld at Montreal Aug 10, steamer Parisian (Br),
Barrett, Liverpool.
Ar at Halifax. NS. Aug 11, sell John Stroup,
Richardson. New York.
Cld at St John. NB. Aug 11, sch Thos Blieed,
Lunn, Vineyard-IIaveu.
Spoken.
July 30. lat 31 N, sch Myra B Weaver, Gourley, from Norfolk July 10 tor Tampico.
HJuly 7, bit 27 N. lou 28 W, ship Fdward
O'Brien, Banlleld, from Baltimore for Sail F'ranclsco.

...

.New York..Rotterdam..Aug20
Maasdam
Trave.New York.. Bremen.Aug 23
Servia.New York.. Liverpool.. .Aug 23
Aug 24
Noordland.New York. .Antwerp
.New York. .Liverpool... Aug 24
Germanic
24
.LaGuaira.
York.
.Aug
Abydos.New
Aug 26
F Bismarck.. .New York. .Hamburg
...Aug25
Canada.Boston.Livrepoot
State Nebraska New York.. Liverpool... Aug 26
Dominion.Montreal.. .Liverpool ...Aug 27
Rotterdam.. ..New York..Rotterdam..Aug 27
Umbria.New York. .Liverpool.. .Aug 27
Gasaogue.New York. .Havre.Aug 27
BoaiUcea.New York. .London.Aug 27
Cymric.New York. .Liverpool.. .Aug 30
Saale.New York.. Bremen.Aug 30
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool ..Aug 31
New York.. Antwerp. Aug 31
Friesland
...

STEAMERS,

PORTLAND and BANGOR
Com mincing

PEAKS

:

Tuesday, June 28, 1898,

STEAMER SALACM
leaves Franklin Wharf, Portland, Tuesdays
and Saturdays at 6 a. in. Touching at Squirrel
Island, Rockland, Camden, Belfast, liucksat Bancor
port and Wlnterport. Arriving
about 7 p. m.
Iteturuing—leave Bangor Mondays and
Thursdays at 5 a. m., making above landings.
Touching at Northport and Sandy l’oint tor
Arriving at
freiglit or passengers on signal.
Portland about (1 p. ni.
connection.—At Squirrel Island for Boothhay Harbor, Heron lsl,ud, Christmas Cove and
for Viualhaven
At Rockland
Pemaqnid.
North Haven and Stonington.
PARKS FROM

PORTLAND TO

Squirrel Island.75c, round trip, SX.25
2.25
Rockland or Camden.. *1.25,
Belfast. 2.00,

3.50

3,50

Bangor. 2.oo
Weather permitting.

O. C. OLIVER, President.
jeS5 dtl
CHAS. R. LEWIS. Treasurer.

RAILROADS.

Custom House Wharf.

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.

v;> 3n

*14.1. v> 15

s on #3.45.

4.30 5 00.

5.45.

6.35,

*7.00, 7.30, *8.00, 9.30 p. 111.
Return. Leave Forest City Landing, 6.20. 7.20.
8.30, 9.30, 10.20, *11.00, 11.30 a. Ul.. 12.20, 1.00.
*2.15, 2.45. 3.20, *4.15, 5.00, 5.30, 6.05, 6.30, *7.30.
8.20, *9.00,10.15 p. m., or at close ot entertainment.

For Cushing’s Island. 6.40, 8.00, 9.00, *10.30, ll.oo
а. m., 12.30, 1.45, 2.15, 3.00, 4.30.
5.00, 6.15 *7.00,
*8.00, 9.30, p. m.
Return. Leave Cushing's, 7.00. 8.15,9.15, *10.45,
11.20, a. in.. 12.46, 2.00, 2.55, 3.30, 4.45, 5.40, 6.40,
*7.20, 8.30, 9.45 p. m.
For Trefethen’s, Evergreen, Little and Great
Diamond Islands, 5.30. 6.00. 7.00, 8.00. 9.00,
10.30 a. Ul.. 12.00 rn., 2.00, *3.15, 4.20, 6-45, 6.15,
7.30, 9.30 p. Ul-C
Trefethen’s. 0.20. 7.00, 8.00,
Return. Leave
9.10, 10.20, 11.50 a. m.. 1.05, 3.20, *4.35, 5.25, 6.55,
8.30, *10.25 p. 111.
Return. Leave
Evergreen, 6.15, 6.55, 7.55,
9.05, 10.15, 11.45 a. rn., 1.00, 3.15, *4.30, 6.20,
б. 50, 8.25, *10.20 J). m.
Return. Leave Little Diamond, 6.30, 7.10,
8.10, 9.20, 10.30 a. IU„ 12.00 m., 1.15, 3.30, *4.46,
5.85, 7.05. 8.40, *10.35 p. HI.
Return. Leave Great Diamond, 0.25, 7.05, 8.05,
9.16, 10.25, 11.55 a. m„ 1.10, 3.25, *4.40, 5.30.
7.00, 8.35, *10.30 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island. 5.30, 6.00
7.00, 8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. m., 12.00 m., 2.00, *3.15,
4.20, 5.45, 6.15, 7.30, *9.30 p. 111.
Return. Leave Ponce’s Landing. 6.03, 6,40,
7.45, 8.50. 9.50, 11.20 a. m., 12.50, 2.50, *4.05,
5.10, 6.25. 6.55, 8.15, *10.15 p. m.
For Marriner’s Landing, Long Island, 9.00,
10.30 a. m., 2.00. *3.15. 5.45 p. m.
Return. Leave Marrluer’s Landing, Long Island, 10.00, 11.30 a. m., 3.00, *4.15, 6.35 p. m.
Sunday Time Table.
For Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island, 8.00,
9.00, 10.00, 11.00 a. If).. 12.20, *+1.30, 2,15, *3.15.
3.45, 4.45, 6.15, 7.80 p. m.
For Cush ng’s Island, 8.00, 0.00,11.00 a. m., 12.20,
2.15.3.45, 6.15. 7.30 p. Ul,
For Trefethen's, Evergreen, Little and Great
Diamond Islands, 7.00. 8.00, 9.30, 10.30, a. m.
12.15.12.00, *3.15, 4.20, 5.15, 6.15, *7.30 P. ni.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 7.00, 8.00,
9.30, 10.30 a. m.. 12.15, *tl.30, 2.00, *3.15, 4.20,
5.15, *7.30 p. m.
For Marriner’s Landing. Long Island, 9.30,
10.30 a. m„ 2.00, *3.15, 4.20, 6.15 p. m.
*Not run in stormy or foggy weather.
tFor Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island and
Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, only.
sold

this line
Theatre.

over

to

the

Island

f
Tho

change without

C. W. T. CODING, General Manager.

Bay View Landing, 8.00, 0.00, 10.00 a. m.
1.30, 2.15, 5.00. 6.15. *7.00, tll.OO p. 111.
Labrador.Montreal_Liverpool...Sept 3
Return—6.20,
7.25, 8.25. 0.20, 10.20 a. m.,
6
York..Maranham.Sept
Dunstau.New
1.60, 2.35, 4.-5, 6.20, *6.30, *7.20 p. m.
fr
SUNDAYS.
MINIATURE ALMANAC.AUG. 12.
For Bay View Landing, 8.00, 9.00, 10.00.
*11.00.1. m., 12 in., *1.30, 2.15, *3.00, 4.00,
5.00, 6.00 p. m.
00
Moon rises.OUOl Height.0 0—
1.00,
Return 7.35, 8.20, 9.20. 10.20, *11.20 a. m.,
*1.50, 2.35, *3.20, 4.20, 5.20. 6.30 p. 111.
*
Not run in stormy or foggy weather.
M ARINR NEW6 t Saturday night only.
jlylOdtfJOHN TEMPLE. Manager.
....

DIRECT STEAMSHIP USE.

For

——

7,18

From Central Wharf, Boston. 3 p.m. From
InFine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 8 p. m.
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
Freights lor the West by the Penn. R. tt. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded tree of
commission.
Round Trip $18.00.
Passage $10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to E. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
ME. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 89 State St, Eiske Building, Boston,
oct22dtf
ass.

Arrived.
Steamer Cumberland.Thompson, St John N B,
via Eastport for Boston.
Steamer Salacia, Oliver, Bangor via Rockland,
Bucksport, &c.
Steamer Percy V, How, Phipsburg via Cundy

Str. “Frank Jones.”
Beginning F'riday. July 29th, 1893, will leave
Portland Tuesdays and Fr.days at 11.00 p.m.,
on arrival of train leaving Boston at 7 p m., for
Rockland, Bar Harbor, Maeliiasport and intermediate landings. Returning leave Machiasport on Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. m., arriving in Portland about 11.00 p. m.

PORTLAND AND SMALL POINT
ROUTE OF CASCO BAY.

Cleared.

steamship Horatio Ilall, Bragg, New York—

J F Llscomb.
Steamer Enterprise, Race.
Boothbay—Allred Race.

South Bristol and

SAILED—Sch John B Coyle, Georgetown.

Steamer Percy

Capt. Claas. II. Iloiv,

Will Ieav3 PORTLAND PIER,

\i
W

Daily lino, Sundays Included.
THB HEW AND PALATIAL STEAMR'HB

BAY STATE AND PORTLAND.
alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Port
land, every Evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in
season

9

PORTLAND,

for connection with earliest trains for

points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.

Returning leave India Wharf, Boston, every
Evening at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE. Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt
Sept. L 1S97.

Daily at 3.00 p, m.
For Orr'a Island. Card’s Cove, Quoliog Bay
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
E.-ust Harpswell, Aslidale, Horse Island Har
BOOTHBAY HARBOR, Aug 10-Sld. sells bor, Water Cove, Small Point, West Phlpps'George E Walcott, Keed, PhiladelDhia; Oliver burg and Cundy’s Harbor.
W Holmes, Gloucester lor shore lislilug.
RETURNING— Leave Cundv’s Harbor at
KOCIU’ORT. Aug 11—Sid, seh Johu K South- 6.00 a. m.; Aslidale, 0.30 a. m.; Water Cove, 0.45
a. m.; Card’s Cove. 7.15 a. in.; Orr’3 Island, 8.00
North
to Songo River, Naples,
Bridgton,
er, Hamilton. Washington.
The
a. m.
Arrive in Portland at 10.00 a. m.
Brirlgton, Harrison and Waterford.
Every Saturday will make round trip from famous daily excursion route through the
EXCHANGE DESPATCHES.
Poriland leaving at 2 00 p. ill. Return about Winding Songo and Sebago’s chain of Lakes.
Passed Goode Island Aug 10. barque Grace 8.00 p. m.
conOn and after June 27th to make close
Deering. Drinkwater, Newcastle, NSW, for-.
SUNDAYS.
nections with steamer for above places, take
Ar at Newcastle, Eng, Aug 10, barque Agat,
Leave Portland Pier 9.30 a. m.. Orr’s Island M. C. R. R. (Mountain l>tv.( train for SobaBangor.
11.15 a. m.
Harbor 12 m. go Lake, leaving Union Station claily at
Arrive Cundy’s
Sid fin Liverpool Aug 11. steamers Canada, Leave
leaves
steamer
Cundy’s Harbor at 2 p. in., Orr’s Island l. 25 p. m.
Returning,
Boston; Dominion a d Californian, Montreal.
3 p. m. Arrive Portland 5 p. m.
Harrison 7.45 a. m., North Bridgton 8.00 a.
m. Bridgton 8.30 a. m-, Naples 9.15 a. m ConMemoranda
necting at Lake Station with 11.45 a. in. train
Information and
Sen Nellie F, Colbeth, from Kennebec for
for Portland and Boston.
tickets obtained at Union Station.
Boston, which arrived here Tuesday, leaking,
Office. 158 Commercial St,
L.
C.
has secured a new pump and will proceed lirst
GOOHRIDGK, Mgr.
aug3dtf
jneOtf
Telephone 4G-3.
chance to her destination.
Boston, Aug 10—The sch S G Hart, before reof
ported strauded at Klunakut, near Hatteras,
had a cargo of 80B tons of bituminous coal from
Baltimore, consigned to the Government at FerROYAL MAIL STEAMEltg.
uaudlna. It was valued at about §2000. Tho GRANITE BLOCK PAVEMENT- PORTLAND BRIDGE
vessel was worth about $25,000, upon which
Notice to Contractors.
Montreal and Quebec to Liverpool.
there was only small insurance.
From
From
Halifax. NS. Aug 10—The derelict sell James
Separate proposals will bo received at the
N Seaman, which was towed in here several
office ot the County Commissioners oi' Cumber- Liverpool Steamship_Montreal
weeks ago, was righted yesterday.
No bodies land
28 May
California,
County, at City Building, Portland. Maine, 12 May
wore found o the wreck.
The hatches, rai s. until twelve
4 June
Nunildian.
112) o’clock noon, August fifteenth, 19 May.
&o. are all torn away, and from the appearance 1898.
11
June
28 May.
Laurentiau,
of the stern there is scarcely any doubt that the
18 June
Parisian.
FIRST, lor furnishing the following material; 2 June.
vessel was sunk iu collision.
25
June
block
about 3410 sq. yds. of isew York granite
9 June.
Carthaginian,
Cantormau,90 June
paving, 2010 lineal It. oi granite curbstone, and 10 June.
42
cu.
the
same
to
bo
Domestic Ports.
yds, of paving grout,
Steamers sail from Montreal at 9 a. in., conNEW YORK—Ar 16tli, b rque Stephen G delivered as per specifications.
with Grand Trunk trains leaving PortSECOND, for imni-ihing gravel, brick, ce- necting
land
tire previous evening.
Hart, Babhidgc. Washington tor Bridgeport,
and laying
Laurentiau carries cabin passengers only.
sells A P Emerson, Haley, St John, NB; Kao- ment, castings and all appliances
setabout
:mo
block
paving,
si;, yds, of granite
boni. Lord, Bangor; Agrleola, Berry, New BedCarthaginian carries second cabin passengers
ting aim lineal ft. of curbstone, laying 42 cu. only.
ford.
of
4 catch basins.
The Saloons and Staterooms are in tl>e ccuSid, sch Herman I, Rogers, Stony Brook. La- yds. dry rubble, and building
tral part, where least motlou is felt.
EleoAr 11th, sells Lugano, Gardiner; J Henry
Plans and specifications for the above work and tricity is used for lighting the ships throughniunds, do lor Atlantic City; Viola May. Calais. further
the
at
obtained
the
Haines,
at
the
command
of
the
information
be
out,
being
may
lights
Wm D Marvel. Richmond. Mo; Douglas
office of the County
Commissioners at said passengers at any hour of tho night. Music
Bath: Seth W Smith, Calais via New Haven,
and
Portland.
first
and
on
Booms
the
Leeus,
items
Booms
for
Smoking
bids
promenade
Separate
Geo E Prescott, Vinalhaven; J Howell
second, as above specified, must be made, deck. The Saloons and staterooms are heated
Long Cove; Hattie 0, Sliulee, NS; Franconia.
No by steam.
one party may bid on both items.
Ellsworth for Roedout: Addle Sawyer. Calais although
bKi
will
be
Bates of passage *52.60 to;$70.00.
A rereecived miiess accompanied by a
for Fatchoghe; Julia Francis, Gardiner; Eugene
certified
Cumduction is made on Bound Trip Tickets.
of
Myra
check
~nr:
the
to
County
Wm
IV"
payable
Slater,
Borda. Long Cove;
Cabin—To
and
berland
London
in
Liverpool,
Seoond
the sum of §200.00 for each portion
W Spear, Gardiner via Port Ciie
return.
Hirt V mai as above. The right is reserved to reject any Londonderry *34.00 and *36.26;
Leland, Swans Island; Samui l
and all bids should it be deemed for the best. In- *66.75 and *69.00,
liaven; Sarali Eaton, Calais.
Steerage—To Liverpool, London, Glasgow,
bidder
*ernS»^s the County. Tlie successful faithful
Sid, steamer Manhattan Portlam
will be required to
Belfast or Londonderry, including every regive a bond for the
BOSTON—Ar 10th, sobs Nellie J Crocker,
for the voyage *22.50 and *23.60.
the
quisite
Card.
performance
or
as
above,
each
contract
St
John.
A
It
Ilariline,
NB;
Henderson.
same to be
For tickets or farther information apply to
satisfactory to the said CommisNewburyport; Miantonomali, Morrill, Glouces- sioners.
T P. McGOWAN. 420 Congress Sc., J. B.
Wilder.
L
Me
Loon, Morrill, do; Annie
ter; Silas
W. K. Allk.v.
KEATING. 611* Exchange St., ASHTON’S
) Commissioners
Greenlaw, do: Willie H Child, Giles, Apalachi
H. Shavey
TICKET AGEFCY. 931 1-2 Congress St.. H.
for the
[
*
ALLAN, Montreal, 92 Stalest. Boston,
Gardner Walker, ) County of Cumberland
litis, sells Catalina, Mclntire,
ily31du
and 1 India St, Portluna.
d7t
augu
James A Webster, Webstei, Vinalhaven i

SEBAGO LAKE STEAMBOAT ROUTE.

C°Ar

Bockporfl

cumberlanIT.

••

10,

S0Sa?01%T
LIVERPOOL
From

TO

Liverpool.
July 28. S. S.
Aug ll. 8. S.

VIA.

QUEENSTOWN.

From
steamer.Boston.

New England, Aug. 11, O.OU p.

Canada,_Aug.

25,

3.00 p.

m.
m.

HATES OF PASSAGE.
First Cabin, 800.09 and upwards.
*114 aud upwards according to steamer

Return
aud accommodation.
second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, Londonderry aud Queenstown, S3D to 840.00. fl Return *66.50 to
*70.00, according to steamer
and accommodation.
Steerage, to Liverpool, London, Londonderry, Glasgow, Queenstown and Belfast*22.50 to 825.50 according to steamer.
Apply to J. B. KEATING, T. I'. McGOWAN,
J. J. JENSEN, C. ASHTON,
Portland, or
DAVID TORRANCE & GO., Gen. Agents,
Montreal.
jelSdtl

ALLAN LINE

MAINE li. It.
Juno

SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Scat boro Crossing, 7.10, 9.20, 10.15 a. m.,
2.00, 3.40,4.15, 5.10, G.15, 7.15 p. m.; Scarboro
Reach, Pine Point, 7.10, 8.15, 9.20, 10.15 a. m.,
12.55.2.00, 3.40, 4.15, 5.10, 6.15, 7.15 p. m.; Old
Orchard Reach, 5.20, 7.10, 8.15. 9.20. 10.15 a. III.,
12.55, 2.00, 3.40, 4.15, 5.00, 5.10, 5.30. 6.15, 7.15 p. in.;
Saco, Riddetord, 8.15, 9.20, 10.15 a. m., 12.55,
2.00. 3.40.4.15.5.00, 5.10, 5.30, G.15, 7.15 p. in.;
KMnnebunk, 12.55, 4.15. 5.00, 5.30 p. ni.; Rochester, Farmington, Alton Ray, 4.15, 5.30 p.
m. ; North Berwick, Dover, Exeter, Haver
liiil, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, a 5.20 a. in.,
12.55, 5.00, 5.30 p. m. Arrive Boston 8.40 a. m.,
5.28. 8.32. 9.42 p. m. Leave Boston for Portland
3.45 a. m, Arrive Portland 7.10 a. m.
EASTERN DIVISION

For Riddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Amesbury, Salem, Lynn, Boston, 2.00,
9.00 a. m.. 12.45, b 1.45, G.00 p. ni. Arrive Boston. 5.57 a. in., 12.30, 4.00, 4.30. 9.00 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m., 12.30, 7.00,
9.45 p. in. A rrive Portland, 11.45 a. rn., 12.00,
4.30,10.15 p. m., 12.40 a. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
x

uiuuoiu

ui

u,

x unMuuuin,

newoui

j-

port, Salem, Lynn, Boston, 2 a. m., 12.45 p.m.;
Arrive Boston 5.57 a. m„ 4.00 p. in. Leave Boston for Portland, c 0.00 a. in., 7.00, 8.45 p. m.
Arrive Portland, 12.1H, 10.15 p. ra„ 12.40 a. m.
a.
Stops at North Berwick and Exeter

only.
b.

Western Division to North Berwick;
Jet. and Portsmouth on.
Western Div lsion from North Bwick.
D. J. PLANDEES, G. P, & T. A. Boston.

stops Kittcry
c.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO,

je27dt

The 365 Islam! Koute.
Beginning July 2nd, 1898, steamer Aucocisco
will leave Portland Pier, Portland, daily, as
follows:
For Long Island, Little and Great Chebeague, Cliff Island. So. Harpswell. Bailey’s and
Orr’s Islands. 8.50 a. m., 1.50, 6.10 p m.
Return lor Portland—Leave Orr’s Island, via
above landings, 5.50,11.00 a. in., 3.50 p. m. Arrive
Portland, s.io a. m., l.oo, 6 oo p. in.
SUNDAYS.
w__
Leave Portland for Long Island, Little and
Great Chebeague, Cliff Island, and So. Harpswell. 10.15 a. m., 2.00 p. m.
Return for Portland, leave So. Harpswell, via
Jenk’s landing, Little Chebeague and Long
Island, 11.45 a. m., 3.45 p. m. Cliff Island,
3.45 p. m. Arrive Portland. 1.00, 5.30 p. m.
•Fare to So. Harpswell aud return Sundays,
35c, other landings, 25c.
ISAIAH DANIELS, Gen’lManager.
june30tf

FALMOUTH FORESIDE S. B. CO.
aud After July 19 Steamers will
leave Portland Pier

On

For Great Diamond Island at 7.10, 9.00 10.30
a. m. aud 12.10, 2.15, 3.00, 4.30, 6.15 p. m. For Fal3.ui) and 6.16 p.
mouth 9.00 and 12.10 a. m.,
m.
For Prince’s Point, Yarmouth, 9.00 a. m.
and
111.
F’or
Cousins
aud
3.00
p.
Littlejohn’s Islands, 9.00 a. m., 3.00 aud 4.30 p.
For Chebeague and Bustin’s, Wolfe s
m.
Neck, So. Freeport and Porter’s Lauding, 9.uo
For Mere 1’olnt and
а. in. aud 4.30 p. m.
well Center, 4.30 p. m.

MAINE CENTRAL R.R.
Jr, effect June 27.1*03.
TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND.
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick, Lewiston. (Lower)
Bath, Boothbay. Poph&m Beach, Rockland, Augusta, Waterville, Skowhegan, and Belfast.
8.30 a, m. For Danville .Jo., Rumford Falls,
Bemis, Lewiston, Farmington, Rangeley.
11.05 a. m, Express for Danville Jo- I^wlston, Waterville, Moosehead Lake via Foxcroft,
Bangor, Bar Harbor, Aroostook County and for
Houlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen, St. Andrews,
SL John, and Halifax via Vanceboro.
12.30 p. m.
Express for Brunswick, Bath,
Roeklaud, Lisbon Falls, Augusta, Waterville,
Bangor. Bucksport, Bar Harbor, OldNewport,
town and Greenville.
1.10 p, m. For Danville Jo., Rumford Fails,
Bemis, Lewiston, Farmington, Carrabasset,
Rangeley, Bingham, Waterville, Skowhegan.
For EreeporL Brunswick, Au1.15 p.’m.
gusta, Waterville, Skowhegan, Belfast, Dover
and Foxcroft, Greenville, Bangor, Oldtown and
Mattawamkeagand to Bucksport Saturdays.
6.05 p. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Rockland,
Augusta and Waterville.
6.10 p. m. For Danville Junction. Mechanio
Falls, Lewiston, Saturdays to Rumford Falls.
8.00 p. m. Express to J,owls toil.
11.00 p. m. Night
Express, for Brunswick,
Bath, Lewiston. Augusta, Waterville, Bangor,
Aroostook comity via
Lake,
Moosehead
Old Town, Bar Harbor. Bucksport Vanceburo,
SL Stephen, SL Andrews, SL John and all
Aroostook County via Vanceboro, Halifax and
the Provinces. The Saturday night train does
not run to BelfasL Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft
or beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar Harbor.
12.55 a. m., midnight—Mt. Dessert special for
Brunswick, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor and
Bar Harbor.

RETURN—Leave Great Diamond 7.30,10.50 a.
White Mountain Division.
Leave F’almouth
m., 1.45,2.35 and 6.40 p. m.
8.45 a. m. For Bridgton, Fabyans, Burling,
б. 00 aud 7.50 a. m.. 1.05, 1.25 and 5 00 p. ni.
ton, Lancaster, SL Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Leave Prince’s Point, Yarmouth, 7.35 a. m., Montreal,
Chicago. St. Paul and Minneapolis.
l. 10 and 4.45 p. m.
Leave Littlejohns and
1.25 D. m. For Sebago Lake, Bridgton. via
Cousins Islands 7.20 a. m., and 12.55 and 4.30 Rail and Songo River, North Conway. Fabyans,
p. in. Leave Chebeague 7.10 a.m. and 12.45 p. Lancaster, Colebrook "Quebec, Lunenburg, SL
in.
Leave Bustin’s Island 6.45 a. in. and 12.20 p.
Johnsbury, Newport, Sleeper to Quebec.
m.
Leave South Freeport 6.26 a. m. and 11.55 a.
5.55 p. m. For Sebago Lake. Cornish, Bridgm.
Leave Porter’s Lauding 6.10 aud 11.40 a. m. ton, North Conway and Bartlett.
Leave Mere Point via Bustiu’s and FTeeport at
For Sebago Lake,
8.30 p. m.
Fryeburg,
5.15 a. m. Leave Harpswell Center via Bustin’s North
Conway, Fabyans, Lunenburg, St. Johnand F’reeport 5.00 a. m.
and
Toronto
and
to
Montreal
Chicago
bury,
daily except Saturday. Lancaster. Colebronk,
Sunday Time Table.
Lime Ridge, Queboo. Sleeper to Montreal.
and after July 19th steamers will leave
side of Portland Pier for Great Diamond
Island, Mackworth’s Island, Falmouth,Cousins,

On
west

and Bustin’s

Islands,

Mackworth’s Island at 10.35 a. m. and
p. m.
6.25 p. m. Diamond at 10.45 a. m. and 5.35 p. m.
Arrive at Portland at 11.25 a. m. and6.00 p. m.
For Harpswell Center at 10.00 a. m. anil 6.00
p. m. weather permitting.
Returning leave Harpswell at 8.00 a. m. and
3.00 p. m.
Arrive in Portland at 11.25 a. m., fi.OO p. m.
Unavoidable delays excepted and subjeci
to change without notice.
BENJ. M. SEABURY, Gen. Manager.

jlylOdtf

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
Kcw York Direct Line.

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.

7.20 a. m.
7.25 a. m.
12.30 p. m.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Paper train for Bangor.

Paper train for Lewiston.

For Brunswick. Lewiston, Bath,
Augusta, Waterville, Bangor and Bar Harbor.

For Lewiston.
Mountain Division,
For White
and Chicago.
Toronto
Montreal,
11.00 p. m. Night Express for all points.
12.55 a. m. Mt. Desert special tor Waterville,
Bangor and Bar Harbor.
6.C0 p.
8.30 p.

m.
m.

Arrivals in Portland.
From Montreal. Quebec, Fabyaus, 8.10 a. m.
aui Mechanic Falls, 8.30 a. m.,
Lewiston
daily
Waterville, Rockland and Augu-ta, 8.35 a. m.,

angeley, Farmington, Bemis, Rumford Falls,
Skowhegan and Lewiston, 12.15 p. m., Bangor,
Augusta and RocklaDd, 11.68 a. m.; Beecher
Falls, SL Johnsbury, Bridgton, 12.13 p. m.; Express, Mattawamkeag, Bar Harbor, Bucksport,
Greenville, Bangor, 1.16 p. m.; Lewiston, 3.25 p.
in.; Lancaster. Whitelield. Fabyans 5.00 p. m.;
Skowhegan,Waterville, Augusta and Rockland,
5.20 p. m. daily; St. John, Bar Harbor, Aroostook County, Moosehead Lake aud Bangor,
Rumford
6.30 p. m.: Rangeley, Farmington,
Falls, Lewiston, 5.45 p. m.; Chicago, Montreal,
Lancaster and Fabyans, 7.42 p. m.; Mattawamkeag, Bar Harbor and Bangor, 1.40 a. m. dally:
Halifax, St. John, Bar Harbor, Bangor and
AnmiaLn

r. AQ a

m

The steamships Horatio Hall and ManFranklin Wharf,
leave
alternatively
Portland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
at 0 p. m. for New York direct. Returning, leave
Pier 38, E, R., Tuesdays, Thursdays aud Saturdays at 5 p. m.
These steamers are superbly fitted and furnished for passenger travo1 and afford the most
convenient and comfortable route between
Portland and New York.
Fare: one way. $5.00; round trip, $8.00.
,J. F. LISOOMB. General Agent
ocwdtf
THOS. M. BARTLETT. Agt

hattan

RAILROADS.

Portland & Worcester Lias.
PORT!,4511 & ROCHESTER H. R.
Station root of Frcbli! St.
On and after Monday. June 27. leas. Passenger
trains will Leave Portland:
For Worcester Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Windham and Epping at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30
For Manchester, Concord and points North at
7AO a. m. and 12.30 p. in.
Rochester, &prmgvale, Allred, Water,
For
boro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and

For^iiorham
6.iJ0

at 7.30 and 8.40 a. m., 12.30, 3.0a,
p. iil
5.30 and
For Westbrook. Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
Junction anu Wocdiords at 7A0, 8.4b a. hl,
12.30, 3.00, 6.3 and 0.20 p. 111.
Tlie 12.30 p. in. tram irom Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with "lloosac Tunnel Route”
lor the West and at, Union Station, Worcester,
lor Providence and New York, via “Providence
Lille” Tor Norwich and New York, via “Norith Boston and Albany 1L 11. for
wich Line"
aud with the New Yif k all rail via
the
1

West,
“Spriuglielu.”

Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; Irom Kochester at 8.30 a. m., 1.30
and 6.43 p. in.; from Gorham at 0.40, 8.30 aud
10.60 a. m.. 1.30, 4.15, 6.18 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Arrive from Rochester and way stations 9.25
Trains arrive at

m.

a.

Leave for

Rochester and way Stations. 6.15 p.

m.

For through tickets lor all points West and
South apply to 11. t_. PA i,M Lit, Ticket Agent,
Portland, Me.
i. W. PETERS. Supt
ieSbdtl

rtailV-

Sundays—Lewiston, 9.58 a. m.. 5.13 p. m.; Bar
Harbor, 12.25 p. m.. and Waterville, 5.20 p. m.
GEO r.
F
GEO.

Vice Pres, and Gen. Man.
R BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.
1e25dtl

EVANS.
e»

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

MCDONALD, Mail.,

county"

„„

|

F'rom Quebec,
Aug. 13, 2.3ol7.1u
•*, 20, 2.30 p. m.
27, 2.30 o. m
Sept, 3, 2.30 p. in,
lo, 2.30 p. m,

Wolfe’s Neck, So. Freeport at 10.00 a. m., 2.00
p. 111. F'or Porter’s Landing 2.00 aud 0.00 p. m.
RETURNING—Leave Porter’s Landing at
9.0 a. m. aud 4.00 p. m. for Portland via all
ladings. So. Freeport at 9.15 a. m., 4.15 p. m.
Neck at 9.20 a. m. and 4.20 p. m.
,, olfe’s
Bustin’s Island at 9.30 a. m. and 4.30 p. in.
Chebeague Island at 9.45 a. in. and 3.45 p. m.
Cousins and Littlejohn's Islands at 9.50 a. m.
and 3.50 p. m. Falmouth at 10.20 a. m. and 5.00

Portland, Mt. Oeserl and Machlas Stbt. Co

Harbor.
V.’iu'iHnP'pr nnti frAiirlit-. ratA** th« InwAnt RftrBarque Ethel \ jtsoviuon. Dovnuon, riiummGEO. F. EVANS,
phia, coal to G X lty Co. Vessel to J S Winslow vice the best.
marlOdtf
General Manager.
& Co.
Sell Little Sadie, Beals, Jonesport.
Sell ltatlroail. Simmons. Friendship.
Sell Eastern Light, Lindsay, Jonesboro.
Seh Leading Breeze, Piukham, Salem.
STEAMBOAT CO.
Sch Twilight. Thorndike, ltocklaud.
Sell Westcrloo. Mayo, Boston.
Seh Surah, Cole, Macalas.
SCENIC
Soli M J Sewall, Norton, Jonesport.
Sch Fannie Hayden, llsh.

20,

27.

Sept.
3,
'■

Littlejohn’s, Chebeague

FORT OF PORTLAND.

THURSDAY. August 11.

Aug. 13, daylighT

to LIVERPOOL

Harps-

Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Wednesday and
Saturday.
From Boston every

FARE FIVE CERTS.

Scotsman
Yorkshire
Dominion
Labrador
Scotsman

QUEBEC

F’rom Montreal

Steamer

notice.

jly4dtf

Belle,

steamer that brought the FARES
DOWN leaves Portland Pier
Week Days

In

Gem

ON

Str.

MONTREAL and

Arrangements, July 3, 1898.
For Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island. 5.45,
0.40, 8.00. 9.00, 10.00, *10.30 11.00 a. m.. i2.G0 m„

...

..

&
Co. BOSTON
Effect

27th, 1898,
WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland, Union Station, for
Eastport, Lite, Calais, St. Jo',n.N.B..Hs!itax, N.SScarboro Crossing, 7.10. 9.u3, 10.00 a. m., 12.00,
and all parts ol New Brunswick, Nova Scoti:
Prince Edward Island and Capo Breton. Tin 1.20, 3.55, 5.15, 6.20, 0.50 p. id.; Scarboro Beach,
1 in* Point,
favorite route to Campobelio and St. Andrews
7.00, 7.10. 8.15. 9.05, 10.00 a. m.t 13.00.
l. 20, 3.30, 3'55, 5.15, 5.50. 0.20,
N. B.
6.50, 8.00 p. in.. Old
i>v■cliaid
Roach, 5.20, 7.00, 7.10. 8.15, 8.40, 6.96,
Stun slid- Arrangement.
10.00 a. 111., 12.00, 12.30. 1.20, 1.45, 8.30. 8.55, 5.15.
On and after Monday. May 9th.
steamoi
6-50, 6.05, 6.20, 6.50, 8.00 p. rn; sac<>, Rirideford.
will leave Portland on Mondays, Wednesday; 7.00, S.15, 8.40,
9.05, 10.00 a. in., 12.00, 12.30, 1.20.
and Fridays at 0.30 p. m.
3.30, 3.55, 5.15, 5. 0, 6.20, 8.00 p. Hi.; K^nnebiU1 k.
Returning leave St.John and Eastport same Kennebunkport, 7.00, 8.40, 10.00 a. m.. 32.30,
3.30,5.15,6.05,6.20 p. in.; Well* Beach, 7.00.
days.
a. ni„ 3.30, 5.15 p. III.: l>'>ver,
Through tickets Issued and baggage checked 8.40
wo; tb, 7.00, 8.40 a. m.,
12.30, 3.30, 5.15 p. m.;
to destination.
Freight received up to tut Roche*’er,
Farmington, Alton Ray, Wolfm.
p.
boro, 8.40 a. 111., 12.30, 3.30 p. m.; l.»kcpor>, LaFor Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
Fine Tree Tickei Olfiee, Monument Square oi conia, Wears, J'iyinouih, 8.40 a. in., 12.39 p.
hi.; Weirs, Centro Harbo., long
Island
for other information, at Company’s Office,
(via Alton Bay and steamer), 8.40 a. ni; WorRailroad Wharf, foot ot State street.
cester (via Soinerswortli and Rochester), 7. a.
J. B. COYLE, Gen. Man.
111.; Manchester, Concord, (via Rockingham
1L P.C. HERREY Agent.
marlSdtf
Junction), 7.00 a. III., 3.30 p. rn.; North Berwick, Rover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence,
Lowell, Boston, a 5.20, 7.00, 8.40 a. in., 12.30,
3.30, C.05 p. in. Arrive Boston, 8.40,10.15 a. m..
Leave Boston for
12.42, 4.02. 7.15, 9.15 p. in.
Portland, 5.59, 7.30, 8.00. 8.30 a. 111., 1.15, 4.15, 6.00
p. in. Arrive t'ortland, 10.10, 11.50, 10.55 a. m~
12.10, 5.00, 7.50, 9.30 p. 111.
—...

Summer

Unavoidable delays excepted and subject to

ISLAND

Steamship

FOll

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.

Tickets

GOTO

J. H.

Produce Market.

»

Babbitt, Boston.
taroyeaa MarKet*.
(By TelesraotLi
Foreign Fort*.
LONDON.Ang.il. 1*S8.—Consols closed at
Sid fm Buenos Ayres July 16, barque Rachel
110 13-1(5 lor money and 110% tor account.
Emery, Wyman, Barbados.
LIVERPOOL. Aug. 11, 1898—Cotton marKet
Ar at Rosario July 11. barque Herbert Black,
is easier—American linidling 3 17-32d; sales Blanchard. Buenos Ayres.
12.000 baies.lnoludlng 1000 bales lorspecukCld at Hillsboro, NB. Aug 8, sell Cathie 0
rion and export.
Berry, fer Newark.
Ar 8th. sch Hanuah F Carleton, Faulkmgbam,

36%

194
56o/a
106 Vs
6

*.««

Ilayford. do for Belfast; Edward W Perry, bcituato for Camden.
KOCKPOKT—61d lltli, ech Ella May, Cooper,
Fall Itiver.
SAeEM—Ar lltl), sells Herman F Kimball,
Boston for Bockport; Ethel F Merriam, Rockport: Lawrence Ilalnes, South Garduier for
New York; Satellite, York for Boston; St Leon,
Boston lor Mtllbridge.
VINEYARD IIAVEN-Ar lltli. soils Mary A
Randall, lcebqro for Philadelphia; Alice Crabtree. Swans Island for New York (and both
sailed); Mabel Hall, Weehawken for RocklandF
Richard lllll, Thomaston for New York; Wm
Campbell, Sullivan for do; Storm Petrel, Ells„„

(bylelegraptm
AUG. 11. 185*8.
Cotton marKet to-nav
NEW YORK—Tlie
6 l-l6c;do gull
middling
uplands
steadv;
closed
at e 6-lfiOi sales 21148 Dales.
CHARLESTON—The Cotton marKet to-da.t
was quiet; Middling 6Vic.
>
GALVESTON—Cotton marKet today was
quiet; middling 6 il-16o-

X >9
14%

*8

Homestake,

PaeJfic°

Aug. 10.

MAINE COAST NAVIGATION GO, International

wn©:atJ5

..

/{notanoob Stocks and Boi ds.
(By Telegraph.)
The folloing ware to-day’g closing quotations

New Vorfit

—....

16*18
ipecac.2 26~*2 60i Bolts.
12
Licorice. rt-16*201 YM sheatn12
Bolt*..
66®2sOlYM
Morphine...2
Oil Dereamot2 76*8201 Bottoms .. ... .22*24
11@12
Nor.Codllver200®22i I Ingot....
Tin—
American do 81®1 261
I6x4@lt.54
Lemon.... 1 sow 2 'OiStraits..
Olive.100@2 6O1 English...,n
L C?"
®9
l'eppt.176*2
L X.
Wlntergreenl 76®2 00|Cbar.
•6
•
Potass Dr’mde. 64®66 Terne
x2®14
Chlorate.36*401 Antimony...
1 odide.2 68* 2 801 Coke.*
0<>o»bc
Quicksilver... 70a80l Spelter.....
12*14
iSolderVi* v29* 82
Oulnme..
Sheubaro, rt.76c®l 60
06
Caak.ct.Dase]LBOffll
lit snake.3o@40
wire. .1 85®i 9o
Saltpetre.12*15
8teresNaval
Senna.26*20
26
Canarv seed....
4®5 Xar 4> bbl■ .3 00*3 2o
.6 OCfeo
Cardamons .125*1 60 Coal tar.
Soda. by-carb3V*6>S4 Pitch.2ZHSJ2X
Sai..V2Vs®3 W1L Plton. .2 76®8 00
Sulphur.
a
@t>|Rosm.300*400
sugar lead.20@22iTupentlme.gai. .34*44
While wax... .60*651 Oakum.... 7 Va @8Vi

—

Portland

Middle str eet.

STEAMKHS.

STEAMERS.

—

—

Sept.
2°Va
10 ^

July.

....

11.C..4Va®b

66%
64%

Sept.

.e% to 8|rme.*26*50 Rock island.102%
Ba!s cooabia... 66®001 Shingles—
at raul.106%
oeaar... .* 76*3 25 *do bid.- .154
Beeswax.37®43|X
Blcli powaers... 7®9IClear cedar.2 50*276 St Paul Somalia... 8.4*4
do
prfd...16f*
Borax.10®li |X No 1.1 85®2 25
Crlmstone. .3V4@iV<. |No 1 cedar..1 2b* 1 75 »t. Paul. Minu. & Alann.1G1 Vs
Bochlneai...... 40*431 Spruce.1 25®1 60 Texas Pacific..
pl3
Copperas.1V4® 21 Laths.spce..l 90*2 or. Union Pacific
.GSYa
J.lme—Cement7S4
Cream t&rta2SV4*3. > Vi
Wabash....
Ex logwood.... 12*15 I.ime.1V csk. 85®
ao nrfd. 20*4
(iumaraPic.. .7051221 Cement.... .1 20®
Boston si Maine.'J1?*
Mate Bos.
,20 «7b;
Glycerine
New York&New England pld. 98
58
Alocsicape.....lo®2»iStnf,^ gross
Old Colonv.108
66
39*42 lDIrieo.
*
Camphor
.103
Adams|Express
Mytrh.... ... 62®66IForest City.60
American ExDress...-..134
Metals.
Opium.... 4.50 u 5 50i
ll. .-.. .. 41
Shellac........ 36@401 Copper—
Indigo.86c®8lU4@48 com-016Vi Peonies Gas.1026/a

ttroi. clue.. .8Vi®91

Dec.

corn

Asnes. pot...

»

23%
23%

PORK,

Kaialna.
Musctl.60 lb bxs6®6Vj
London lay’rll 7602OC
Coal.
Betall—delivered.
Atchison pfd.. 35%
Cumberland 000@» 00 Central Pacific. 17%
Chestnut*,..
@6 00 Ches. at unto. 24%
8 00
Franklin...
@600 Cnicazo& Altsn........159
Lehigh...,
do
pfd
4 60
Pea. ......
ChloazVBurlington & Qulncyll4%
juumoer

Breao

Pilot sup....

Dec

s>axsr

Wholesale Market.
RORXLANO. Aug. 11.
The following are todys wholesale once* of

....

Sept.
20%
20%

33%

Opening.....• ...••••••••• 65
Cosing. ..•••••.. 66%

i’ortlaud

Snore

Dec.
.33

64%

Sept.

Exports.
GEORGETOWN, Dein. Schr John B Coyle288 eui; ft lumber 28 bd s hoop iron 7 pkgs of
rivets 604 tns ice 446o lid cabbages 182 bl hay.

cou—Large

Sept.
32%
32%

WHEAT.

Rutland market—cut loaf 7: confetlon ca y
pulverised 6o: powered, 6i; grauulateu
cotfee crushed oc*. Yellow 4*
Va

rrovissiou. wroeorivas

Dee.
66

Thursday’s quotations!

Hides.
The following quotations represent the payIn
this
market:
ing prices
Cow and ox hides..
o^lb
bulls and stag?...6
c
Calf skins, trimmed,
.9c
do untrimmed
8Vac
Lamb skins..
to 80c ci)
Grocers

I Sept.
04%
05%

OAT A

Closing.

1. r SiVi
Mexican dollars 45%.;!
government Bonus easier.
Railroad bonds firm.

JKctall

..

Opening..
C osing.. ....
v*.

Opening.

i Silver certificates 53%®G9V4.
c

......

RK.Aug. 11

Money on call was firm at 1 Vi33 per cent;
ast loan 2: prime mercantile paper 3Vi@4Vi
per eau merllng ixcbange steady, with actual
bu mess In bankers bills 4 8614 @4 85Vi f>r
demand and; t 83% B 4 84 [or sixty daysi portt4Vi®4 £6Vi. fcmn.erclai bills are
ed rates
4

•

CORN

NEW YC.

1:. en.Kusslal 8Vv*14

Builds up the system, puts pure rich
blood in the veins; makes men and
aud healthy—Burdock
women strong
Blood Bitters. At any drug store.

Products in the

Loose

Legislature.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

Archie Lee Talbot, Lewiston.
William Sabourin, Lewiston.
IJenry Sabine, Lewiston.
Charles S. Crowell, Lewiston.
Nathan Harris, Auburn.
Dennett B. Fuller, Auburn.
Charles A. JordaD, Lisbon.
R A. Ryerson, Livermore.
Kdmon liaton. East Livermore.
Andrew|G. Fitz. Durham.
W G. Willett, Minot.

of

Mabel
Corn—receipts
hush: exports 187.G«4 bu; Lee, Clayter, do; Mary Steele. Rockport;
200,000 busti futures, 103,000 bush spot, li Goss, Deer Isle JUG Rerklns, IiocKlaud.
Passed Highland Light llth. tng Nottingham,
spot lirni; No 2 at 38>,* fob afloat.
Port Johnson for
bush: with C KK barge No 4. from
Oats—receipts 30,000 bush: exports
sales 2i:o,oco bush Spot; spot firmer: No 2 at Portland, Independent, from Newport News
do.
for
23V4fe20Ci No 3 at 28c: No 2 wnlte at 32(*/».a
BALTIMORE—Ar llth. sells Cora Dunn and
33V4C; track white ;i2ijs88c.
Beet steady; faintly—; city [extra India Mess Lsander V Beebe, Kennebec.
BANGOR—Sid llth. steamer Williamsport,
Philadelphia; sells Geo B Ferguson,
Pork firm: mess at SB
Eqglo 00 ;| short Jolear Godfrey,
Ferguson, New York; Eastern Queen, Allen,
11 60(5)13 BO; family $12®12 50.
Boston.
Butter steady jWestoru creamy at 14V2@lf'o:
BATH—Ar llth sch E J French, Boston.
factory do at il®l4c; hllgins; at iac: state
Sid, sells Nathan Lawrence. Baltimore; Mabel
dairy I3i5;i7c; do crem i4V2fa)18t^c.
Jordan and Nellie T Morse,Philadelphia.
Lard firmer: Western steam }■> 70.
BERMUDA HUNDRED—Sid 10th, sch Chas
Cheese firm—airge white at 7 V, ; do small at II Walston, Now York.
7V3c.
BOOT11BAY—Ar 11 til, sciis Fred A Emerson.
tggs steady; State aud Penn at 14>/3ai5VaC; Boston; Admiral lie we v. Gloucester; John M
Western fresh 14WC.
Fiske, ltockport; M K Eldridge, Saco; Harriet,
Kosln steady.
Calais; Metropolis. Vinalliasen.
Spirits Turpnentlne Arm.
Sid, sell Amelia F Colib, Boston.
HYANNIS-Ar lCJth. sch J M Morales, DunItlce steady.
Molasses steady.
ton, Berth Amboy for Bath.
KEY WEST—Ar 10th, sch J Fronk Nealley,
Petroleum dull.
Becker. Pascagoula.
Freights to Liverpool dull.
MACH IAS—Sid loth, ling Arcot, Catee, HillsCHICAGO—Cash Quotations;)
boro, N B, lor Staten Island.
Ar 11 til, sells W R Chester, Mary Stuart, and
do
70072c;No.3
2
Iwbeat
Wheat—No spring
Beta. New York; Victory, Moncton. NB, tor
Corn—No at 32<i«(ii32%
—c No 2 Bed 72e.
3 m 22c; Boston.
Oats-No
No 2 yellow 33@33*c.
at 25@27c;
NEWBERN, NC-Cld 10th, sch James H
No 2 white at 2(>(a2Sc*. No3 white
No 2 Barley at 3«®4c: Dashlell. Enslev, Showbill, Mo.
No 2 rye
NEW LONDON—Ar llth, sch Annie Alnslle,
seed
at
No 1 Flaxseed st 88e: prime Timothy
at 6 85® for Saco,
2 65. Mess porl: at 9 ia09 2C._ Lard
PHILADELPHIA Ar 30th, sch Colin C
5 37 Va ; short rib sides b2 5®6>60.
sides Baker, Lauosvllle.i
meats—shoulders 4%(®4%0i short clear
C d. schs May McFarland, New Bedford; Jas
Butter firm; creamry aVl3V&@l8%c; da ries Rothwell, Salem; E II Weaver, Bridgeport;
-Etna.
Camden; Weslev M Oler, Cartagena.
I2@iec. Eggs flrm-iresb at 18c.
Ar llth, sch John Braoewell, ltockport.
.°90
Receipts-Flour. 6.400 bbte;
Newcastle, Del—Passed down OMi. sells Sambush; coru 417.000 bush: outs 234,300 bush, uel
S Thorp, for Portland; Donna X Briggs, for
rye 9,600 hush; barley 8.300 bush.
6 o Kenuebunkport; E11 Weaver, for Bridgeport.
Shipments—Flour 6,900 bbls: wheat 2*1
Island—Passed down loth, sell II & J
ous.h,
lteody
217,700
bush; corn .689,900 bush; oats
Blenderman, for Gardiner.
rye 0,000 bush; barley 7900 bush.
Delaware
Breakwater—Sid 10th. tug Taurus,
MINNEAPOLIS-Wheal
Auejat 88c: Sept towing barge George Moon, from Philadelphia
64B/a@64Vkc: Dec atttlftctNol haru
for Bangor.
No 1 Northern at 9 <%c;No 2 Northern —c.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 10th, sob Clara Jane,
MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first patents 4 2o@ Calais.
4 35; second patents at 4 1044 2u; first clears
Std llth. sch Grace Webster, Bath.
at 3 60®3 80; second clears 2 50a3 10.
PORTSMOUTH, NH-Ar llth, sells Oakes
DETROIT—Wheat closed at 69Vac for cadi Ames. Boston for Gardiner; Robert Salter, do
sales

Portland & Romford Falls

R’y.

Lin Effect June 27, 1S98.
DEPARTURES.
From Union Station
8 30 A. M. and 1.10 P. i'L
for Poland. Mechanic Falls. Buckfield. Canton, Dixtielu, Rumford F'atis and Bemls.
Fi-om Union
8.30 a. m., 1.10 and 6.10 p. m.
Station for;Mechanto Falls and intermediate
stations.
Saturdays only, D.10 p. m. train runs through
to Rumford Falls.

Through cars between Portland, Rumford
Falls and Bends.
Connections at Bemls for all points in the
Baugeley Lakes.

Summer Excursiou Tickets

on

Sale.

R. C. BRADFORD, Traffic Manager,
Portland. Maine.
E. L. LOVEJOY, Superintendent,
dti
Rumford
Falls. Maine.
jel8
STEAMERS.

Portlani & Boothbay Steamboat Go.
Suiume

r

Arrangements—On
June 18th, 189S.

nnil

After

GOING WEST.
OTB. ENTERPRISE leaves East Boothbay
ior Portland Mondays at 7.15 a. in., touchHeron Ising at So. Bristol tChristmas Cove.Harbor
and
land. tOcean Point, Boothbay
Squirrel Island.
at
b
m.
lor
a.
Damariscotta
Wednesdav, leave
Portland, touching at anove landings.
b
a.
at
tor
Fortlana
Friday, leave Pemaqutd
m..touching at above landings except Damans4

°°tta'

GOING EAST.
Tuesdays and Saturdays, leave Portland at 7
D.imarisootta,
touching at Squirrel
for
ji,
a
Island l’oothhny llarbor, tOcean Point, Heron
Bristol and East
So.
Cove,
tChristmas
Island.

Thursiays,

leave Portland at 7 a. in. for Pemat above
landings except
Damariscotta.
tm Saturday will return from Damariscotta
to Hast Boothbay.
t Passengers conveyed by team.
Tuesdays and Saturdays passengers lor Peniaquid conveyed by term from So. Bristol.
ALFRED RACE. Manager.
Je17dtf

aquiii, touching

■the”PRESa
NEW

FIFTH MAINE.

Thirty-first ADnaal Reunion

ADVEIiTlSJEBKNla XVOAX.

Yesterday at Peaks Island.
•

Owen. Moore & Co.
J. li. 1-ibby Co.
Eastinau Bros. & Bancroft.
All Hail Line.

_____

Reported That

lie

Declines To Re

Annual Business

Ensuing Year—
Paintings Presented by Gen.
C. S. Edwards of Bethel—A Poem by
Mrs. Annie S. Page—LailiCB’ AssociaIf anil

ji. M. Lew soil.
J upture.

tloi.iisoii & Lambert.
City of Portland.
AMUSEMEFTS.
Old Orchard Pier,

It was reported last night on the very
best of authority that Alderman Edgar
iixftursion to Faybans.
E. Rounds had declined to servo as candidate for representative to the legislature,
Found
Lost,
New \V.»ats. To Let. For Sale,
and that his resignation had been fortnd similar advertisements will be foun under
their appropriate beads on page a.__ warded to the secretary of state at Au-

bers who might be named nnd these were:
Ex-Gov. Frederick Robie, Gorham, Geo.
E. Bearse, Lewiston. Prof. H. C. Parker,

at

“Mrs. Winslow's Sooiams

lying at the Brooklyn navy yard.
Lieut. Clifford was one of the leaders in
the organization of the Portland Naval
and
Reserves at the opening of the war

Syrup,

of
Has been used over Fifty Years by millions
mothers for their children while Teethilig
It soothes the child,
with perfect success.
softens the gums, allays Pain, cures Wind
Colic, regulates the bowels, and Is the best
remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising from
.n

Athap eoticpa

T7cr

asIa

hv

Brooklyn Navy Yard.

Lieut. Win. H.Clifford of the Montauk,
has been detached from that vessel and
ordered to the Rainbow. He received his
orders yesterday and left last night. The
Rainbow is a converted cruiser and is

T>u Kind You dfave Always Bought.

Drn<r-

Ee sure and
every Dart of the world.
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 25 cts
b bottle

gists la

transfer
ship whore they might
Lieut. Clifford
see more aotive service.
is the iirst officer to be thus transferred.
to some

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

The survivors of the
gallant. Fifth
Maine regiment re-assembled at their association building, Peaks Island, yester-

Inspector Ward.
The steamer Labrador of the Dominion
from Montreal,
line, Capi. Erskino.
July 29, which arrived here on August.
sighting 16 icebergs in latitude

VASSALBORO GROVE MEETING.
The Vassalboro
Grove
meeting, to
which attention has already been called,
begins at 10. SO a. m., this coming Sunday, August 14. The Male quartette Is as
good as any in the state and Dr. Shinn
is a speaker all will want to hear.

the arrangements for the next annual reunion
with authority to employ the needed help,

appointed

to make all

Mrs. Thomas Darling of Toronto, daughter of Mr. Charles Alexander of Montreal,
iro among the
Canadians summering at

1

Baker's
Fruit Flavors

|
</•

Extracts

Because they never vary. Their strength
Is double other extracts. You can purYou arc asstireu o* tne
chase all flavors.

|j
(,-f

|

L Purity, Strength, Quality and Quan .ity. ^ j

s
g
8

To be convinced try
Bakers Extracts JUST ONCE
YOUR GROCER SELLS THEM

%

^

recruits and at the expiration of term of
about two hundred alone reservico
mained, many of them languishing in
hospitals. It is worthy of note that nearly

Caribou was in the all of these brave

To tell you what extracts are
Ask her why they
the best.
The answer will
arc the best.

'V

&

of

Young Lady I
®

returned from the war.

According to statistics the regiment
orginally numbered ten hundred and
It was increased by hundreds of
forty.

and.
Judgq Stearns
:ity yesterday.

$

Fifth

the

Cape. John R, Williams, Battery E,
'tli Artillory, arrived at Fore Preble yesterday and reported for duty to the comof the post. Capt. Willliams
mandant
for some time been on detached service as military attache at Berne,Switzer-

&

gallant

;y.

las

Ask any

*

flag

was

At the conclusion of the business meet-

College, Col. A. B. Nealey, ings and after a while spent in social talk
Lewiston, George W. Ellard, Lewiston, the members of the association made
Frank L. Dingley, Lewiston, Riohard K.
preparations for their return trip home
Charles L.

Falls was

lion. Herbert M. Heath and Hon. LesCornish of Augusta,, are at the
ie M.
Congress Square hotel.
Mr. Pierce of San Francisco registered
it the Congress Square hotel yesterday.
Warren of Chicago, and
Mrs. Robert

i®p<:re

handsome American

Cushman, and the thirty-first reunion ended.
PRIVATE CHARLES H. LOVELL’S Auburn.
The exhaustive report or the Gettysburg
REMAINS.
A committee of five was then named to
commission, embodied in a large volume,
remains of Private Charles H. nominate officers for the coming year was
The
presented to all the members present,
Lovell, 1st Maine regiment, whose death and tho following were selected and
President, John
was noted in Wednesday’s issue, arrived
unanimously elected:
H0-29TH REUNION.
in
this city on the 13.4 5 a. in. train to- Kelly, Somerville; vioe presidents, James
day. They were forwarded from Chicka- Shannon, Saco, John Johrdan, Leering,
Pleasant Gathering at
Veterans Enjoy
charge of the American Ex- L. P. Prentiss; secretary, N. R. Lougee,
mauga in
Their Hall at hong Island.
at tne train by Nashua; treasurer, Frank F. Goss, Aureceived
were
and
press
burn.
Waiter Loveil, a brother of the deceased,
Despite the foul weather the attendance
and carried to Rich’s undertaking rooms
Captain H, T. Bucknam of Mechanio
for the night.

tome.

/

large

presented to the association by Mr. and
Mrs. John Kelley of Boston, Mass.

Coiumbia

8, reportB
HIRAM MAXIM IN BOSTON.
63, longitude 48 (about 323 miles eastHiram
Maxim,the distinguished inven- eto,
northeast of the Strait of Bell Isle).
in Boston yesterday on his way
About twelve o’clock the meeting took
Yesterday was showery and disagree- tor, was
in Wayne where he will a recess and enjoyed a good old fashioned
to his home
able.
mother. Mr. Maxim is army dinner, which was eaten at tables
The annual clambake given by the cot- visit his aged
<
be accompanied by liisjjwife.
arranged on the building porch and those
tagers of Little Diamond island will
were:
Mr. and Mrs. John F.
afternoon.
present
next
Monday
given
PERSONAL.
Nesbitt and Miss Nesbitt. New York; Mr.
There is only one caBO of diphtheria
and Mrs. W. R. Ripley and Miss Ripley,
now quarantined in the City.
Prof.. A. K. Spencer of Buchtel ColLynn; Edwin Meserve, S. H. Manning,
A prominent Exchange street insurance
lege is in the city.
Lowiston; H. C. Weston, Auburn; J. H.
man has ridden 503 miles on his bicycle
Miss Mary E. Thomson, daughter of
June
since
business
his
Stevens, Berwick; George F. Tine, Auin
town
about
Zenas Thompson, Esq., of this city will
burn; Stillman Saunders, New.Jersey; C.
15th.
in“Niobe”
a
next
light .comedy part
play
O. Holt, Mechanio
Falls; E. Ripley,
was a large brush fire at ScarThere
week at McCullum’s Theatre at the Cape.
Lynn; J. L. Parker, .Norway; David A.
boro, opposite Kigby park, yesterday af- Miss
Thompson’s stage name is Mary Edwards, Bethel, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
ternoon.
Drummond Hay.
R. Chase. Yarmouthville; S. N. LittleCharles J. Dunn of OrODO and Edward
INSTRUCTION SCHOOLS CLOSED.
field, Bethel; Nathaniel Haskell, Auburn;
schools of instruction that have C. Ryder of Bangor, were yesterday ad- John W. Jordan, Cumberland Mills; John
The
mitted to practice in the D. S. courts on
H. A. Stevens.
L. Hyde, Limington;
been in operation at Portland, Gorham,
motion of Distriot Attorney Dyer.
Island Pond and elsewhere for the benefit
Lewiston; Thomas Ward, Lewiston; L.
is
to
Mr.
at
the
Harvey Murray
preside
been
of Grand Trunk employes, have
P. Prentiss, Lewiston;
Joseph C. Denfor the Second Congregational
The Canadian organ
closed for the present.
nett, Yarmouth; Mr. and Mrs. Frank F,
the month of August,
in church during
Arthur
government is said to have stepped
Goss, Auburn; W. B. Adams,
will also.give each Sunday
John
with the idea that the new rules cannot Prof. Murray
McClellan,
Adams, Biddeford;
an
the
month
recital
from
organ
be eniorced without speoiai measure from during
South Windham; C. W. Strout, Brooklyn;
the government and so the matter of rules 10 to 10.30 a. m.
Mr. and Mrs. B. A. Norton, Portland;
It was our great'privilege a few days J. H, Shannon, Saco;
must remain according to the ideas of the
Captain George E.
foimer management until some action is sines to spend an hour with Rev. C. F. Brown, Portland;
Captain J. C. Sumat
his
home
D.
on
Cumberland
D.,
Allen,
taken by that government.
mcrsides, Gorham; John Kelley, Somerstreet, Portland, says a correspondent of ville; Mr. and Mrs. Clark Wayland, GorEOR COUNCILLOR. the
CANDIDATES
Bangor Commercial Mr. Allen is re- ham; Miss Bertha Wayland, J. S. Spiller,
There is a rumor afloat that a third membered by
many as the president of Mechanic Falls; Frank C. Kimball, Boscandidate for member of the governor’s the Orono college and pastor of the First
Col. nnd Mrs. Millett,
Gorham;
ton;
the church in BaDgor, and.his friends will
council may be in the field before
Captain and Mrs. H. T. Bucknam,
is
not be glad to knowJbthat he’is "comfortable,
legislature meets, though his name
Mrs. R, S. Williams,
Mechanic Falls;
The candidates at present are although not able to sitfup more than
given.
Philadelphia; Mrs. R. M. Stevens, Miss
of the firm of two or three hours a day.
Cook
Charles Sumner
Mrs. Nelson Tenney,
Alice L. Stevens,
Symonds, Snow & Cook of this city, and * Mr. Edward J. Morgan, leading man
Miss
Ml6S Alice L. Tenney, Portland;
William J. Knowiton also of this city.
Lyceum Stock Edna Newton, Mrs. R. P. Kimball, BosThe counoillorship is con ceded.^this "year of Daniel Frohman’s
to Portland, and of course the wishes of company of New York, is passing a short ton, Mrs. Ellen M. Phipps, Milan; Mrs.
the Portland delegation will be, as they vacation in Portland and vicinity. Mr.
Mrs. N. A. Winship,
John
Kelley,
ought to be, very influential in settling Morgan has just returned from London,
Somerville; Mrs. John McClellan, Windit.
where he has been playing in the Heart ham,
FUNERAL OF WILLIAM H. FOSTER. of Maryland and Sue. Mr. Morgan will
Dinner over, business was resumed and
There was a large gathering of friends create the part of John Storm in “The Gen. C. S. Edwards of Bethel, gave the
two
naintinrrs. one heiner that of
mclnding many of tha employes of the Christian,” to be presented at the Fifth
iu September by Miss the battle of Spottsylvania Court House—
theatre
Maine Central railroad at 25 Summer Avenue
(treet, yesterday afternoon at 2 o’clock Viola Allen, after which he will open the the bloody angle—showing the “Fifth”
in action, which was executed by Miss
jpesterday afternoon at 2 o'olock to listen Lyceum season in November.
the remains of
Mrs, W. H. Shind of Smith street, is Alice S. Billings of Gorham.
The other
to the
services over
William H. Foster.
summering at Pine Grove Cottage, West painting was the work of Miss Laura
Rev. Dr. Blanchard concluded the ser- Baldwin.
Hall of Bethel and brought vividly to the
Gen. Breckenridge has appointed as a
vices and the pall bearers were taken
Rappahannock
eye the second battle of
from the regular officers of Ancient Land- commission to
It is especially worthy of note
report on general health Station.
The interment itf Camp Thomas, Chickamauga, Gens, that both pictures were made under the
mark lodge of Masons.
was at Evergreen cemetery.
ganger, Roe and Mattocks, and Capt. personal supervision of General Ewdards
Peabody of the Eighth Massachusetts.
and are commented upon very favorably,
A
BLOW.
QUITE
Newton Bennington, the well-known because of their historical connections as
A young lady received quite a severe iurfman, whose string of horses are now
well as fine artistic iinish.
blew on the head last night just after she it Saratoga,
is at Peaks island. He is
The association passed a vote of condolanded from the steamer Pilgrim on its icoompanied by
Mrs. Bennington, who lence to the wife of Lieut. J. A.' A.
return trip from the theatre.
Seeing the row has as her guest, Mra Brown of Packard on the death of a son at the
large gate open ordinarily used by teams, L3wiston.
battle of Santiago and elected her remainshe attempted to pass under it and not
Frank E. Guernsey of Dover, who is ing son a member of the association.
jeing noticed by the man in charge, the in attendance on the law court, is stopA poem was then read which was com{ate suddenly dropped, giving the lady a ping at the Preble house. He is a candi- posed by Mrs. Annie S. Page nee Simontudden and heavy blow on
the head, late for Speaker of the House at the
ton, a native of Portland, now a resident
Vhich nearly sent her to the ground. She
Mrs. Page was
rest session of the legislature. He is a of Oakland, California.
oon recovered and continued her
walk
prominent attorney of Piscataquis coun- visiting her old home in Portland when

be

ney,
A

Gately, Portland,

We acknowledge the reoeipt of the annual report of the Mt. Vernon Ladies’
Association from Mrs. M. J. M. Sweat,
Vice regent for Maine.
At a meeting of the committee on putlio buildings six permits were granted
and several held over until inspected by

Cape Elizabeth.
and
Harkins of Providence,
Mgr.
Mgr. Healy of Portland [ visited Oka yesterday iu company with Rev. Colin.
Today they were the guost3 of the Montreal Collego, and this evening they leave
for Brockvillo, Kingston and Toronto.—
Montreal Star.
C. I. Belles, a manufacturer of Newark,
N. J., and Cincinnati, Ohio, has taken
himself and family at the
room 3 for
Windsor hotel, for the summer.
Miss Caflio Cameron of Boston, is the
Gauthier of Wutervillo
truest of Mrs.
street.

men

re-enlisted.

THE RETURNED REGMIENT.
Through the fair forest city with musical

acclaim
Of drum and trumpets clangor tho war
worn heroes came.
And nature paid her tribute as the elm
trees tent to wave,
Their green majestio arches in triumph
oe’r the brave,
With childlike exultation and woman’s

loyal pride,

to bless and welcome the veterans
battle tried,
But swift tumultuous anguish surged up
from heart to brain,
My lips in silence quivered, the hot tears
fell like rain,
For with rent flags and trophies of the
conflict came to tell.
How a thousand valiant brothers in the
red carnage fell,
Ah woetul sigh to weaken the eloquence
of tears
In manly souls to strengthen the deep
resolves of years.
The nation since has spoken as only freeI

paused

men

speak

Its deepening scorn
for the weak.

IN
made

FRIDAY IS BARGAIN DAY.
Friday’s Sale the bargains are
throughout the whole store that we will
For this

ous

to enumerate them all.
To give a few examples of the

portunity to close out many
lots and prices have been made

_*

with

that end in view. This will be youi
chance to buy Shirt Waists, Skirts
Capes, Children’s Dresses and othei
seasonable goods, at next-to-nothing
prices. Don’t fail to visit our second
floor and look at the bargains we of-

fer.

The most effective skin puri-

iston; Charles Kehoe, Leaven worth, Kas.;
Geo. H.
Knight, Otlsflela; Geo. M.
Knight, North Waterford;
Mass.; Alfred H.
Roxbury,

Geo.P.Knight^
Larrabee,

Cumberland Mills; Geo.W.Lewis, BrownBert Littlefield, East
lield;
its
mercy
Stoneham;
of treason,
Adon

Judkins

Littlefield,

Cambridge',

carry at all
Glove de-

our

not

attempt

cut in

great

and mode
a

prices

1

Pattern,
“

2

“

1

“

in the world,

as

well

as

est and sweetest for

pur-

toilet,

bath and nursery.
followed by light dressings with OUTICUBA,
purest of emouieot skin cures, will clear the
Bcalp and hair of crusts, scales aud dandruff,
eoathe Irritated and Itching surfaces, stimulate the hair follicles, supply the roots with
energy and nourishment, and thus produce
luxuriant lialr, with clean, wholesome scalp,
when all else falls.

SOl

Return boats leave the island for the

We have made

the followDimities and

Hood’s

the stomach,
rouse the liver, cure biliousheadache,
dizziness,
ness,
sour stomach, constipation.

■ ■

■

all gs*
III

■ Jji

ww
■ ■
™
Price 25 cents.
Sold by all druggists.
Pills
to
take
with
only
Hood’s
Sarsaparilla.
The

etc.

A better one for $1.25,
all colors and white and
black. These are fast-

mien cuiuicu

mu^iiuo

wmi

ored polka dots,

10c

“

Balance

stock

our

(women’s)

clasp, all
heavy or
light embroidery on back

protectors,

former

$1.65 and $2.00.
Silk Gloves, embroidered

leather

price,

ing

15c

We shall

wood, 36
36 inch,

31-4c

38c
50c
Also

one

“

“

“

“

lot extra

10c
12 1-2C

large

:rom 12 1-2C to

pair.
selling wheelgolfing guantlets,

are

or

or

four

at

sorts,

and

the correct

pair,

colors.
Gloves.

Evening

Gloves for

men.

season,
One lot Golf Suitings—fancy mixtures. Regular price 15c, now 10c yd.

73

34c each, 3 for $1.00.

89c each.
MISCELLANEOUS.
15x27 inch U. S.

flags

staff,
Fifty

Sunday Excursion
TO

FABYANS

:

Songo River,
SUNDAY, AUGUST 14,
and

By Special Train From Portland.

West Baldwin Cauip meeting;
it will stop at all stations between Portland
and West Baldwin, In both directions.
Special camp meeting rates will be made.
To Naples To Fabyans To West
and
Baldwin
and
return
& return
return
a.m. (Songo B)
Leave
S1.20
10.10 11 OC I 1 Kfl I
Portland
SI.10
Cumb. Mills 10.19 | 1,4 J | I.JU |
W. Baldwin, arrive 11.17 a. m.
Fabyans, arrive 1.25 p. m.
as

Steamer Louise will leave Sebago Lake at
10.45. on arrival of above train, and run through
Songo to Naples.
Keturning leaving Fabyans 2.30 p. m., arrive
10c
Portland 5.45 p. m.
GEO. F. EVANS,
on F. E. BOOTHBY,
V. P. & (L M.
G. P. & T. A.
d2t 1.5or8p
5c
augl2

flags

staff,
One lot 11x17 inch U. S.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

This Special will also accommodate those who
wish to attend the

We will also at this time sell you
any soft bosom shirt in stock, the
prices of which are $1.00, 1.25 and
1.50, for

One lot

\

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

size

lemstitched Handkerchiefs,

lU

“

serge rain Umbrellas, 38c each
ladies’ 2 clasp Chamois
lot
One
plain
reduced Gloves, in natural color—extra fine
89c
5c quality.
15c

a

2.00 a

yard.

4 1-2C

Striped Cotton Skirting,
goods—fast colors—new this
8c yard

12 1-2c

on

25c Handkerchiefs for

ai

5i.oo, 51.50, 51.75

of those Lockand 40 inch mill remnants.

put into this sale

slightly soiled.

at 75c and all

Another lot

$10.00 each

several lots of ladies’ fine Scalloped and
Embroidered Handkerchiefs that have
been used for decorating and are

points

three

5e pair
8c each

pattern

HANDKERCHIEF DEPT.

two

with

We

30c

Embroidered linen and Allover and
insertion at 1-2 price to close.

kid

51.25

Silk and Wool Novelties that have MEN’S FURNISHING
DEPT.
been selling for 88c, 65c, 50c and 37c
and
c colored
Men’s
25c yard
yd. Choice
and
Soft
Cheviot
with
Shirts,
All of the 25c qualities in above Negligee
and
cuffs
or
collar
white
attached,
15c yard
goods, now
dresses that were neckbands to use with white collar,
Two thin

$15.00 each, reduced to

genuine

giwvto

40
One lot

of

are

of

pattern.

now

LACE DEPT.

Imported Wash Dress Goods consisting of Cotton Grenadines, French
Organdies, Dotted Swisses and Fancy-

and

buttons

Fownes famous Gloves

5.00
free

Lining given

“

of

four

or

skin.

5.00
5.00

“

each,

One lot adjustable

10c

clasps

made

$5.00

“

7.50,

was

with each

now

H.38,

were 10.00

ened with three

colors

$14.00,

altogether

presentable.

One lot Whisk Brooms,
Muslins for this sale :
One lot White Castile Soap—large
12 l-2c figured Dimities—light and cakes,
4c cake
6 1-4c
dark,
15c figured Dimities—light color: COTTON DEPT.

the

ALL RAIL LINE
TO--

■

Bridgton, fl. Bridgtan, Harrison
VIA. M. C. and B. & S. R. R. R.

EASTMAN BROS, i BANCROFT.

a.m.

A

DrvXMJ'T'T

PIiBTTS,

A.

BX.

OFFICES:

Notice to Contractors.

patients

...

arc

cured.
riuuno.

proposals for furnishing about 2500

jJ1|iuji_L_^^:[[inmirra3rrTn^”TnT^MBrB

^

office of said commissioner, who reserves the
right to reject any or all bids should he deem it
for the interest of the city so to do. Bids should
be marked “Pioposals for Gr mite Paving,” and
GEO. jS. FEKNaLD,
addressed to
Commissioner of Public Works,
aug!2dtdTg
ff Aug 181 12,1898.

Single fare round trip
iickets will be issued at railway stations
?ast of PorlCand to holders of this cirjular and their families upon exhibiting,
t to the ticket agents.
INFANTRY
UNION.

^EALED
0

square yards of ‘‘New York’granito paving
g,
city
■ blocks to ihe street department |of the office
of Portland will be received at2 the
■
^
evemngs.B of the Commissioner of Public Works,City Gall,
Monday and Friday
until Friday, August 19th, 1893. when they will
bo publicly opened and re^d.
Specifications
ana further information may be obtained at the

Saturday.

»ity every hour.

SEVENTEENTH

Cl..n4

& 8. R. R. R.

33., SPECIALIST.

no fees until our
FOKiLAND, 472 Congress St., Friday and
Lisbon
194
St., Monday and Tuesday.
Lewiston,
Brunswick, 118 Main St., Wednesday.
109
Front
Bath,
St, Thursday.

We receive

B.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

RUPTU
D.

p.m. p.m.

Trains leave Portland M.C.E.R., 8.45 1.25 5.55
11.33 4.10 8.51
Arrive Harrison,
a.m. a.m. p.m.
Harrison
leave
5.20 9.26 5.10
Keturning,
a.m. p.m. p.m.
Arrive Portland
8.10 12.12 7.42
Stage from Harrison to Waterford.

aug!2dtf

REMOVAL.

RE-

The annual meeting of the Seventeenth
United States Infantry association will
Maine,
oe held at Hotel Parker, Gray,
Prominent gentlemen repreAugust 18.
senting the state officially and others high
n the counsels and
affairs of Che G. A.

Et.,

Stimulate

“

Cambric Skirt

sleeve

only,
Save Your Hair CuScSURAP°SOA^

was

quality,well

made, strong,ser-

viceable and

following prices:

1

tan, gray, black
gloves for $i,

very decent

cut and

NOTION DEPT.

fying and beautifying soap ing low prices on figured

Verrill, Portland, $1.30,express or postage
additional.
Gold everywhere. Price, COTTCURA SOAP,
The treasurer’s report showed $78 in the
25c. CUTIOUilA
(ointment), 50c. POTTER
DBDG & CHESf. CORP., Hoeton, Sola Props.
treasuiy.
British Depot, 1 King Edward st., London.
A very interesting letter was read from
"How to Cure Every Kind of Bash,” free.
Holman G. Purinton,formerly of the 29t£
Maine, now major of the 2d Illinois inMass.; Thomas Marriner, W. Baldwin ;
fantry, in Fitz Hugh Lee’s corps at Jack- Hebron
Mayhew, Westbrook; Geo. H. Mcof
the
felHe
writes
Fla.
good
sonville,
Portland; David Morse, Oxford;
Kenney,
old
Confedthe
met
he
has
lows
among
Matthias
Moulton.
Portland; Alonzo
He is
their sons.
erate soldiers and
Morrill, E. Auburn; John F. Murphy,
the only one known to be engaged in the
H. Nye, South Natick,
Lowell; Geo.
present war from the old l-10-29th, regiMass.; Lanty O’Neil, Malden, Mass. ; Geo.
ment. Cheers followed for Purinton.
H. Poor, Portland; Boland W. Randall,
Kehoe, the well-known and irrepressible
Auburn; Frank H. Read, East Auburn;
who was present atlthe reunion, says he
Benj. M. Redlon, Portland; Moses S.
got as far as Tampa with Gen. Miles’s
Roberts, Jamaica Plains, Mass ; Sidney
knocked
out
but
was
by
quartermaster,
W. Rowe,
Brownfield; Wra. C. Rowe,
the heat.
Brownfield; Herbert R, Sargent, PortDeaths announced were: Lieut. John
land; James M. Salford, Portland; EdM. Marston, Portland; Orrin B. Merrow,
ward H. Sawyer,
Auburn; Elijah M.
Mechanic
Auburn; Erastus Thurlow,
Shaw, Nashua, N. H.; Patrick A. SheeElias
Webber,
Oxford; Joseph
Falls;
Moses E. Simpson, SheepTom Parker, Hiram; han, Boston;
Chappell, Saco;
scot; Dexter D. Skinner, Mechanio Falls;
Benj. T. Witham, Peering.
Edgar W. Small, Ealmonth; Geo. H.
The following officers were elected:
Smith, Scarboro; Geo. W. Smith, ChesterPresident—Adoniram J.
Littlefield,
ville; Henry H. Smith, Oakland; Charles
Cambridge, Mass.
Vioe-presidents—Jerry S. Douglass, W. Stevens. Portland; Peter Willis StonePortland; Charles H. Weloh, Boston; ham,
Portlund; Albert S. Spaulding,
Wm. C. Cole,
Norway; John Q. A. Portland; Charles! S.
Tenney, Mchanio
Jumper, Lewiston; Geo. S. Ayer, Saco.
Falls; Leroy H. Tobie, Portland; Alfred
ouigwu—i/i. aincu iiiwrroiu, Ditugur,
Chaplain—Fayette Bicknell, Pepperell, L. Turner, Port'and; William Waddell,
Mass.
Portland; Charles H. Welch, Dorchester,
Historian, Secretary and Treasurer—
Mass.; Wm. W.
Whitmarsh, Norway;
John M. Gould, Portland.
Executive
Committee—Charles
H. Benj. F.Whitney, Gorham; John A. WilS.Emerson.
Charles
RedM.
Frost,
Benj.
lard, Lisbon; John C. Willey,Greenwood,
Ion.
Mass.; Marous Wight, Lowell,|Mass.
names
the
are
and
office
Following
post
There were 98 members present. There
members
address of all
present: George
also about 100 ladies and children
were
Portland; Geo. S. Ayers,
E. Andrews,
and visitors.
Saco; John Bagley, Jr., Lowell; John
WHY NOT DANCE TONIGHT
H. Bagley, Detroit; Gilbert V. Bangs,
Chicago; Ephraim K. Baston, Boston; at the new hall at Forest City landing,
Elbridge G. Berry, Berry’s Mills; Morrill Peaks island.
Dancing from 8.30 to
W. Blokford,
Malden, Mass.; Fayette 11. Boat to the olty after the dance.
Mass.; Granville
Bioknell, Pepperell,
BROKE HIS LEG.
Blake, Auburn; Frank E. Brown, New
Bedford, Mass.; Geo. F. Brown, alias
Joseph Welch was handling freight at
Wm. Hyde,
Dorchester, Mass.; Frank the sheds of the Maine Steamship comG. Boody, Portland; Daniel F. Chandler, pany yesterday morning, when a heavy
Portland; Benj. F. Cook, Charlestown; piano fell on him striking his leg.
Hiram T. Cook,
Portland; Alex. B. Rioh’s ambulance was summoned and
Conant, North Auburn; Oliver B. Coy, the Injured man was taken to the Maine
Welchville; Frank L. Cummings, Rock- General hospital where it was found that
Welch is about 86
land; Woodbury K. Dana, Westbrook; histleg was fraotured.
L. Day, Gorham; Josiah F. Day,
Geo.
He will be
years of age and is married.
Malden, Mass.; Jerry S. Douglass, Port- laid up for four or live weeks.
land; Hezekiah Elwell, Westbrook; Ivory
W. Emerson, Lewiston; Calvin G. Estes, SEVENTEENTH MAINE REGIMENT
ASSOCIATION.
Lisbon; Stephen R. Estes, Hallo well;
David P. Field, Auburn; Charles H.
Members are requested to report at
Frost, Portland; Edwin A. Getohell, Bo3worth Post hall at 8.30 August ISth
with music, the regimental
Augusta; Sylvanus W. Giles, Readfleld; to escort,
Knox Station; Tom colors, to the island steamer. Ladies and
Wm. H. Gilchrist,
assemble at Custom House
M. Glendenning, Long island; Elijah G. guests will
Gould, Portland; John M. Gould, Port- wharf before 9 o’clock. Lunch will be
land; Wm. P. Golden, Portland; Ed Nel- served upon arrival at the island, when
son
Greely, Portland; George Uuptill, the Maine Gettysburg commissioners’ reReadfleld; Charles Harris, Saco; Ezekiel port will be ready for distribution. In
H.
Hanson, Deering; Jacob L. Hayes, the afternoon an opportunity will be
Auburn; Charles A. Hersey,South Paris; afforded the members and their families
new and beautiful Gem
Mahlon S. Hod-don, Deering;| Lithamar to attend the
Fred A. Howard, theatre, near by, If they would like to do
Houston, Wostbrook;
Lewiston; Albert fl. Hutohinson, Gardiner; Harlan P. Ingalls, Portland; Freeman W. Johnson, Long island; Seth B.
Johnson, Turner; J. Q. A. Jumper, Lew-

the

THIN DRESS GOODS DEPT.

men.

Maine battalion. The book is
very creditable to the Maine soldiers, and
is for sale at'cost by Major George W.

& Co.

we

White,

numer-

for this sale we mention only a few items.
Sunburn, bites and stings of
The special prices we make for these Friday sales
insects, inflammations, irri- hold
good through Saturday forenoon and until one
tations, cbafmgs, undue or o’clock.
offensive perspiration and
DKESS GOODS DEPT.
other sanative uses, nothing SUIT AND CLOAK DEPTS.
so soothing, cooling, purifyOnly five left of the Novelty
Special Offerings
All Wool and Silk and Wool Dress
ing and refreshing as a bath, will be made in these two department: Patterns, advertised a few
days ago.
on our second floor, it being our opeither hot-or cold, with
will be closed out in this sale ai
broker They

Long island.
Business meeting was called by President Josiah F. Day, M. D., of Malden,

the 10th

so

©

on

The Historian reported that the Maine
Gettysburg commission had published
their work, including the part taken by

by Jouvin

ions in handwear.

up to the average, and the oomrades
had very pleasant gathering in the hall

to writer.”
Invitations have been received from the
116th N. Y. for all the 29th Maine to atthe reunions of the 116th; also
tend
from the £8th N. Y., for all 10th Maine

Gloves

partment is showing just
at present a superb stock
of glove novelties, the
newest glove fads, the latest watering place fash-

Saturdays.

m.

fine

Kid

seasons,

Store closes at 1 p.

1898.

the

to

great line of

which

was

Mass.
The secretary reported that he had sent
out notioes ;of reunion to 1,014 members
about 30 had .been “returned
of which

addition
Paris

freemen with the
will of uncrowned kings,
From sea to sea ring paeans of liberty
divine
And sopn the palm shall echo the anthem
of the pine.
Oppression's chain is broken and freedom

Montauk nere, being assigned to that ship.
Ha has proved a very popular and elHeient
officer. Some time ago he and other Portland officers on the Montauk asked for a

TRANSFERRED.

Montauk Officers Ordered to the Rainbow

Bears the
use

Mooting—Gift From Mr. and Mrs.
Kelly of Boston.
tion

PORTLAND, August 12,

eagle clings
To the simple state of

lieutenant
received his appointment as
junior grade soon after the arrival of the

LIEUT- CLIFFORD

signature of Chas.H. Fletcher*
for more than thirty' years, and

some

beckoning stands,
And the ocean is God’s highway for the
day morning and first in order was an
weary of all lands.
adjourned meeting of tho Memorial asso- We wage the deadly combat for peoples
ciation and the board of directors which
yet to be
Thine are the" eternal cyoles Imperial
named the following officers for the enLiberty.
R.
suing year:
H.
Col.
President,
THE LADIES’ ASSOCIATION.
Millett, Gorham; vice president, Captain
Gcorgo E. Brown, Portland; secretary,
afternoon the Fifth
In the
Maine
N. R. Lougee, Nashua, N. H.; treasurer,
Ladies’ association held a meeting and
Frank F. Goss, Auburn;
custodian, elected the following officers: President,
Thomas Lord, Lewiston.
vice presiMrs. J. S. Phipps, Milan;
At ten o’clock a. m. the annual meetPortland;
dents, Mrs. E. J. Kimball,
the
Fifth
Maine
ing of
Regiment associa- seoretary, Mrs. Nelson Ter.ney, Portland;
tion was called to order and the reports
treasurer, Mrs. R. M. Stevens Portland;
of the various officers and
committees
committee of arrangements, Mrs. B. A.
The committee reported
were received.
Norton,;Mrs. R. M. Stevens, Mrs. George
favorably on the admittance of worthy B.
Brown, Portland, Mrs. H. T. Bucksons of deceased members to a full memnam, Mechanic Falls, Mrs. Nelson Tenbership In the association, and it was
Portland.

gusta.

CAtSTORIA

Meeting neltl Yesterday

Election of Officers for

Candidate For Legislature.

Wanted.
Congress Square Fisb Market,

In

Closed

NSW ADVERTISEMENTS.

And while the great Jehovah in judgment
eat that day
A people’s worth to measure, a nation’s
deeds to weigh,
The little band of heroes returning scarred
and grim,
From the battle fields of" freedom shone
royally to him.
Let the proud winds that wander o'er
continent and sea,
waft to earth's listening pooples the flat
of the free.
For still the
young republio with souring

also comrades from other associations
svho served in 1S61-5 have accepted invitations to be present.
Sfcimson’s orchestra,
six pieces) will furnish musio, specially

selected, during the dinner. Speoial hotel

rates have been secured for those
who
vish to remain until next day.
At one
)’clock, after the election of officers and
)ther business, dinner will be sorved.

Or. Oana W. Fellows
Has removed from No. 23 Free Street
to suite of

In these

No. 36.

rooms

V. Iff. C. A.

Building,

Coneress Square.

jly29d2w

“Muggy Dog Days”
it is hard to keep comfortable.
You will secure comfort for your
dog. if you have one, by getting a
cake of our Dog Soap and giving
him a shampoo. 3 kinds, 15, 20 and
25c cake.

H. a HAY & SON, Middle SI,

Nolice of Dissolution.
The firm of Kawson, Lombard & Co., coopmutual consent,
ers is this clay dissolved by
and George L. Rawson will continue the business at the same stand. No, 9 Central street,
under the same style of Rawson, Lombard &
Co. All accounts due tue firm are payable to
said Kawson, and he assumes all debts and
contracts of the firm.
GEO. L. RAWSON.
THEODORE H. LOMBARD.
Portland, Maine, August 1, 1898. aug2dlw«

